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ABSTRACT

Celibacy is an altruistic act when it involves an individual's sacrifice of lifelong
reproduction for the benefit of others. Where this occurs for the primary benefit of non
kin, as in many institutions which demand celibacy of their members, it will often be
difficult to maintain. This dissertation explores the institutionalized maintenance and
reinforcement of celibacy vows through the concept of induced altruism. Because
humans generally recognize kin only by means of indirect cues, these cues may be
manipulated so that individuals behave altruistically for the benefit of non-kin. Human
kinship-recognition cues include association, phenotypic similarity, and the use of kinship
terms and symbols. Additional factors which can aid kinship manipulation include young
developmental age of potential altruists and their separation from true kin. A central
prediction stemming from this model is that the manipulation of these kinship recognition
cues and associated factors should be present in celibate institutions whose members are
unlikely to be close genetic relatives. An appraisal of historical sources on major
religions that exhibit institutionalized celibacy, as well as a comparative analysis of
ethnographic data drawn from the Sample of Cross-Cultural Societies, support this
prediction.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Vows or decisions of lifelong sexual abstinence appear difficult to understand in
evolutionary terms. Richard Dawkins (1995:2) says that we "love life and love sex and
love children" because each of us comes from an unbroken line of ancestors who were
able to survive and reproduce. Ridley (1993:4) goes further: "Reproduction is the sole
goal for which human beings are designed; everything else is a means to that end."
Darwinian evolutionary theory is predicated on a drive for reproductive survival;
behavior favored by selection should therefore be that which leads to individual
reproductive success (Archer 1991). Thus, from a Darwinian perspective, a decision -
conscious or unconscious -- by normal, healthy individuals to forego reproduction seems
to make no sense. 1 Yet it is a decision individuals do make. Sometimes it is only
temporary, as in the case of young Americans who choose to remain chaste until marriage
(Wyatt et al. 1988). Similarly, Cheyenne men initiated into the Dog Soldier warrior
society pledged celibacy for a period of seven years (Moore 1990). Often, however, the
decision to remain celibate is made for life. The most familiar examples are monastic
orders, where initiates vow to forego all reproductive behaviors.
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For introductions to Darwinian evolutionary theory and, specifically, the role of
individual reproduction, see Alexander 1979, 1987; Dawkins 1976, 1995; Symons 1979;
Williams 1966.

The present research focuses on how the concept of induced or manipulated
altruism may facilitate the reinforcement and maintenance of celibacy2 in institutionalized
settings. In evolutionary terms, lifelong sexual abstinence can be construed as sacrifice
performed for others, and evolutionary theory predicts that individuals may sacrifice
themselves for the benefit of genetic relatives. However, because humans generally
recognize kin only by means of indirect cues, they can be manipulated into behaving
altruistically toward non-kin.
Theory and research on kin recognition suggest that close association and
phenotypic similarity are avenues through which humans assess relatedness. In addition,
general consensus among cultural anthropologists, as well as the findings of several
studies on the use of kin terms in facilitating altruism, strongly suggests the importance of
kinship terminology and other symbols as kinship cues for humans. Finally, two
additional factors appear relevant to a discussion of human kin recognition and its
potential manipulation. One is age; children seem to be more malleable than adults in
accepting others as kin. The other is separation of individuals from actual kin, which can
favor the manipulation of kinship cues.
Two testable predictions pertaining to institutionalized celibacy will be explored
in the present research. First, institutions which demand celibacy from unrelated
members should make use of the cues and related factors described above. In other
words, such institutions should prefer young, impressionable recruits and discourage their

2

Celibacy has historically referred to sexual or marital abstinence, or both (de Valk 990).
In this dissertation the term is synonymous with lifelong sexual abstinence.
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association with kin. In addition, these institutions should encourage or require close
association among members, make use of false phenotypic matches, and regularly employ
linguistic and other symbolic kin referents. The second prediction is that these
manipulative practices are likely to take place only in institutions where the pool of
potential recruits is sufficiently large that the average degree of relatedness among
members is small or nonexistent. In this dissertation, both of these predictions are tested
through an appraisal of historical sources on major religions that exhibit institutionalized
celibacy, as well as a comparative analysis of ethnographic data drawn from Murdock and
White's (1969) Sample of Cross-Cultural Societies. In both cases, patterning of
institutional practices associated with celibacy lends direct support to these hypotheses.
The application of evolutionary theory to human social behavior can be conducted
in a variety of ways. One of these, which Gray (1996) labels "Darwinian social science,"
involves attempts to measure the effects of behavior on individual or inclusive fitness. It
provides information on the possible role of natural selection in present, and perhaps
future, environments, and thus deals directly with questions of evolutionary process (Caro
and BorgerhoffMulder 1987). An example of this approach is the "cultural success
hypothesis," which predicts that individuals who best attain cultural goals will also
exhibit enhanced reproductive success (Irons 1979; see also Betzig 1997a; Betzig et al.
1988; Cronk 1991; Irons 1996).
Another approach, however, is that of evolutionary psychology, which attempts to
identify evolved, pan-human cognitive adaptations through an analysis of their likely
design features. Support for posited adaptations is generated by their congruence with
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current behaviors, not by the relationship between these behaviors and reproductive
success (see Chapter 2).
A key difference between the two approaches rests on whether the environments
in which specific behaviors occur are thought to be similar to ancestral ones in which
humans evolved (Gray 1996). If they are not, variability in current reproductive success
is immaterial, but behavioral "errors" occurring in modem environments may provide
insights into the nature of underlying psychological adaptations (Symons 1990). Thus,
while the relationship between culture and evolved psychology may often be adaptive,
novel circumstances (in terms of human evolution), such as increased population size and
density, may lead to behaviorally maladaptive outcomes because of pan-human
psychological design features. This may be the case concerning the relationship between
celibacy and the inducement of altruism through manipulation of kin recognition cues.
Although various theoretical perspectives dealing with sexuality and celibacy will
be addressed in the next chapter, approaches which might account for the origin and
function of celibacy in particular societies lie beyond the scope of this work. For
example, in institutional contexts, celibacy is a relatively recent historical phenomenon,
associated for the most part with large, highly stratified societies. Its rise and relationship
to other cultural traits might therefore be described by means of a cultural evolutionist
perspective, as in Carneiro's (1968a) sequences of cultural development. From a
functionalist perspective (e.g., Radcliffe-Brown 1952), celibate institutions probably help
maintain the structure of societies, with celibates often fulfilling a variety of important
religious and economic roles. In cultural materialist terms (e.g., Harris 1979), a group's
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ideology and philosophy should be explicable through an understanding of its economic
circumstances. In many cases, abstinents profit materially by joining celibate institutions;
they are recompensed with status and other resources for forgoing sex. Moreover,
through celibacy a society can control population growth by removing some individuals
from the reproducing population. Symbolically ( e.g., Geertz 1973), in many cultural
settings the ideology associated with celibacy is inextricably linked to societal themes,
and the "meaning" of celibacy may serve to reinforce other collective values, such as
sacrifice, dedication, or obedience. In addition, historical, and perhaps even ecological
(Reynolds 1986, 1988), processes affect the presence or absence of celibate institutions in
particular societies.
Other issues which will not be dealt with in detail in this dissertation are the many
cultural and individual rationales given for lifelong celibacy. These include the
demonstration or test of religious faith, escape from restrictive social roles, and the
acquisition of personal strength, good fortune, purity, status, power, and material success.
All of the perspectives briefly mentioned above can shed light on both the nature
of the celibate experience in specific societies and the cross-cultural patterning of
institutionalized celibacy. In addition, from a Darwinian point of view, lifelong celibacy
should be rare and difficult to sustain. Genes promoting celibate be);iavior would
undoubtedly be eliminated from subsequent generations with ·the death of the celibates.
"Superorganic" and "extra-somatic" properties of culture (e.g., Kroeber 1952; White
1969) might therefore appear sufficient to explain celibacy's continued maintenance in
many institutional settings.

After all, the argument that culture "makes people want to do what they have to
do" (Carneiro 1968b:553, original emphasis) has long been used as an explanation for
virtually all types of human behavior. This is the "Standard Social Science Model"
{Tooby and Cosmides 1992), one in which culture molds human psychology, including
sexual psychology (O'Donohue and Plaud 1994). Because celibacy runs so clearly
counter to one of the fundamental tenets of evolutionary theory, it appears a perfect
candidate for the SSSM.
Even as ardent a Darwinian as Dawkins essentially accepts this model when he
discusses celibacy as a "meme;" that is, a unit of cultural, and not biological, selection. A
gene for celibacy is obviously fated to fail, he says, but "The meme for celibacy" is
transmitted by priests, through personal influence and example, "to young boys who have
not yet decided what they want to do with their lives" (Dawkins 1976:213). He is
''throwing out the gene" (p.205) in his attempt to address cultural traits apparently beyond
the reach of Darwinian explanations.
Clearly, the importance of culture in patterning sexual behavior cannot be denied,
and "in the secret coming together of two bodies, all society is the third presence"
(Rostand 1961, in Suggs and Marshall 1971). There are at least three reasons, however,
why a strictly cultural explanation for the maintenance of lifelong sexual abstinence is
unsatisfactory. First, "superindividual" explanations for human behavior often ignore the
role of competing individual interests in shaping specific behavioral strategies (Symons
1979). Second, if in fact celibacy can be maintained as a stable cultural trait in varied
geographic and temporal settings, aspects of evolved human cognition may be involved.
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For example, Dawkins theorizes that memes succeed when they carry "deep
psychological impact" (Dawkins 1976:212); thus, celibacy's psychological impact may be
universal and subject to evolutionary interpretations. Finally, aspects of evolutionary
theory have helped illuminate a number of related behaviors such as mate choice, child
care, and sexual competition for which purely cultural explanations had sufficed in the
past (see reviews in Betzig 1988b, 1997; Cronk 1991). It seems reasonable to explore the
possibility that a Darwinian perspective can shed additional light on the maintenance of
celibacy as well.
However, two additional potential objections to this approach must be addressed,
and hopefully forestalled, at the outset. First, lifelong abstinence could in fact be rare and
wmsual among those who profess to practice it. In the early 16th century Martin Luther
claimed that only "one in a thousand" priests actually kept his vows (Ozment 1972).
Similarly, Freyd and Johnson (1992) suspect that lifelong celibacy is maintained only in
rare cases. A recent survey of North American Roman Catholics found that only half the
priests and a third of the nuns support mandatory clerical celibacy (Rosetti 1994).
However, Wynne (1988) demonstrates that religious rules, including ones pertaining to
celibacy, have generally been adhered to in Catholic monastic orders throughout their
history. This also appears to be the case for many Buddhist orders (Bunnag 1973; Spiro
1971), Hindu branches (Denton 1991; van der Veer-1987), and other celibate institutions,
including the Shakers (Kitch 1989). It is therefore reasonable to assume that voluntary,
lifelong celibacy is a cultural trait that has enjoyed continuity for centuries in diverse

ethnographic settings, and one that has been adhered to by relatively large numbers of
healthy, childless (including virgin) men and women all over the world.
Another possible explanation for the maintenance of institutionalized celibacy
which does not draw on a Darwinian psychological perspective rests on idiosyncratic
variability with respect to sexual desire, or libido (for variability in human sexuality, see
McDonald Pavelka 1995; Rosen and Beck 1988). Spiro, for example, suggests that
dependency, avoidance of responsibility, "above average" fear of women, and latent
homosexuality are typical personality traits of Burmese Buddhist monks (1970:343).
Celibate institutions may simply be aggregations of those rare individuals who exhibit
little or no interest in sex.
However, this is unlikely to be fully explanatory. Factors other than individual
sexual inclinations clearly influence membership in celibate institutions. For example,
most Tibetan recruits to lamaseries are second sons and, due to inheritance patterns
(primogeniture) and family economic strategies, these males hold little chance of ever
marrying (Durham 1991:71n). Many recruits to Christian monasteries in the middle ages
were "dedicated" by their parents at very early ages, well before anyone could have
known the recruits' future levels of sexual interest (Knowles 1963).
The best reason, however, to question the relevance of idiosyncratic variability is
the fact that maintaining celibate vows has been described by so many as extremely
difficult. Members of many religious orders report that adhering to. vows of celibacy is
the most demanding aspect of their discipline (e.g., Suddard 1966). Additionally,
celibacy has historically elicited a great deal of controversy in both Buddhism (Wei-hsun

Fu and Wawrytko 1994) and Christianity (Wynne 1988) because of the difficulties it
entails. Many branches and sects have been formed specifically to either escape or
reinforce adherence to celibacy.
Celibacy is unlikely to be an evolved trait. It arises and persists in particular
societies due to the complex interaction of a variety of factors. As suggested in this
chapter, however, a Darwinian psychological approach may prove useful for identifying
the means through which institutional practices of kin cue manipulation serve to maintain
and reinforce celibate behavior in any cultural setting. In Chapter 2, various relevant
theoretical perspectives through which celibacy has been, or may be, profitably explored
will be identified. The strengths and weaknesses of each perspective will be illustrated
through specific examples wherever possible. Chapter 3 contains a discussion of aspects
of evolutionary and related biological theory relevant to the present study. It opens with
the argument that celibacy is often an altruistic act in evolutionary terms. An additional
argument suggests the importance of induced or manipulated altruism as a theoretical
construct through which to explore non-kin altruism in institutional settings. This leads
to a discussion of the means through which humans identify kin, and thus how the
manipulation of kinship cues can take place. Finally, a research model for the
maintenance of institutionalized celibacy in non-kin contexts is presented.
The hypotheses generated by means of this model are tested in Chapter 4. Data
used for this test are drawn from major religions, as well as some well-known sects, that
demand celibacy from some, or all, of their members. Chapter 5 contains a similar test of
hypotheses through the use of cross-cultural ethnographic data. While some discussion of

the test results occurs in these two chapters, additional discussion of the hypotheses
tested, as well as related methodological issues, takes place in Chapter 6. Chapter 7
contains a summary of the findings, as well as a number of conclusions concerning this
research.
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CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES

Organizing the literature that addresses celibacy is difficult, because the topic is so
rarely discussed in depth. Although the literature on human sexuality is enormous,
celibacy is almost inevitably dealt with either peripherally or not at all (e.g., Betzig et al.
1988; Caplan 1987, Daly and Wilson 1978; Ford and Beach 1951; Frayser and Whitby
1995; Marshall and Suggs 1971; Ortner and Whitehead 1981a; Suggs and Miracle 1993;
Symons 1979). This would make sense if celibacy were generally viewed as an act
unrelated to sexuality, and thus more properly discussed in the context of another
behavioral domain. However, apart from the literature concerning celibacy in
. moral/religious (e.g., Frein 1968) or historical contexts ( e.g., Cholij 1989; de Valk 1990),
there appears to be no other such domain. There simply has not been much research in
the area of lifelong sexual abstinence (Sobo and Bell n.d.).
With respect to "traditional" (non-Darwinian) perspectives, there are several
reasons which might explain this paucity of research. One is that celibacy's role as
"meaningful [sexual] inactivity" appears to have generally been overlooked (Sobo and
Bell n.d.). Also, Tuzin (1995) suggests that anthropologists have generally under
explored certain behaviors when interpreting cultural systems. While there is
considerable information on sexual behavior, it is often "theoretically unassimilated and
conceptually underdeveloped" (1995:257). In addition, the relationship between norms
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and actual behavior with respect to sexuality is particularly uncertain, as ideal constructs
are often poor predictors of how people really behave.
Another important factor is the difficulty of observing, or otherwise obtaining
reliable data on, sexual practices. Broude (1981) suggests, particularly with respect to
cross-cultural research on sexuality, that "samples tend to be small and measurement
validity can be problematic" (1981:635). Many ethnographers do not mention sexual
matters, as data are hard to obtain and sexuality is often not considered an appropriate
investigative domain.
With respect to evolutionary perspectives, some of the same barriers to research
apply, but an additional factor may be the paradox that celibacy appears to represent. It
may be that researchers expect that celibacy is more properly understood in strictly
cultural terms.
A brief discussion of relevant theoretical perspectives and illustrative studies is
presented below. It should become clear that at least one area of inquiry appears to have
been overlooked: the maintenance and reinforcement of celibate vows or decisions in the
context of social institutions.

"Standard Social Science" models
Much anthropological research pertaining to human sexuality has focused on
culturally-specific explanations. This is consistent with anthropology's traditional
position that culture shapes human sexual behavior to a much greater extent than does
biology. Ortner and Whitehead's view is that "natural features of gender, and natural
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processes of sex and reproduction, furnish only a suggestive and ambiguous backdrop to
the cultural organization of gender and sexuality" (1981b: l ). While their conclusion may
appear extreme, it does reflect an assumption that underlies much of the anthropological
research on sexual practices. This is particularly true with respect to celibacy.
Ortner and Whitehead note that researchers properly begin by "asking what male
and female, sex and reproduction, mean in given social and cultural contexts, rather than
assuming that we know what they mean in the first place. Gender, sexuality, and
reproduction are treated as symbols, invested with meaning by the society in question, as
all symbols are" (1981:1; original emphasis). Thus, there are two appropriate approaches:
exploring the inner logic and relationships among symbols, and, alternatively, exploring
relationships between symbols and meanings with respect to social relations.
Davenport (1987) agrees: "The most signal contribution that the anthropological
study of sex has made is the demonstration that every human culture contains a complex
of patterns that shape, structure, and control all manifestations of sexuality, from birth to
death, of all members of the society. This complex can be called the 'culture of
sex' ... sexual customs isolated from their cultural contexts are either meaningless in
themselves or subject to gross misinterpretation when not seen in their cultural
environments" (Davenport 1987:198-9).
He continues: "Although sexuality is a fundamental part of human biological
existence, that which separates Homo sapiens from other species as regards sex is the
enormous capability that humans have to embellish and elaborate ideationally upon their
underlying genetic predispositions. For humans the reality of sexuality is what the
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individuals in each society believe it to be, and that is but another way of saying that the
reality of sex is the culture of it" (Davenport 1987:234).
This perspective inevitably precludes asking questions about physiologically and
psychologically evolved underpinnings to sexual choices. No hypotheses with respect to
pan-human tendencies are possible given the underlying paradigm that sex and gender are
"cultural constructs, shaped in various ways by the larger social and cultural matrixes in
which they are embedded (and in turn shaping those matrixes)" (Ortner and Whitehead
198l b:25; see also Leach 1991).
However, the culture-specific approach can provide detailed analyses of the many
social, economic, political, and other variables which shape celibacy in particular
societies. For example, Phillimore (1991_; n.d.) describes a rare, recent, and extremely
localized practice whereby pre-pubescent girls of the pastoralist Gaddis in the Himalayas
can become celibate by adopting a sadhin role. Although the term carries ascetic
connotations, it primarily describes the renunciation of marriage and motherhood.
Moreover, sad.bin take male dress, rights, and obligations, and thereby become eligible to
inherit and own property.
Apparently, sadhin-hood is a choice which runs counter to family wishes and is a
"preference rather than an ordeal, more blessing than burden" (Phillimore n.d.:12). There
are hints, however, that other factors may be at play. For example, a lack of brothers in
the family can be a strong incentive for a woman to assume this status, thereby improving
her family's economic and religious well-being through her decision. Other factors which
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play a role in the patterning of this custom include migration patterns of the Gaddis and
neighboring Hindu groups, the relationship between castes, and gender economic roles.
Phillimore concludes that "where nonmarriage takes on an intentional character
and thereby poses an implicit challenge to conventional codes of practice, it becomes
necessary to define an institutional framework within which to legitimate and contain it"
(1991:347).
Young (n.d.) similarly describes northern Albanian "sworn virgins" who, in a
society in which women are traditionally powerless to change their subordinate role of
wife and mother, may renounce marriage and sexuality and take on male status. "Sworn
virgins" adopt men's clothing and customs (such as smoking, drinking, and carrying
weapons) and other social and economic roles reserved for men. Girls either choose
celibacy or have it assigned at birth by a father with no sons. "Powerful social sanctions"
such as intense scrutiny, traditional conformity, and notions of honor preclude deviation
from lifelong celibate vows (although see Coon 1950, and further discussion of this
practice in Chapter 5). In addition, specific cultural practices appear to reinforce this
decision; for example, sworn virgins are referred to using male pronouns. Young argues
that the renunciation of sexuality is not a great sacrifice, since sex is seen only as a means
of procreation in this cultural environment. Her interviews with sworn virgins provide a
window into the many variables that impact celibate choice.
Kitch (1989) examined three 19th century utopian celibate communities in
America: the Shakers, Koreshans, and Sanctificationsists. Descriptions of the Shakers
appear later in this study, but Kitch's interpretation of celibacy is relevant here. She
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maintains that celibacy is a key symbol working in opposition to the symbolically rich
domain of heterosexuality. The mainstream symbol, and its implications of a subordinate
role for women in American society, is replaced with one which helps move women from
consumption and submission to production and leadership. Celibacy is therefore a
"symbolic reversal of heterosexual intercourse" (Kitch 1986:23), and these utopian
groups formed communal families "devoid of the sexual needs that create the opposed
gender identities required in the nuclear family form" (p.74).
A more overtly economic perspective is taken by Messenger (1993) in his
description of "Inis Beag," a small Irish island community where over a quarter of the
men and women of marriageable age are single and many remain so for life. The primary
cause of this phenomenon, according to Messenger, are inheritance rules, under which
one son (often the eldest) must wait to be wed until his father is ready to give up his land
and familial authority. Parents often delay their loss of independence and control as long
as possible. A variety of social norms, including the prestige of priesthood and male age
grading terminology (a man is called "boy" until he is forty years old, and "middle-aged"
until eighty) serve to delay and discourage marriage. Many men of eligible age, even
with land and parental consent, avoid marriage under these conditions. They often cite
the complications and responsibilities of sexual relations and their wish to continue to
"run with the lads" (Messenger 1993:259).
An understanding of sexual roles and relationships in light of power has been
explored by Foucault, who argues that sex is not a drive, but "an especially dense transfer
point for relations of power" (1981: 103; in Caplan 1987:7). This perspective has
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influenced several scholars who have researched celibacy. Elm (1994), for example,
describes female sexual asceticism in the early Christian church as a means through
which women could attain higher status vis-a-vis males. The only other route available
through which women could escape the authority of fathers, brothers, and husbands was
prostitution (see also Kitch 1989). Foucault has also influenced Alter's (1997) analysis of
the discourse on male celibacy in North India. In contrast to the Westem European
emphasis on "who does what to whom" (p.291) sexually, and thus on rules and
regulations pertaining to sexual behavior, Alter finds that Hindu discourse on celibacy
focuses on the good health and vitality provided by resisting ejaculation. Celibacy is
therefore devoid of moral ramifications, and reaches beyond a focus on the individual and
his actions to elemental and universal truths about "the natural order of things" (p.292).
Many cross-cultural analyses of human sexuality also tend to emphasize the
importance of cultural factors, although they go beyond the particularistic views of
sexuality espoused by Ortner and Whitehead, as well as Davenport. Cohen (1969), for
example, in a sample of sixty societies drawn from Murdock's World Ethnographic
Sample (1961), finds a statistical relationship between the "inchoate" incorporative state
and punishment for violation of celibacy. (An inchoate state is one where "rulers are
attempting to consolidate power over culturally equivalent local groups" [Cohen
1969:670].) This relationship suggests that institutionalized celibacy is "a symbol of the
ideological gap between the traditional ideology of marriage and procreation. . . and the yet
unformed ideology appropriate to marriage in a nation with a fully formed and successful
incorporative state" (1969:672). It is therefore a reflection of transitional uncertainty with
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respect to marriage and procreative goals, and should disappear in societies that become
fully integrated into the state level. Societies in which celibacy has independently (in his
view) arisen do not share similar views of sexuality; instead, they share the dynamics of
the relationships between the forming nation and the groups being incorporated by it.
Ford (1964), in his cross-cultural examination of sexual behavior in 64 societies
coded in the Human Relations Area Files, concludes that the human desire for children
"is not an innate component of human nature; it is not a basic drive. On the contrary, it is
an acquired motive which is continuously being reinforced by social rewards and
punishments ... if indeed there is a maternal instinct it has been found too weak to override
other conflicting wishes unaided . . . " (1964:86-87).
Ford does not deny that a desire for sex may be a basic drive, however; only that
the "pains and cares" of having and raising children will be avoided by some adults unless
there is cultural reinforcement to override such a decision. It is an individual cost/benefit
calculation, Ford argues, and society must find a way to make the benefits outweigh the
costs in order to perpetuate itself.

Interactionist models
Abramson and Pinkerton (1995) embrace Foucault's position that, with respect to
sex, "'natural' is merely a label in the nomenclature of culturally capricious categories"
(1995:2; see also Seidler 1987). However, they do argue for an "interactionist" approach
to analyzing sexuality, where both biological and cultural factors are considered. Further,
they ask how these factors interact and give shape to human sexual behavior (1995:5-6).
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Their conclusion is that physical pleasure is the principal motivator for sex, and therefore
for reproduction and human evolution. The desire for pleasure is a "universal human
imperative," and so it, as opposed to reproduction, is the more powerful explanatory
framework for understanding human sexual behavior (1995:10). Specific cultural
constructs for human sexuality must take this motivator into account.
This position, one not inconsistent with that of many evolutionists, opens the door
to the celibacy paradox: if sexual pleasure is an "imperative," then what to make of
celibates? Although they do not explicitly discuss this, "historical, cultural, and
psychological variables determine which sexual acts are pleasurable, and under what
circumstances. Indeed, even the distinction between the sexual and the nonsexual is
subject to cultural and historical variation" (Abramson and Pinkerton 1995:12).
However, the emphasis on nature/nurture does provide a biological basis for an
understanding of sexual behavior in culture-specific contexts. Because of this, their
edited volume -- Sexual Nature/Sexual Culture (1995) -- contains discussions of primate
sexuality (McDonald Pavenka) and psychoneuroendocrinology (Meyer-Bahlburg)
alongside ethnographic descriptions of "third-gender" roles in India (Cohen) and a
discursive analysis of anthropological inquiry into sexual behavior (Tuzin). Reynolds and
Kellett's (1991) approach to marriage and mating similarly utilizes a variety of
perspectives.
According to Broude (1981), the earliest and most influential interactionist cross
cultural study of human sexuality is Ford and Beach's Patterns of Sexual Behavior (1951).
These authors examine sexual behavior across cultures and many species, as well as
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underlying physiological factors. A more recent example of interactionist research is
Frayser's (1985) model of human sexuality. In it biological factors (anatomy and
physiology), cultural factors (patterned beliefs and rules), and social systems factors
(patterned interactions, e.g., ceremonies) collectively comprise the human sexual system
(1985:10). In her review of 62 societies from Murdock and White's (1969) Standard
Cross Cultural Sample, Frayser describes patterned temporary continence as usually
correlated with significant events in individual life cycles ( e.g., birth and postpartum
taboos) and major aspects o( social life (e.g., economic pursuits).
Elsie Clews Parsons' Religious Chastity: An Ethnological View (written by "John
Main" in 1913) is an early cross-cultural approach to an understanding of sexual
continence in religious contexts. Foreshadowing later evolutionary psychological
perspectives, Parsons argues that early cultural evolutionist theory (e.g., E.B. Tylor,
Lewis Henry Morgan; for an overview, see Rambo 1991) has run "amuck," because
"customs are described as if they were living species," and that "similarities in culture
point not to the existence of set cultural stages through which all societies must pass, but
to the homogeneity of human mind and its tendency to express itself, given like
circumstances, in like ways" (Main 1913:vii). Relevant psychological universals in
understanding religious chastity are, in her view, the fear of infection from the dead, the
perceived efficacy of bribing deities through sacrifice, and the perceived connection
between continence and an awakened religious spirit.
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Darwinian models
Celibacy has received modest attention from researchers utilizing a Darwinian
perspective. The theoretical position typically advanced is that celibacy may benefit
genetic relatives. That is, "natural selection acts on the occurrence of celibacy, ifby
being celibate, an individual's inclusive fitness is maximized. Since reproductive success
is achieved both directly and indirectly (through the reproduction of relatives), a celibate
individual is not necessarily an evolutionary dead-end if he/she can contribute to the
reproduction of relatives" (Hager 1992:386). For example, a celibate individual's
financial and social success might benefit relatives (Alexander 1979:80). As Fox
(1 993: 183) says, quoting an old Irish proverb, "There is nothing as conceited as a
Monsignor's niece."
Hager's review of female religious claustration in medieval Europe suggests that
convents benefit nuns' families as "depositories of excess females," although the founders
of nunneries receive other economic benefits as well. Betzig (1995:203) similarly finds
monasteries were "reservoirs of [male] reserve heirs." Celibacy is therefore a familial
strategy to minimize parental investment in offspring when cultural circumstances such as
inheritance laws render it practical (Betzig 1995; Boone 1 986; Hrdy 1 997).
A related factor is competition for mates. Highly stratified societies are typically
composed of a few men of high status controlling a disproportionate number of women
while "large numbers of beggars, outcasts, floater males, and celibates exist at the
bottom" (Dickemann 1997:31 8). Female hypergyny in stratified societies, which
Dickemann ( I 979a: 1 66) suggests "will ultimately be shown [to be] an extremely
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widespread human breeding system," leads to an excess of both high status women and
low status men. Celibacy is one means by which members of these groups are removed
from the mating pool. Models of parental sex-ratio manipulation of offspring (e.g.,
Trivers and Willard 1973), extended to include cultural manipulation, predict that, in
stratified societies, families in lower socio-economic strata should invest in daughters,
while those in higher strata should invest more heavily in sons. As Dickemann ( 1 979b)
suggests, celibacy, along with suicide and infanticide, appear to be patterned in ways that
support these predictions in a variety of cultures. Members of monastic institutions in
hypergynous, stratified societies are generally lower status males and higher status
females (see also Chapter 7).
Finally, Betzig (1986; 1995) has found that, cross-culturally, male access to power
correlates with differential reproduction. Celibacy, both of women controlled by despots
and of the men denied their access, is a frequent consequence.
There are, therefore, a variety of perspectives with which celibacy can be, and to
some extent has been, examined. However, the issue of motivation on the part of the
celibate has not received a great deal of attention. In the case of culture-specific and
interactionist perspectives, it appears to be taken for granted that ideology of the group
will fully suffice to explain lifelong commitment to the practice. More surprising is the
position taken by evolutionists; here, it appears that force, whether familial or
institutional (as in claustration) is sufficient to cause individuals to abandon sexuality in
favor of celibacy. While it might make evolutionary sense for a family to deposit its
"excess" sons and daughters in a monastery or convent, what compels these individuals,
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many of whom must be presumed to have normal sexual appetites, to go along? As Ford
and Beach point out, "There are indeed very few societies in which any method of control
appears to be completely effective in preventing intercourse among young unmarried
couples" (1951:183). For example, Lynch (1991:90), in reviewing Hajnal's (1965)
description of the typical European marriage pattern of late marriage and high incidence
of celibacy, suggests that, at least for 19th century urban workers, levels of permanent
celibacy are likely to have been lower than reported due to the high incidence of
nonmarital and premarital sex. The only generally effective method of control is
separation of the sexes and strict surveillance, but even this strategy occasionally fails
(Ford and Beach 1951:183).
What is lacking in the literature cited above is discussion of the means through
which institutions maintain and reinforce in individuals a preference for celibacy. For
many this choice must be a difficult one. The desire for sex is not likely to be an
"emergency," as is the requirement for oxygen or food. Because of this, notes Tuzin
(1995:259), it is all the more remarkable "that millions of people through the ages have
eagerly risked life, limb, property, freedom, tranquillity, family, reputation, happiness,
have even accepted sure and eternal damnation, all for the attainment, not of offspring,
but of sexual pleasure." Some scholarly attempt must be made to explain the willingness
of individuals, notwithstanding institutional power and familial pressure, to forego
reproduction and its powerful proximate motivators. The specific nature in which
institutional power is wielded is important, not so much in the case of groups who

literally force celibacy through violence or isolation, as in the case of the millions of
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voluntary celibates living today or in the past.

Evolutionary psychology
Evolutionary psychology is a relatively new approach to the evolutionary study of
human behavior. Its focus is on the human brain as an organ with a complex set of
evolved psychological mechanisms, or modules, each designed to deal with a different
facet of the practical and specific problems of survival and reproduction. These
adaptations are posited to direct decisions and tendencies related to a variety of domains,
including language acquisition, mate choice, social interactions, tool-use, food
preferences, etc. (Allgeier and Wiederman 1994; Barkow et al. 1992; Mithen
1996a:chpt.3). While some researchers (e.g.,Tooby and Cosmides 1992) propose that
modularity alone can explain human behavioral flexibility, others (e.g., Gardner 1993)
suggest that some more general cognitive attributes must exist to facilitate access between
and among modules. How many modules exist, and how specific are their domains,
remain debatable issues. But most evolutionary psychologists agree that modularity must
be a key aspect of the human brain's architecture, and particularly so during critical
learning periods in childhood. In addition, it seems clear that modules are most likely to
pertain to the domains which are, or were in ancestral human environments, the most
critical for human survival and reproduction.
Thus the mind is not a "blank slate" shaped exclusively by cultural contexts.
Another consequence of viewing the brain as, at least in part, modular is that some
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maladaptive behaviors become understandable, particularly in environments dramatically
different from those typical throughout human evolution (Logan and Qirko 1996). For
example, a preference for sweet foods that may have been adaptive in ancestral human
environments can be decidedly maladaptive in modern societies where sugar is all too
easily accessible (Allgeier and Wiederman 1994:223-4).
The theoretical perspective of evolutionary psychology is perhaps the most
productive for exploring the maintenance and reinforcement of celibacy in
institutionalized settings. Celibacy, while sometimes the choice of rare individuals in a
group, is often related to sacrifice for others. It can, therefore, be a form of altruism. In
this context, evolutionary theory predicts that discerning degrees of relatedness is crucial.
For this reason, Tooby and Cosmides (1992:113) suggest that a "kin oriented motivation
module" is likely to exist. Daly et al. (1997:289) similarly propose that kinship may be "a
special domain with its own rules," as children "acquire an understanding of kinship
terminology in ways that cannot be accounted for by the hypothesis of domain-general
inductive processes." As will be discussed in the next chapter, research on kin
recognition suggests that psychological mechanisms are indeed involved in the
identification of human kin. Further, it appears likely that these mechanisms are subject
to manipulation or error, which may be directly related to the effective reinforcement of
celibacy in non-kin, institutional contexts.
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CHAPTER 3
CELIBACY AS ALTRUISM

Altruism
Altruism, or "self-denying or self-destructive behavior performed for the benefit
of others" (Wilson 1987: 10), has a stricter Darwinian definition: the sacrifice must
involve fitness, or reproductive success (Williams 1981). That is, in evolutionary tenns,
altruism is an act which results in a loss of reproductive potential for one organism and a
gain for another, measured either with reference to viability ("somatic effort") or
reproduction itself (Alexander 1979).
Individuals of many species, including primates (Bernstein 1991), often behave
altruistically to assist siblings or other close relatives. With particular reference to non
procreation, in many species additional related adults ("alloparents") play important roles
in raising young (Emlen 1997), and in the process they often delay and sometimes forgo
their own reproduction (Emlen 1 984). Humans appear to behave nepotistically as well.
Kin receive more unreciprocated help than non-kin, and close kin more than removed kin
(Cunningham 1985/1986; Essock-Vitale and McGuire 1980, 1985; Piliavin and Charng
1990). This help can include foregoing reproduction, as in the case of an older sibling
who remains single and childless to help raise younger siblings or care for parents
(Kiernan 1988). In some cases, younger siblings may forego procreation so that their kin
will benefit in terms of overall reproduction and the conservation of scarce resources. For
example, among the Tikopia of the Solomon Islands,
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The younger male members of a family, especially if it is not a rich one in lands,
are expected to remain single. The head of the house may issue an injunction to
them to refrain from marriage on the grounds that the offspring of their elder
brothers will occupy all the food resources at command. Extra-marital
satisfaction is not denied these men, but their sex activities rarely result in
children. Deference to family interests is strong, and the choice of celibacy is
quite often voluntary (Firth 1936:82).

With the Tikopia it is procreation and not necessarily sexuality that is sacrificed.
In many other contexts, however, sexual abstinence is involved as well. One example
comes from Tibet, where the common practice of sending second sons to Buddhist
monasteries appears to reproductively benefit typically polyandrous families (Durham
1991:71-2; see also Messenger 1993 for an analogous situation in the Irish community of
Inis Beag). Therefore celibacy, along with contraception, emigration, and infanticide, can
be a strategy that removes potential drains on a family's reproductive and material
resources. The influence or wealth celibates typically accrue as teachers and priests may
also indirectly benefit relatives (Alexander 1979:80).
Celibacy often benefits non-kin as well. Celibates devote time and energy to the
furtherance of organizations by performing duties requested of them. In some cases, as in
celibate military units, these duties include risk of injury or death. In religious
institutions, duties can include the maintenance of communal quarters, care for fellow
members and communities at large, and the performance of religious functions.
Reproduction, time, and energy are sacrificed, not for offspring and other close kin, but
for unrelated others, including not only institutional leaders and members, but abstract
entities and supernatural deities.

A second benefit of celibacy for institutions is the control of wealth and other
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resources that this practice can help insure. Celibate members have fewer conflicts of
interest with respect to acquiring resources for family members, and the legal transfer of
property and wealth to family members does not, in general, occur (Balch 1985). In fact,
in many cases celibate members of organizations donate their resources to the
organization for the advancement of its goals.
In sum, celibacy is often an altruistic act, especially in organizational settings. In
Christian monasticism, for example, "There is a vast body of incontrovertible evidence
about the remarkable hardships and sufferings which many order members voluntarily
accepted on behalf of the church and their orders" (Wynne 1988:47). While this sacrifice
comes in many forms, the loss of reproduction certainly qualifies. Kitch (1989:74) views
celibacy as fundamental to cooperative, communal, and egalitarian living. And "Celibacy
may be one reason for the extended longevity of monasteries as social systems -- perhaps
communes can generally be handled no other way" (Hillery 1992:102).

Biological altruism
In evolutionary terms, traits promoting altruism should not persist in a population
except under four conditions: where traits increase fitness of close relatives, where return
benefits exceed the costs of sacrifice, where a generalized tendency to be altruistic has
evolved through group selection, and where traits are forced or manipulated by others.
Inclusive fitness (or kin selection) theory, first formally proposed by Hamilton
(1964), is based on the fact that individuals share copies of their genes in differing
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degrees depending on the extent to which they are related. Therefore, any geneticallydriven trait that confers an advantage to more individuals sharing the trait than are lost
due to its instructions can spread in a population. (For example, "You should die to keep
several of your brothers or sisters alive.") This simple notion, with its attendant
mathematical formulations, has helped explain many of the apparent paradoxes of the
natural world, including non-reproducing worker castes of social insects (Wilson 1975).
Moreover, inclusive fitness predictions have received support in almost every species
where they have been tested (Emlen 1995, 1 997). As discussed earlier, it is becoming
increasingly clear that humans often behave altruistically in accordance with the
predictions of inclusive fitness theory.
A recent expansion of inclusive fitness theory is Rushton's ( 1 995) genetic
similarity theory. Genetically similar individuals should tend to seek each other out and

behave altruistically toward each other. Altruism toward close kin is only one
manifestation of this process, as people interacting with others not identified as close kin
(or, more importantly, not related closely enough for inclusive fitness theory to operate)
are argued to nevertheless discriminate on the basis of genetic similarity.
In the case of reciprocal altruism, an apparently altruistic act can be selected for
if it yields a return benefit larger than its cost. Reciprocal altruism, then, occurs where
''two individuals trade altruistic acts" (Trivers 1 985:48). The necessary conditions are
that there be repeated interactions between individuals, and that there be a "significant"
delay between the benefit received and the return act (Piliavin and Charng 1 990). For
example, if a man jumps into icy waters to save a drowning, unrelated child (a risky, but
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not suicidal act), there are direct and indirect benefits which can accrue to the "hero" if he
is successful (Wilson 1975). Of course, "we must remain alive to receive the return
effect. There is always some chance that we will not survive to enjoy the return benefit,
and this chance of mortality will lead us always to devalue future effects when compared
to present effects" (Trivers 1985:49).
As in the case of inclusive fitness, there is evidence that humans behave in
accordance with predictions based on reciprocal altruism theory (Schroeder et al. 1995).
Reciprocity can operate alongside kinship as a factor promoting altruism. In fact, in
humans, while there appears to be a tendency to reciprocate more often and strongly
toward kin than non-kin, even close kin who fail to reciprocate are eventually abandoned
(Essock-Vitale and McGuire 1980).
A generalized tendency to be altruistic might also evolve through group
selection. Group selection is "a system of natural selection in which the inclusive fitness

of an individual is positively related not only to the frequency of his/her own genes in the
population but also to the genes of unrelated group members" (Peres and Hopp
1990: 123). According to Sloan and Wilson (1994), selection between groups is expected
to lead to altruism between members within groups, even if not close kin, if this permits
altruistic groups to outcompete non-altruistic groups. Several conditions appear to be
necessary for group selection to operate:

I. Where individuals cannot survive without constant interaction with other group
members, or where individual fitness is seriously compromised if group population
size drops below a certain point.
2. Where individuals cannot freely move from one group to another.
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Where the ratio of individual to group life expectancy is high.
Where there is high competition between groups, but low competition within
groups.
5. When individuals are personally rewarded for their contributions to the group
(Peres and Hopp 1990).

3.
4.

A related possibility is culturally-mediated group selection (e.g., Knauft 1991;
see also Caporael 1989). That is, through socialization and symbolic communication,
traits which favor the group at the expense of the individual can spread, an4 "group
selection and genuine altruism become possible" (Knauft 1991 :398). Eibl-Eibesfeldt
(1995:257) argues that bonding patterns evolved by kin selection proved so efficient that
non-kin could bond as well, and "supported by cultural techniques (identification via
symbols, indoctrination), this enabled groups to become a unit of selection."
Knauft suggests that "simple" (i.e., egalitarian) human societies, which are usually
nomadic foraging groups, differ from more complex hunter-gatherer societies and other
"middle-range" groups (tribes and chiefdoms) in ways that suggest cultural group
selection that favors altruism. Members of simple groups behave altruistically, regardless
of relatedness, with respect to food-sharing, dominance structure, sexual competition, and
overall patterns of cooperation and episodic aggression. More complex societies,
however, typically develop fraternal interest groups to protect concentrations of
resources, and cooperation between unrelated group members decreases. Violence also
increases in such settings.
Finally, forced or manipulated altruism can occur where "the recipient induces
altruism that would normally be directed elsewhere or not displayed at all" (Trivers 1985:
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49, original emphasis). Importantly, "all systems of altruism are vulnerable to parasitism
in which individuals pretend a degree of relatedness they do not possess or a degree of
reciprocity they will not express... " (Trivers 1985:52). Thus, induced altruism can take
the form of kinship deceit, or the manipulation of kin-recognition mechanisms to elicit
altruistic acts from non-kin. This is relatively common in non-human species (Conner
1 995). Parasitization of nests by cowbirds and cuckoos is a well-documented example:
when the foreign egg hatches, the chick is fed by its new "parents," who are fooled into
feeding and caring for non-kin because of location and, perhaps, behavior of the nestling.
Conner reports that adult white-winged chough will often "kidnap" unrelated young for
the help they can later provide in raising true offspring. The young birds are apparently
fooled by feeding behavior of the kidnappers into perceiving them as kin.

Psychological altruism

Proximate, psychological mechanisms are also likely to be important in human
altruistic behavior. That proximate mechanisms, such as sexual pleasure, have led
humans to engage in behaviors that in tum lead to greater reproductive success is a
"central hypothesis in evolutionary biology" (Alexander 1 987:26).
In the case of altruism among humans, various proximate mechanisms have been
proposed. One category relates to the pleasurable feelings that can accompany altruistic
acts, ranging from a "warm glow" of self-satisfaction (Andreoni 1990) to narcissistic ego
gratification (Rappoport and Kren 1993).

The human capacity for empathy can also account for some altruistic behaviors
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(Hoffman 1981; MacDonald 1984). For example, Batson (1990) conducted experiments
where college students were told some of their fellows were receiving mild electrical
shocks. Many agreed to receive the shocks instead, but their altruism was not unlimited.
Batson's subjects refused to take their colleagues' places when the shocks were perceived
as "clearly painful."
Another possibility related to reciprocal altruism is that having an "altruistic
behavioral disposition" gives an individual a reputation that results in payoffs over many
exchanges even though it can be costly in any particular instance. This assumes a
genuine psychological disposition which can be detected by others (Sesardic 1995).
The most plausible mechanisms underlying human altruism, especially in cases
that appear to run counter to the predictions of evolutionary theory, are related to human
social learning and conformity. Humans are easy to instruct and convince (Bandura
1980; Campbell 1983), and it is also quite po�sible that altruistic behavior can be learned.
While it is clear that much altruism conforms to the expectations of kin selection and
reciprocal altruism, human malleability could account for behaviors even when they have
deleterious outcomes in terms of fitness (Fialkowski 1990; Seardic 1995). MacDonald
(1984) attempts to integrate tendencies to imitate with the affective environment of the
developing child. In this context, research suggests that children behave more
altruistically if exposed to generous, as opposed to selfish, models (Piliavin and Charng
1990).
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In addition, "the altruistic tendency could well be justified simply by our seeming
necessity to achieve social acceptance" (Cela-Conde 1990:148; see also Alexander 1987).
Some researchers have suggested the existence of a pan-human tendency to conform, or
what Simon (1990) calls "docility." The existence of such a psychological mechanism
has many implications regarding the acceptance of fitness-reducing cultural traits (Boyd
and Richerson 1985; Flinn and Alexander 1982; Logan and Qirko 1996). A "rule" to
accept traits under certain conditions (e.g., the most frequently encountered, depending on
the status of the donor, traits encountered in the developmental process, etc.) is more
likely, given our "bounded rationality" (Simon 1990: 1665), than cost/benefit assessments
of single traits. This could account for the perpetuation of maladaptive traits, of which
certain altruistic behaviors could be one category.3
Another concept relevant to the perpetuation of maladaptive traits is the
"Environment of Evolutionary Adaptedness," or EEA. As alluded to earlier, humans,
regardless of cultural setting, exhibit a strong preference for sweet foods. However, over
the last several thousand years there has been a dramatic departure from human ancestral
environments, which has rendered the "sweet tooth" trait maladaptive. Psychological
mechanisms influencing altruism, presumably evolved in the context of small nomadic
bands (Buys and Larson 1979; Ike 1987), could similarly lead to detrimental behavioral
changes in a "novel environment" (Turke 1990; for extended discussion of the EEA, see
Ethology and Sociobiology 11 [4/5], 1990).
For reviews of evolutionary and psychological altruism and the relationship between
them, see Hoffman 1978; Krebs 1987; Piliavin and Charng 1990; Schroeder et al. 1995;
Sesardic 1995; Wilson 1992.
3
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The literature reviewed here collectively suggests that altruism encompasses a
variety of distinct classes of behaviors. It is therefore likely that no one evolutionary
explanation will suffice for all, as there are different, and at times contradictory, scenarios
under which altruistic behavior might evolve. Similarly, different psychological
mechanisms may be involved in different classes of human altruism. For example,
Rosenhan (1970; in MacDonald 1984:104) distinguishes between "normative altruism,"
which is associated with acts of low personal cost and risk, and "autonomous altruism"
which involves greater risk and more sustained involvement. For the latter case,
Rosenhan argues that parental modeling of altruistic behaviors is an important factor.
Wilson (1978:155-157) makes a similar distinction between "hard-core" and "soft-core"
altruism. Hard-core altruism is irrational and instantaneous, with no expectation of
returns, no cost-benefit calculations, and is "unaffected by social rewards or punishments
beyond childhood" (p.155). Soft-core altruism, on the other hand, is calculated behavior,
and ultimately selfish, with expectations of returns either for the individual or close
genetic relatives. Clearly, it is important to define the nature of celibacy as an altruistic
act in order to ascertain which theory (or theories) likely best relates to its maintenance in
celibate institutions.

Celibacy and manipulated altruism
How do vows or decisions of celibacy fit into the theoretical framework of
altruism? At first glance, one is forced to conclude, not too neatly. Where celibacy
directly benefits kin it can be explained in terms of inclusive fitness, and several
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proximate cultural and psychological factors, as well as direct, conscious calculations,
can easily promote celibate behavior. But inclusive fitness alone cannot explain cases
where celibacy appears to primarily benefit non-kin. Even if indirect benefits accrue to
the family by a celibate's removal from its material and reproductive concerns, or by
means of the celibate's increased status as a member of a celibate institution, the daily
maintenance of vows in non-kin settings requires additional explanation.
Genetic similarity theory may have a fundamental flaw. While Rushton produces
data which suggest individuals share a greater degree of genetic similarity with mates and
friends than should be expected by chance, Symons (1987:111-112) points out that this
positive assortative mating ·could be due to accidental byproducts of other mechanisms.
For example, a "rule" that said "prefer tallness" would lead to tall people preferring mates
who are also tall, and short people would end up mating together through a lack of
choice. At any rate, genetic similarity theory does not apply in the context of non-kin
celibacy because of the nature of the sacrifice: celibacy costs the celibate so much that
the sacrifice only makes evolutionary sense when performed for those perceived as close
kin.
Similarly, with respect to reciprocal altruism, vows of non-procreation belong to a
class of altruistic behaviors which may be called ''terminal." If one foregoes reproduction
for a lifetime, no benefit can be personally incurred which will outweigh the resulting loss
of fitness, and no reciprocal benefits can be obtained at a later date.
Furthermore, the resulting reproductive sacrifice is direct and obvious. As will be
discussed later, human rationality is constrained by evolution - but it is unlikely to be so
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constrained that humans will overlook the obviously maladaptive consequences of
consciously chosen traits, such as the sacrifice of life or lifelong reproduction. Therefore,
psychological mechanisms such as empathy, while perhaps appropriate for lower-cost
acts, should not apply (as in the case of Batson's experiments with electric shocks, where
empathizers did not take the victims' places when the shocks reportedly became more
severe). Even the "altruistic behavioral disposition" and "docility" theories, which
potentially explain a wide variety of sacrificial acts, operate under the assumption of
greater eventual gains which are not possible if the actors forego the ultimate currency,
reproduction, for a lifetime.
To clarify the problem terminal altruism poses for Darwinian theory, another
example may be helpful: altruistic suicide in combat. Of the 207 Medals of Honor
awarded in the Vietnam War, 63 were earned for ''voluntarily using one's body to shield
other men from exploding devices" (Blake 1978:47). Since in these cases death was, in
all probability, a "psychological certainty," reciprocal altruism, as well as related
proximate mechanisms, should not apply. And while families may receive benefits by
having members celebrated as heroes, the non-kin contexts of the altruistic acts render
inclusive fitness explanations implausible. Vows or decisions of lifelong sexual
abstinence for the benefit of non-kin can be viewed as equivalent acts, in that
reproductive "death" is likewise a psychological certainty.
Group selection theories, whether involving cultural-mediation or not, similarly
do not appear to explain celibacy in the context of non-kin. However, because of the
continuing debates regarding their applicability (Wilson and Sober 1994) and the still
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widely held position that culture renders evolved aspects of human behavior of little
consequence (Caporael 1989; Lieberman 1989; Tooby and Cosmides 1992), the reasons
these theories are probably inapplicable to celibacy for the benefit of non-kin require
more detailed explanation.
First, with respect to non-mediated group selection, celibate vows often occur in
contexts which appear to violate several of the conditions of group selection described by
Peres and Hopp (1990). Furthermore, the general consensus among theorists is that such
conditions are likely to have been so rare in human evolutionary history that it is unlikely
that group selection could engender generalized altruism (see, for example, the many
authors in commentary to Wilson and Sober 1994 ). Thus, either groups are competing in
the present, in which case Peres and Hopp's conditions apply, or one or more altruistic
groups outcompeted other groups in the past and all present populations stem from them.
But if "selfish" strategies will eventually invade and supplant altruistic ones (Williams
1966), and group selection is apt to be a weak force at any rate (Hamilton 1995:191),
tendencies to be terminally altruistic toward non-kin, as well as remote kin, should not
survive.
A second important objection is that the tendency in cultural anthropology to
accept categories of people as actual groups is misleading. As Palmer et al. (1997) argue,
human "groups" (bands, tribes, clans, etc.), rather than being "enduring bounded discrete
gatherings of people" (p.306), are so transient with respect to individuals that they are
inappropriate to support either genetic or cultural group selection models (see also Kelly
1995:chpt.2).
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However, even if the possibility of bounded groups is granted, the degree of
relatedness within ancestral groups is another issue. The generally accepted model for all
but very recent (ca. 10,000 BP) groups is one of small, kin-based groups. With a likely
mean of around 25 population size (see review of models in Kelly 1995:chpt.6) most
members were likely to be close consanguineal or affinal relatives. Therefore, inclusive
fitness theory appears to be sufficient to explain behaviors that Wilson and Sober feel
emerged through group selection. For example, they posit a scenario in which members
of a village cooperate to build a stockade for the benefit of the collective. But an
inclination towards such a behavior makes sense in terms of inclusive fitness if all or
most of the participants are closely related.
Another example of a behavior which Wilson and Sober posit can be explained as
a group-level adaptation is "drawing straws," or participation in a game of chance which,
for the loser, will result in the performance of an altruistic act, often for non-kin. Wilson
and Sober believe that only generalized altruistic tendencies will explain participation in
such a game. However, it is far more likely that individuals assess the risk and benefit of
a) not playing and thus suffering repercussions by other members of the group, b) playing
but not getting the short straw, c) playing and getting the short straw, d) the nature and
importance (in terms of their own survival) of the task they draw straws for, and e) the
chances of surviving even if drawing the short straw. In real life (as opposed to lifeboat
movies) there is plausibly a great deal of debate and conflict around such an "adaptation."
In fairness, Wilson and Sober admit that drawing straws usually does not happen, and that
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"evidently there are other social conventions that are even better at promoting sacrificial
behavior among nonrelatives" (1994:644).
With respect to culturally-mediated selection, similar points can be made. Knauft
(1991) describes simple hunting and gathering groups as consisting of approximately 30
individuals; it is hard to imagine that they are not, for the most part, related affinally or
consanguineally. However, Knauft repeatedly presumes there are relatives and non
relatives in such groups. His examples of non-kin associations at this level, such as
trading partners, are easily explained through reciprocity, and do not require even
culturally-mediated group selection. He appears to believe that cooperation is altruism, in
the sense that it should not be expected to be exhibited by individuals towards non-kin
unless culturally-mediated group selection is involved. However, as Betzig (1991) points
out, "If food sharing or some other kind of cooperation helps keep sharers alive, helps
them get mates, and helps them raise children, then cooperation should be as 'natural' as
the kinds of conflicts that can, under different conditions, be a means to
reproduction . . . There should, in short, be genes for cooperation as well as for
competition; both should be naturally selected when they increase their bearers'
reproduction" (1991 :410). Cooperation, even among non-kin, is not the same as altruism,
especially terminal altruism.
Most importantly, to suggest that culture, or symbolic communication, can drive
altruistic behavior in humans is insufficient. How this can take place is the logical
question, and there is no reason to presuppose, as does Knauft, that evolution applies only
to general adaptations such as the evolution of symbolic communication.
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Thus, theories of inclusive fitness, reciprocity, and group selection appear
insufficient to explain the occurrence of voluntary celibacy in institutionalized settings.
However, induced altruism through kinship deceit provides a plausible explanation for
how these behaviors can be maintained in non-kin settings. Johnson (1986,1989;
Johnson et al. 1987) has suggested that altruism can be elicited through socialization by
the manipulation of the means through which humans identify kin. This is because it is
not kinship itself that humans recognize, but "environmental cues that have typically been
highly correlated with kinship" (1987:158). As these are indirect cues, errors and
manipulation can occur. Johnson lists association, phenotypic similarity, and the use of
kin terms as the cues most likely to be utilized by humans in kin recognition, and suggests
that patriotic volunteerism, risking one's life in combat, and altruistic suicide are often
elicited through the manipulation of these cues.
Similarly, McGuire et al. (1994) discuss six ''trait signaling-recognition systems"
that have been selected for in humans. These systems facilitate the transmission and
encoding of information around individual "identity, motives, values, and emotional
states" with respect to potential altruism and reciprocity-related behavior (1994:301).
Three of these pertain specifically to the identification of kin: context (close proximity,
e.g., parent-child relationships); association (identification through social learning,
including kin terms and behavioral rules); and phenotypic matching or similarity.
Significantly, "[h]ow others are recognized and the categories (kin, non-kin) to
which they are assigned have important consequences. If kin are recognized, one set of
altruistic decision-making rules is likely to apply (invest in kin, do not expect immediate
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payback). A different set of rules is likely to apply to non-kin (invest cautiously and
await a payback before investing further)" (McGuire et al. 1994:304). It is easy to see the
benefits for an unrelated individual to be recognized as kin by a potential altruist.
In small groups, where kin-relatedness is to be expected and there is little
institutional control of individuals (e.g., non-stratified societies), it is likely to be
unnecessary to induce altruism. But where groups of generally unrelated individuals are
brought together in activities for which a willingness to sacrifice oneself is desirable,
inducing and maintaining altruism is effective and relatively inexpensive.
Balch (1985) has discussed the historical control of reproduction, labor, and
resources in non-kin organizations through abduction, enslavement, castration, and forced
celibacy. Organizations (more properly, leaders of organizations) attempt to minimize
the disruptive effects of familial obligations by destroying or preventing family
attachments and attempting to substitute themselves as kin. Balch, too, refers to kinship
recognition cues such as association, familiarity, and the use of kinship-evoking language
and symbolism as mechanisms to facilitate this process.
Although his emphasis is on the forcible manipulation of recruits, Balch's logic
applies to organizations that rely on voluntary sacrifice, including vows of celibacy. The
line between forced and voluntary membership in institutions can be a blurry one. For
example, in the case of recruits who are delivered to institutions by their families at very
early ages, their opportunities to choose non-participation are likely to be minimal.
Nevertheless, the point is that attempts to replicate familial environments and
relationships should be even more important where enslavement or other examples of
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brute force are not an option. In such organizations, the nature of relations between
members is likely to be more critical than in involuntary institutions, where the coercion
maintains stability (Wynne 1988:39-40). In fact, where asymmetrical power relationships
and a lack of "liberal scruples" (Balch 1985 :31 6) are present, forced altruism has often
occurred. Where sensibilities have changed, less brutal means of obtaining organizational
loyalty have resulted (Salter 1995).
Balch's work also suggests that the EEA is a relevant factor in the developing
nature of non-kin altruistic relationships. We have lived in small kin-groups for most of
our history as a species, and mechanisms for recognition of genetic relatives presumably
evolved in that context. Therefore, frequent interaction with non-kin is a novel --
development, a consequence of rapid population growth and increased mobility. This
point is important for evaluating the potential effectiveness of kin cue manipulation
among humans. Where induced altruism evolves over time, counter-adaptations to
prevent it should be expected to evolve as well (Trivers 1985). To return to a non-human
example, as natural selection exerts pressure on cuckoos to refine the means through
which they parasitize their hosts, the hosts develop increasingly sophisticated ways to
detect and combat strategies to induce altruism. Even within species, this type of
evolutionary "arms race" can occur (Dawkins 1987: 178-193). In humans, for example,
Cosmides and Tooby (1 992) provide support for the possibility that aspects of evolved
cognition facilitate "cheater-detection" in social contracts. Sulloway (1 996) shows how
"an evolutionary arms race played out within the family" (p.xiv) results in siblings
reacting differently to radical ideas, even revolutionary movements, based on their birth
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order. However, in novel circumstances such as those described earlier, manipulation
may take place without counter-adaptations being in place to combat it. As Pinker
(1997:42) points out, "[o]ur ancestral environment lacked the institutions that now entice
us to nonadaptive choices, such as religious orders . . . so until very recently there was
never a selection pressure to resist the enticements." This suggests that kinship cue
manipulation might be highly effective in eliciting altruistic behavior among non-kin.
Kinship manipulation is also emphasized by van den Berghe (1981) in his cross
cultural discussion of ethnicity. He finds that "the ideology of nationalism is replete with
the rhetoric of kinship" (1981: 15) and cites as examples the common use of close kin
terminology to describe unrelated ethnics and "mystical notions of blood" said to be
shared by nationals.
His basic argument with respect to ethnicity supports Balch and Johnson's claims:
ethnic and racial sentiments are often extensions of kinship sentiments, as "there exists a
general behavioral predisposition, in our species as in many others, to react favorably
toward other organisms to the extent that these organisms are biologically related to the
actor. The closer the relationship is, the stronger the preferential behavior" (van den
Berghe 1981:19). Association is usually used to identify fellow ethnics, but when the
group is too large "the unknown individual claims membership through filiation with
known members" (1981:28).
Also, van den Berghe also suggests that human systems of inequality, especially
in large, centralized states, "are almost invariably bolstered by an ideology that disguises
the parasitism of the ruling class as either kin selection or reciprocity" (1981 :60). The
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most common approach, paternalism, is typical of the preindustrial state. In Swaziland,
for example, the king intentionally marries wives from all the clans, and gives away
daughters to favored chiefs in other clans. He thus cements kin relations, both in actuality
and symbolically, with all members of his kingdom (1981:70). Moreover, a slave is first
and foremost " a person tom out of his network of kin selection" (1981 :115), and "[a]ll
chattel slave regimes developed a legitimating ideology of patemalism . . . a kind of big,
unhappy family" (1981:131).
It therefore seems likely that kinship deceit is universally associated with the
maintenance of celibacy in non-kin settings, even if other factors, such as genuine
inclusive fitness and reciprocal altruism, also sometimes apply. In order to further
examine this hypothesis, though, a review of the literature on kin recognition, particularly
with respect to humans, is necessary.

Kinship recognition mechanisms and human cognition
Relevant literature on kin recognition mechanisms (Alexander 1990; Hamilton
1964; Hepper 199l a,b; Sherman and Holmes 1985; Wells 1987; Wilson 1987) appears to
support the notion of manipulated human altruism. The subject has been extensively
researched (see review in Alexander 1990) and, across species, "kin recognition of one
kind or another has been implicated in most kinds of social behavior" (Wilson 1987:9).
In humans, in addition to visual identification at birth, mothers are soon capable of
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identifying newborns through olfactory and auditory cues (Porter 1991; Piontelli 1995).

4

There is mounting evidence that neonates, and even prenates, can recognize their mothers
through the same means (Hepper 1991b; Porter 1991). However, these kinship
recognition abilities pertain primarily to the first months of life. In later years, and for
other relationships, much more indirect cues are utilized, and individual recognition is
much less certain. Spatial distribution (if you're here, you're kin), association (familiar
individuals, especially during development, are kin), and phenotypic matching (where a
"template" is innate or learned and those who match it are kin) are the traditional
mechanisms described in the literature. 5
These kin recognition mechanisms can work in combination with each other
(Hepper 1991b), and appear to do so in non-human primates (Bernstein 1991). In
humans, phenotypic matching and association are the most likely to apply (Wells 1987),
as spatial distribution requires the predictable distribution of kin (Sherman and Holmes
1985). The human brain appears particularly endowed to discriminate among human
faces, which supports the importance of phenotypic similarity in kin recognition (Wilson
1987). In addition, humans may use mannerisms, habits, and speech patterns to help
identify relatives (Alexander 1 990). Much of the literature on uniforms focuses on the
function they serve to differentiate members of a society (military versus civilian, for
example), or between ranks within a group (e.g., Bush and London 1965; Joseph 1986;
Yet there is anecdotal evidence that "baby-switching" can successfully be carried out,
undetected by mothers.

4

Additionally, direct genetic recognition without learning is theoretically possible but
unlikely, particularly for humans (Wilson 1987).

5
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Langer 1965). However, much more obvious (and so perhaps less discussed) is the role
of uniform clothing in masking differentiation within a group. Thus, when clothing of
members in a group is identical, altruistic responses to cues associated with phenotypic
similarity may be triggered.
Some support for the importance of association is found in studies of Israeli
kibbutzim, where children reared together tend to avoid each other sexually (Talmon
1964 ), and in Taiwanese arranged marriages, where the practice of rearing children
together and forcing them to marry often results in sexual dissatisfaction (Wolf 1995).
Less direct evidence is available for other societies (Brown 1991: 118-129; Wolf
1995:423-438; but see Scheidel 1996).
All humans also clearly categorize relationships through language and other
symbolic referents. As summarized by Daly et al. (1997), all societies exhibit ego
centered kinship terminology based on parent-offspring relationships, and distinguish
between genders, generations, and degree of relatedness. Further, in all societies kin
terms are also "metaphorically extended. . . for evocative and propagandistic purposes"
( 1 997:287) to apply to non-relatives and even abstract entities (e.g., "motherland," "Uncle
Sam"). In addition, kin relationships are often communicated through a wide variety of
insignias and forms of adornment. Among the Kayapo, for example, girls wear crocheted
arm and leg bands to signify membership in their immediate families (Turner 1969).
Knowledge of ancestors and the ability to trace descent is also a cue to kinship; thus a
stranger is often accepted as kin if he or she can provide the appropriate genealogy (van
den Berghe 1981).
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The fact that kin terms do not always correspond to genetic relatedness has led to
vigorous debate between anthropologists and biologists as to whether inclusive fitness
theory can apply to humans (see Alexander 1979; Daly et al. 1997; Fox 1979; Sahlins
1976). Anthropologists have long observed and discussed the presence of fictive kinship
in societies and its role in forging and cementing alliances between unrelated (or only
distantly related) members within and between groups (Keesing 1975). For some, the
ubiquity of fictive kinship terminology and the variability in kinship systems indicate a
lack of relationship between cultural and biological notions of kinship ( e.g., Sahlins
1976). However, individuals appear to be generally aware of the genetic relationships
that underlie kin nomenclature (Alexander 1979; van den Berghe 1981). For example,
Chagnon finds that Yanomamo males often manipulate kinship classifications for female
kin to increase the number of potential mates (1979; 1988) and, regardless of kinship
terminology, favor closer biological relatives in village fissioning (Chagnon 1981).
Heider (1976) notes that while New Guinea Dani children sometimes confuse social and
biological kinship categories, adults never do.
Further, namesaking (naming a child after oneself or a close relative) is likely to
be an important means through which a child is accepted into kinship networks (Gutman
1977). Naming a child after the father, particularly when there is some question as to
paternity, may be a deliberate strategy on the part of mothers to strengthen child/father
bonds (Furstenberg and Talvitie 1980). Johnson et al. (1991) found that adopted children
are significantly more likely than natural children to be named after parents or relatives.
They suggest that naming a child in such a manner can reinforce parental behavior and
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generally enhance relatedness by making the child "instantly more similar, familiar, and
hence, more likeable to potential caregivers" (1991 :368).
Because individuals learn kin terms at a very early age and in the context of those
individuals who most closely interact with them, Johnson (1986) suggests that classical
conditioning explains the power of these terms in eliciting altruism. In his view, kin
terms are therefore a cultural extension of the association cue. However, kin terms may
themselves be an aspect of evolved psychology. Universal linguistic categories
pertaining to kinship (Daly et al. 1997) are potentially an aspect of the innate structure of
language (Pinker and Bloom 1992). It is conceivable that selection has shaped adaptive
responses to kin-related linguistic categories in much the same way that selection has
apparently instilled in humans a preference for certain natural environments (Orians and
Heerwagen 1992). In either case, it is clear that kin terminology and related symbolism
serve as powerful indicators of relatedness.
In addition to association, phenotypic similarity, and kin symbolism, human
development suggests two associated factors relevant to human kin recognition. Far from
being "blank slates" who learn solely through cultural transmission, humans appear to be
biased toward learning in particular directions, or domains, as a result of selective
pressures encountered over the course of human evolution. Lumsden (1984:114) reviews
a number of such domains, including colors, visual patterns, non-verbal cues, facial
patterns, fear of stranger response, phobias, and others. Geary (1995) differentiates
between "biologically primary" and "biologically secondary" human abilities, the first
easily acquired during development, the second only mastered slowly, with effort, and
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usually through sustained instruction. Examples of biologically primary abilities include
language acquisition, habitat navigation, and basic mathematical abilities such as
counting and dealing with small sets of items. Examples of secondary abilities include
reading, geometry, and more sophisticated mathematics.
In many cases, learning appears to involve sensitive periods, during which
learning at a particular developmental stage is greatly facilitated. The most well
understood example is first language acquisition, the facility for which appears to end
roughly around puberty (Hurford 1991). To illustrate, "young children learn about seven
new vocabulary items a day, every day, every week, every month, during the period from
about 18 months to 6 years old; all of them, even the dullest, do so; the evidence that
adults cannot perform like feats is quite good" (Marshall et al. 1984:692). This sensitivity
to environmental cues during development (in the case of language acquisition, exposure
to words and forms in a particular language), resulting in behavioral outcomes during
adulthood, appears to apply to a variety of domains. Klaus et al. ( 1972; in Lumsden
1984) report that nonverbal cues picked up by newborns from their mothers have long
lasting effects on their developing relationship. Belsky et al. ( 1 991) suggest that children
raised in stressful familial environments develop insecure parental bonds, experience
early pubertal development and, as adults, characteristically form unstable pair bonds and
limit their investment in child-rearing. As Draper and Harpending (1988 :341) put it,

"Our view of learning is that humans have been selected to be differentially
sensitive to certain cues in their immediate early childhood environment. . .It is as
if human young acquire early socialization with their antennae tuned to detect
certain attributes in their environment."
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With respect to forming relationships, then, early social environments have a
powerful effect on later behavior (MacDonald 1988). This effect does not disappear at a
particular age, but slowly stabilizes with time. Further, "the intensity of environmental
stimulation can overcome declining plasticity" (MacDonald 1988: 135). This suggests
that individuals are most susceptible to kinship manipulation during childhood, although
it can occur, at least to some degree, at later ages. As Smith (1988) points out, however,
children's use of kinship terms and kin-related behavior are under-researched areas.
It also seems reasonable to suggest that new attachments are easier to make if old
ones do not persist to confound them. Attachment, or "a relationship with a discriminated
person or persons," is presumed to have the function of protecting the attached from
physical and psychological harm, and appears to be a distinct, evolved motivational
system (Bretherton 1 985).
Certainly new, stable attachments can replace severed ones. Ainsworth (1 977)
suggests that an individual may make several attachments during the course of
development, and children separated from their parents can successfully form substitute
attachments with others who were once strangers. Bowlby found that British children
separated from their parents during World War II were able to form new, stable
relationships with non-kin parental figures (in Cole and Cole 1989:228-229). Dontas et
al. ( 1 985) found that institutionally-reared infants can form bonds with new primary
caregivers, and that children around 18 months of age can have multiple attachments with
no apparent difficulties. Sagi et al. (1 985) found that kibbutz-reared children 8 to 20
months old form attachments to other caregivers as well as their mothers.
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Attachment theory is relevant to humans' entire life-spans (Goldberg 1991:396),
and the attachment system clearly operates in older children (Bretherton 1985:12).
However, little research has been carried out in this area, and attachment transition in
general has not been systematically studied (Dontas et al. 1985:146). Of course,
attachment may not be related to kin recognition and altruism, especially after infancy,
but data suggest that separation from real kin may facilitate the formation of artificial
kinship ties.
Thus, there are three cues and two additional factors which may be expected to
apply to kinship manipulation in humans. These are close association, phenotypic
similarity, kin symbolism, young age, and separation from real kin. But can people really
be "fooled" into seeing non-kin as kin?
Research from several areas supports the contention that they can. Deceit and its
identification are fundamental aspects of human relationships, and "entire institutions in
human cultures are predicated upon deception," including games, folklore, warfare, and
the socialization of children (Anderson 1986:333; see also Cronk 1995; Mitchell and
Thompson 1986). The importance of deception in human interactions has often been
discussed by political philosophers, historians, social psychologists, and anthropologists
(LaFreniere 1988).
In evolutionary terms, the social environment is more likely to have driven the
evolution of intelligence than the non-human environment (Alexander 1 990), and
manipulation, particularly with respect to sexuality, is a fundamental aspect of human
cognition (for a review, see Ridley 1993 :329-344). "We use our intellects not to solve
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practical problems but to outwit each other. Deceiving people, detecting deceit,
understanding people's motives, manipulating people -- these are what the intellect is
used for. So what matters is not how clever and crafty you are but how much more clever
and crafty you are than other people" (Ridley 1993:33-34). Self-deception may be an
important factor in manipulation as well: "According to [evolutionary] theory . . . the
practice of deception may over a period of time engender unconsciousness in the
deceiver. The deceiver begins by deceiving one and ends up deceiving two! {Trivers

1991, original emphasis; see also Krebs and Denton 1997).
Byrne and Whiten (1988, 1992) find that tactical deception, involving "acts from
the normal repertoire of the agent, deployed such that another individual is likely to
misinterpret what the acts signify, to the advantage of the agent" (1992:611), is
widespread in primates, particularly in the two chimpanzee species and in Papio baboons.
Most importantly, though, as discussed earlier, ·human cognition appears to
involve a variety of evolved mechanisms through which the "practical problems of
living" can be solved, but which can lead to mistakes and manipulation (Flohr 1987: 195).
A good example of an innate mechanism is language acquisition (Pinker 1994).
However, in the areas of sexual attraction, mate choice, habitat selection, parental
reproductive strategies, social categorization, and prejudice, humans may also operate as
much through evolved tendencies as through rational, cost/benefit calculations (for
reviews, see Barkow et al. 1992; Logan and Qirko 1996; Wright 1994).
Human decision-making also appears guided by "ratiomorphic hypotheses" that,
although usually effective, can lead to errors. For example, one common hypothesis leads
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to the expectation that events occurring together are in fact connected; thus, "imagine you
have visited Vienna three times and that it has been raining throughout each stay. Now
you are planning a fourth visit, and you will think that it will probably be raining again.
This is a ratiomorphic conclusion -- rationally there is no reason to believe that it rains all
the time in Vienna" (Wuketits 1990:85). Other such hypotheses include the supposition
that with increasing confirmation of consecutive events, the second should result as a
cause of the first, and that phenomena sharing similar features will serve the same
purpose.
We are not always as logical and rational as we think, particularly in domains
which have been crucial to our survival throughout evolutionary history (Tooby and
Cosmides 1 990). As the recognition of kin is clearly one of these domains, it is not
farfetched to expect evolved rules of thumb that can, particularly in novel environments,
lead to errors and manipulation. It is also important to realize that complete fooling of
humans with respect to kin is not necessary for kin manipulation to take place. Evolved
tendencies can operate in concert (and in conflict) with rational decision-making. The
manipulation of kin cues might elicit behaviors even among individuals who know
perfectly well who their kin are and are not, particularly if reinforced by conditioning and
enculturation (Fialkowski 1990).

Research model
The literature reviewed above suggests that human altruism among non-kin (or
very distantly related kin) can be facilitated by inducement through the manipulation of
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kinship recognition cues. Celibacy in institutionalized settings is an altruistic act for the
primary benefit of non-kin. Because it is an act of terminal altruism (like altruistic
suicide), reciprocal altruism theories are unlikely to apply. Inclusive fitness theory may
well explain a desire on the part of families to remove members from resource and
reproductive pools through celibacy. This theory will not, however, fully explain the
maintenance of celibacy on the part of individuals once they have been removed from the
familial setting. In addition, institutions will often have a strong interest in controlling
potentially nepotistic behavior on the part of members. Therefore, celibacy in non-kin
settings can be expected to be maintained and reinforced, regardless of proximate reasons
for its choice, through the manipulation of kinship recognition cues.
Based on kin recognition and related literature, several traits which are likely to
lead to manipulated kinship recognition in institutions can be identified. Manipulators
should:
a) Encourage close association which replicates natural kin contexts (particularly
parent/child and sibling relationships).
b) Encourage the use of false phenotypic matches (uniforms, emblems, hair
styles, speech patterns, mannerisms, etc.) among members of the non-kin association.
c) Encourage the use of linguistic and other symbolic kin referents among
members of the non-kin association.
In addition, manipulators should:
d) Prefer young, impressionable recruits, and
e) Discourage association with actual kin.
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The following predictions can therefore be made:
1 ) Where volwitary vows of lifelong celibacy occur in the context of direct
benefits to non-kin (even if there are indirect benefits to kin), the manipulation of kinship
recognition cues (as cited above) should occur as well.
2) Manipulation of kinship recognition cues in institutions should correlate with
recruit-pool size (i.e., increased non-kin interactions).

In order to attempt to ascertain the quality and quantity of relevant data,
preliminary reviews of historical and cross-cultural ethnographic data were conducted.
The preliminary review of historical literature suggested that all or most of the traits
predicted to be associated with kinship manipulation are likely to be present in a wide
variety of celibate organizations where the pool of recruits is primarily non-kin based.
These organizations include Greek Pythagoreans (Larson 1 967); Essenes (Jones 1 985;
Larson 1 967); monastic orders in Buddhism (Dutt 1 960, 1 962; Parrinder 1 980; Wei-hswi
Fu and Wawrytko 1 994), Christianity (Hillery 1992; Knowles 1 963; Wynne 1 988), and
Hinduism (Goergen 1974; Klostermaier 1 989; Oman 1 973); dervish groups in Islamic
societies (Karamustafa 1994); Christian religious-military orders such as the Templars,
Hospitallers, and Teutonic Knights (Buist-Thiele 1 992; Nicholson 1 993; Forey 1 992);
and various Christian separatist sects, such as the Shakers (Andrews 1 963), Harmonists
(Kring 1 973), the Skoptzy (Larsen 1971) and the St. Nazianz colony (Fogarty 1 990).
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This review suggests that the major religions, as well as some offshoots for which
multiple sources of readily accessible, including first-hand, data exist (e.g., the Shakers)
could be examined in some detail with respect to predictions. Data for other groups (e.g.,
the Essenes) appeared to be insufficient to justify their inclusion in the present study.
The preliminary review of cross-cultural ethnographic data consisted of
examining societies listed in Murdock and White's 1969 Standard Cross-Cultural Sample
(SCCS) for which ethnographic data were available in the Humans Relations Area Files
(HRAF). All codes that pertained to celibacy or sexual abstinence were utilized: Celibacy
(589), Asceticism (785), Holy Men (792), Priesthood (793), Sexuality (831), and General
Sex Restrictions (834). In some cases, it was not clear whether researchers described
sexual abstinence, marital abstinence, or both, or whether vows or decisions accompanied
the behaviors; thus, any evidence of permanent marital or sexual abstinence was
examined.
Although Murdock and White rank the quality of the HRAF files available for
societies in their sample, these rankings were ignored due to the exploratory nature of the
preliminary review. Additionally, no attempt was made to limit investigation to the
authorities recommended by Murdock and White or to the temporal and geographic
settings they specify. Any mention of sexual or marital abstinence in a societal file was
investigated to attempt to determine the context in which it occurred, and if all or most of
the traits predicted to be associated with kinship manipulation were present.
Of the 118 societal files available, five made no mention of celibacy or
abstinence. Ninety-three files described celibacy or abstinence as nonexistent, rare,
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temporary (as in the case of celibacy for the widowed, or abstinence in preparation for
hunting), or due to the unavailability of a mate for economic or social reasons (for
example, in some polygynous societies, men who wish to marry may be unable to do so
because they lack the necessary resources with which to compete for brides; see Hartung
1997). In the great majority of these cases, HRAF described the societal view of celibacy
as negative, ranging from the unfortunate to the abnormal. Thus, in these groups,
voluntary lifelong celibacy appears to occur only in rare and unusual cases.
The remaining 20 societal files described some form of patterned lifelong
celibacy. These are: (22) Barabara, (48) Gheg, (51) Irish, (52) Lapps, (54) Russians, (66)
Khalka Mongols, (68) Lepcha, (71) Burmese, (73) Vietnamese, (75) Khmer, (82) Negri
Sembilan, (100) Tikopia, (114) Chinese, (115) Manchu, (116) Koreans, (153) Aztec,
(160) Haitians, (171) Inca, (172) Aymara, (184) Mapuche.
Celibacy in four of these cases appeared to be kin-based (Irish, Lapps, Tikopia,
and Mapuche). In 13 of the r�maining societies celibacy was apparently related to the
presence of Christian and Buddhist monastic systems (and, in the case of the Gheg of
Albania, to dervish groups). Two others are the Aztec and Inca, where additional sources
suggest the predicted pattern applies (respectively, Berdan 1982; Sahagun 1932; and de la
Vega 1961).
Only one of the 118 societies examined appeared to maintain patterned permanent
abstinence in non-kin settings without the expected kinship manipulation traits. Dieterlen
(1951) worked with the Bambara of central Mali in the 1940s and describes Somas, or
religious diviners, who could not marry. However, little additional information is
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available in the HRAF, and informants interviewed by Brett-Smith (1994) describe the
position of Soma as passed on from father to son, which obviously calls the earlier claim
of celibacy into question.
Based on these preliminary :findings, the likelihood of obtaining sufficient data to
test predictions was judged to be reasonable, and a decision was made to expand the
cross-cultural study in the following ways:
1. include all societies in the SCCS;
2. restrict data to geographical and temporal settings specified in the SCCS;
3. for societies with no HRAF files, or for files judged inadequate by Murdock
and White, consult authorities recommended in the secs directly (as well as additional
sources, if relevant);
4. Consult primary sources for all societies where evidence of permanent
abstinence was found.
A more detailed description of the methodology for the cross-cultural study
follows a description of celibacy in Christian, Buddhist, Hindu, and other religious
organizations.

CHAPTER 4
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HISTORICAL DATA

Christianity
Since its early history, the Christian Church has been characterized by one form or
another of voluntary, yet enforced, vows of sexual abstinence. The first written law on
abstinence for all priests appears to have been issued by the Council of Elvira in 305 AD
(Cholij 1989; de Valk 1990). Roman Catholic priests are required to observe a "total and
irrevocable" commitment to sexual abstinence (Napier 1989). In the Eastern Church,
priests can be married before ordination, but must swear abstinence as a prerequisite to
clerical duty. Bishops and those who take monastic vows must be chaste.
The debate over marriage for priests which characterizes the Church today
(Rosetti 1994) occurred at least twice in its early history, but the Gregorian reform in the
eleventh century and the Council of Trent in 1563 reaffirmed the commitment to the ideal
of celibacy. Restatements of this position have periodically continued to the present (de
Valk 1990). Therefore, in spite of a great deal of historical variability in both defacto
· and dejure celibacy (Betzig 1995), large numbers ofbishops, priests, monks and nuns
have taken and maintained vows of celibacy in the Christian Church.
St. Anthony was an influential 3rd century Christian renunciant who gave up his
(not inconsiderable) property and began a life of self-denial. However, "within a few
years and quite contrary to his purposes, the world, as it were, came out to him" (Timko
1990:108). Soon he had a large number of disciples. Linge (1990:39) sees this as the
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point of departure of Christianity from Judaism and Islam, in that here began a disciplined
and permanent pattern of asceticism. The initial impulse by early renunciants to
withdraw soon became "domesticated," and those who fled the material world organized
in communities which were structured much like the cities they abandoned, with
specialized tasks and even the creation of surplus for sale (Geary 1990:194).
The New Testament gives as instructions for an ascetic life: " . . . hating one's father
and mother, forsaking one's family, becoming a eunuch for the kingdom of God and
renouncing all possessions . . . " (in Linge 1990:44). Wandering charismatics who
followed these instructions spread the gospel and organized householder Christianity. By
the early 2nd century, this wandering approach was viewed with suspicion and replaced
with settled churches and clergy. By the 4th century, when Christianity became the
official religion of Roman society, there was an even greater push to control it through
organization. So "the virtually simultaneous appearance of Christian empire and
cenobitic monasticism is . . . no accident" (Linge 1990:46).
While the destruction of sexual and material desires is a fundamental prerequisite
to asceticism (Linge 1990:48), it is also clear that one of the major goals of demanding
celibacy fron;i members has been to benefit the organization and its leaders (including
supernatural figures), thus rendering it an altruistic act. Saint Paul is often quoted with
reference to the apostolic origins of Christian celibacy: "The unmarried man is busy with
the Lord's affairs, concerned with pleasing the Lord; but the married man is busy with
this world's demands and occupied with pleasing his wife" (in Cholij 1989:201). This
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passage is an invitation to devote one's life to "immediate service of the Church and to
avoid the more immediate concerns of family life" (Cholij 1989:201).
Cardinal Stickler reviewed explicit motives for celibacy in the early Church. In
addition to purifying the body and soul, removing the "chosen" from the populace (as
priests must always be engaged in the ministry), and promoting general temperance,
Stickler found that celibacy encourages organizational loyalty: "As sacred ministers,
furthermore, they must be completely free from any other occupation or stable
commitment, especially that of a family of their own, in order to be able to dedicate
themselves completely to the sacred ministry in its various exigencies and obligations.
To serve the People of God it is necessary to belong exclusively to God... " (Stickler 1972,
in de Valk 1990:4).
This service was envisioned in material as well as spiritual terms. The early
decrees were in large part designed to prevent priests from diverting Church resources to
their families (Balch 1985; Lea 1932). The Church's desire to control wealth was often
cited as a reason for its insistence on celibacy, especially by early Protestant reformers
(Ozment 1972). Even presumably ascetic monasteries were, in a sense, business
ventures. Many controlled great wealth (Dickinson 1961), demanded additional produce
and rent from their tenants (Knowles 1963), and elicited contributions from pilgrims who
came to view holy relics (Hunt 197 1 ). Administration of these resources was often in the
hands of individual monks.
That it proved difficult to prevent individuals from utilizing organizations for their
own ends is illustrated by the number of abbots and monks who were "richer . . . than
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bishops" in 11th and 12th century Europe (Joannelinus, in Leclerq 1971:222). The
appointment of abbots was frequently political. In England during the middle ages, for
example, such appointments were under royal control, and were often used as a reward
for personal or political services. Abbots, whose power within the monastery was
absolute, often lived apart from other members of the order, with personal servants and
employees (Knowles 1963).
There were many opportunities for members, particularly higher-level members,
to provide material benefit to relatives, and thus continual tension between attempts to
outlaw kinship and the desires of individuals to promote it. "Kinship fights back" says
Fox (1993:183), when describing the nepotism which arose in the middle ages: "By
instituting celibacy, the church outlawed kinship from its own ranks (theoretically) .. . even
if the term 'nepotism' had to be invented later to cover the reproductive proclivities of
various ecclesiastical dignitaries. . . " This, rather than undermining the theory explored
here, reminds of the impetus behind manipulating individuals to conform to
organizational expectations.
With both the practice of celibacy and the benefits to the Church of its members'
compliance having been established, manipulation of kin recognition cues is predicted to
be present as well. This appears to be the case, particularly in monastic orders. Although
there is some variability among orders over time, the general pattern has consisted of
immature recruits, averaging fourteen to fifteen years of age (and often much younger),
who are separated from relatives to live in near or total isolation with other recruits and
members, with whom they share routine and intense experiences. Orders are
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characterized by uniform clothing, hairstyles and accouterments that are used even where
there is no contact with outsiders and social identification is not an issue. Behavior is
similarly uniform, including, for example, vows of silence or constant prayer in both
individual and group settings (Timko 1990). Finally, the use of kin terms and other
symbols of kinship to describe each other and authority figures permeates all aspects of
daily life (Wynne 1988). As one example, the "Our Father" was "universally regarded as
the model prayer" (Timko 1990:102).
This pattern of kin cue manipulation can be illustrated by the European
monasteries of the central middle ages (900-1200), epitomized by Cluny, which was the
most influential monastery of a strongly religious age (Brooke 1974; Hunt 1971).
Recruits, separated from real kin upon entering the monastery, were often infants whose
parents "dedicated" them to lifelong service (Knowles 1963). Initially they were stripped
of their clothes and dressed in novice habits. No boy was allowed to be alone, or even
with monks, but only in the company of other initiates and the "master" who oversaw
them. At age fifteen (and thus, often, after many years of initiation), boys could be
admitted as novices. At this point individuals who wished to join the monastery from the
outside world could join initiates in being shaven, stripped, and uniformly attired. Again
overseen by masters, novices spent most of their time learning the rules of appropriate
behavior. At the end of this learning period, usually a year, they petitioned to enter the
order, and, if accepted, took their formal vows. They received their robes, cowls, capes,
and other clothes, all made of black wool. Members were clean-shaven and wore
identical ''tonsure" hairstyles. The new "brothers" were continually followed ''to see that
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their conduct was in every detail in accordance with the usages of Cluny" (Evans
1968:49). Abbots were "fathers" (in fact, the original derivation of the monastic term).
Kin terms were similarly applied to abstract entities ("Mother Church," "Our Holy
Father"), and occurred frequently in the prayers and music that were a daily part of
monastic life. Nothing could be called "mine" by a member except for his mother and
father - everything else was "ours."
Militarized monastic orders created to fight in the Crusades, such as the
Hospitallers and Teutonic Knights, also conform to the pattern as described above
(Seward 1972). Perhaps the best known example are the Templars, formed around 1119
AD and abolished in 1310 (Barber 1994). During the 13th century they numbered around
7000 knights and priests, as well as many more attending members. The institution was
extremely wealthy, thanks primarily to a complex system of gifts and donations, and built
870 castles and other houses throughout Europe. These provided forces which fought in
Palestine, Cyprus, Syria, and Iberia. As the Templars needed to continually attract
members and donations to remain viable, they constructed elaborate public churches
where precious relics were displayed, serving as magnets to draw pilgrims and potential
recruits.
Individual Templars, however, pledged celibacy, poverty, and obedience, and
submitted to a "rigorous monastic rule" (Barber 1994:193). They were not permitted to
will away their possessi<?ns or spoils of war. Recruits handed over their secular clothing
and received "a standard set of annour, clothing, and equipment" (Barber 1994:190). The
typical fictive kin terms were employed. Only with respect to the age of recruits do they
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appear to differ from the typical monastic pattern. While parents could dedicate very
young children for service, these were raised by their families until mature enough to
perform military service. In many cases, adolescents were accepted, but most entrants
were in their early twenties, and many were already experienced warriors.
While nunneries were less common historically and their practices are less well
documented, the general pattern of kin cue manipulation applies to female recruits as
well. There were many nunneries in Britain in the middle ages ( 1000-1300), for the most
part sponsored by the royal family or founded by other aristocrats (many of them women).
Members were usually seen as lower in status than male ascetics, but they followed the
Rule of Saint Benedict or that of Saint Augustine, and generally lived in even greater
isolation than their male counterparts (Burton 1994:chpt.5).
An example from modern times shows that the historical association in
Christianity of sexual asceticism with institutional kin cue manipulation remains. Hillery
(1992), utilizing ethnographic techniques, researched American Trappist-Cisterian abbeys
and monasteries in the 1970s and 1980s. He found that candidates were usually young
men who remained in the monastery for four to six weeks and, if accepted, remained as
postulants for an additional six weeks to six months. They then took temporary vows and
were novices for two to five years. A novice master (or, in one case, a team of the abbot
and three monks) instructed the novices until they took their permanent vows. Monks
had only limited contact with the outside world. Both novi�es and monks or nuns wore
distinctive uniforms. Although most members had some contact with their families, ''the
biosocial family is absent from the communal organization in the monastery [and] certain
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institutions must be substituted." Kinship models (including the terms "father,"
"brother," and "sister") were an integral part of the monasteries' social structure.
Moorhouse (1969) describes historic and modem Christian asceticism in great
detail, and notes that many different approaches were taken by various groups. In his
view, 20th century Christian monastic life "has only four common denominators, and they
are poverty, obedience, chastity and prayer. The rest is infinite variety" (p.86). However,
a reading of his work suggests another common denominator. With ve:ry few exceptions,
the hundreds of groups Moorhouse describes conform as well to the institutionalized
practices of kin cue manipulation as described above.

Buddhism
The organization of followers of the Buddha who renounced their household lives
and became alms-seeking wanderers is known as the Sangha. They were initially in the
tradition of the Hindu Saman� or sects of wandering ascetics who renounced familial and
societal ties and gathered yearly during the monsoon season. However, the Sangha soon
developed settled monastic communities, and "a collective life which found active
expression in institutions, customs, and practices of a congregational nature" (Dutt
1962:54). By 300 BC, or approximately two centuries after the Buddha's death, there
were many such communities serving villages throughout India. By 800 AD the small
monasteries were generally abandoned in favor of large, wealthy monastic centers. These
became easy prey for Turkish Muslims who invaded India in the 11th and 12th centuries,
and Buddhism there generally died out about this time, although it had been in decline for
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several centuries for reasons not well understood (Dutt 1962). The newly-homeless
monks and nuns fled to other Buddhist areas, primarily Tibet, but Buddhist ideas and
traveling monks had already spread to China, Burma, Sri Lanka, and the Near East.
Since its beginnings as an institution, Buddhist monasticism has actively sought
recruits and depended on patronage ·and popular support for its survival. The resources it
accumulated allowed monasteries to become very wealthy, so much so that by the 7th
century AD, a Chinese pilgrim visiting Indian monasteries found it "unseemly for a
monastery to have too great wealth, granaries full of rotten com, many servants, male and
female, money and treasures hoarded without use in the Treasury" (in Dutt 1964:162).
The Pratimoks� or the written code of behavior for Buddhist monks and nuns, is
fundamental to both Indian Buddhism and the forms subsequently exported to other parts
of the world (Yamagiwa 1994 ). The Pratimoksa describes various levels of proscriptions
and one of the most important offenses, characterized as a "defeat," is sexual behavior.
Any voluntary act of sexual intercourse with males, females, eunuchs, hermaphrodites, or
animals calls for expulsion from the group. Intentional masturbation, physical contact
with members of the opposite sex, the speaking of lewd words while "affected by desire,"
and serving as a go-between for others' sexual activities require a formal meeting of the
Order for discussion and judgment (Homer 1982a).
By the 4th century many Buddhist branches added additional precepts and in some
cases, as in the Tendai school of Japan, supplanted the Pratimoksa itself (Tsomo 1994).
However, voluntary celibacy has remained a necessary, if in some cases only ideal,
component of monastic behavioral codes throughout the Buddhist world.
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The initial reasons for celibacy appear to be linked to a general separation from all
temptations which can distract from the path to enlightenment. The Buddha said "the
household life is full of hindrances, a path for the dust of passion" (in Parrinder 1980:43).
Closely linked is the idea of impurity that resides in carnal lust. However, complete
isolation from society was not a goal, as it was in Christian monasticism, and "a cordial
association" between monks and lay society, particularly on holy day celebrations, was
maintained (Dutt 1962:26). Lay society received spiritual guidance from monks and in
turn provided the resources for building monasteries and for the monks' subsistence
through patronage, land-grants, and continuous small gifts. Particularly wealthy patrons
provided the resources for the more ambitious and even opulent monasteries which
characterized Indian Buddhism in later centuries.

Since the beginning of the Sangh� Buddhist monks have worn distinctive robes in
a fashion which separated wearers from both laity and members of other religious groups.
There are many rules as to their proper wear: three robes are required, an inner robe held
with a strip of cloth bound in a distinctive manner and an upper robe, worn when monks
are in residence, which covers neck to ankle, one shoulder bare. When going out, an
outer robe or cloak must be worn. Other cloth garments are permissible for the rains but
are specifically proscribed as to measure and wear. Robes are ideally made in patchwork
style, with materials provided by laity in strict ceremonial fashion, and cut, sewn, and
dyed by the monks themselves. Only six kinds of materials, with six respective types of
thread, are permissible, and yellow is the traditional color. Robes are the property of
specific orders. One reason for the attention given to clothing is that it served to
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differentiate members from naked ascetics and from the laity (Homer 1982b:2-3, 47,
n2,3). Hopper states that "the yellow robes of the Bhikkhu [monks] are comparable to the
western 'habit,' the frock and cowl" (1982a:xlviii). The best evidence of uniformity in
clothing lies in the fact that "disfigurement" of robes by means of a small dark dot is
necessary to make them individually identifiable. Penalties apply to monks who wear
other members' robes or fail to mark theirs appropriately (Homer 1982b:407).
Many proscriptions apply to the use of begging bowls as well. Monks may have
one bowl only, which is assigned communally. Only iron and clay bowls may be used,
and there are three specific sizes. There are rules pertaining to the proper mending of
bowls and the avoidance of "inferior" bowls. As with clothing, the importance of
regulating the appearance of bowls appears to be related to distinguishing the Sangha
from other groups, especially from sects which "go about for alms-food (to be put) into
their hands . . . " (Homer 1982b:113-115, 119).
In addition, Buddhist monks traditionally shave their heads on the eve of each
holy day (or roughly four times a month). Throughout the volumes of the Book of the
Discipline there are many references to individuals who, "... having cut off hair and beard,
having put on the yellow robes, have gone forth from home into homelessness." (Homer
1983:27, 239,261).
"Going forth," or becoming a novice, occurs at roughly the age of fifteen, and
ordination, or final admission, is prohibited before age twenty. Those to be ordained
must possess bowls and robes before admission is granted. There is usually an extended
period of time for indoctrination before and between the two stages. Initiates renounce
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kin ties, take a new, shared name, and perform work in service of higher-ranking monks
and the community.
The strength of this traditional pattern can be illustrated by means of Yalman's
(1962) description of the Buddhist Tapasa group in Ceylon. The Tapasa claim to be
returning to the original teachings of the Buddha by truly renouncing the world, in
contrast to what they view as the comfortable, even wealthy life of ordinary Buddhist
monks and priests. However, they too live communally and uniformly wear soiled brown
robes. Although they live in a remote cluster of caves, they have a well-organized laity
which supports their existence, and are themselves as rigidly ranked as temple-dwelling
monks. Their novices are initiated in almost the same fashion as traditional monks,
including the renunciation of kin ties and the adoption of new names, and perform all the
menial tasks required in the community. Thus the same pattern applies, even to ascetics
rebelling against the traditional ascetic pattern.
Yalman's observations regarding the typical Buddhist pattern in Ceylon match
those seen for other Buddhist areas. As he notes, " . . . it is kinship, with the attendant
troubles between kinsmen, the difficulties which beset the family, and the uncertainty of
making a living, which is always emphasized in the religious utterances of the priests"
(Yalman 1962:325). Separation from kin is therefore a very important component of the
pattern. In part, this is because the only legitimate way to surpass caste and kinship and
move to higher status is to abandon one's natal family through the priesthood. Families
therefore typically benefit very little, in material terms, from having members enter
Buddhist institutions. Usually young boys are given to the church by families which,
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although earning religious merit for the act, do not receive greater status or resources.
Giving up a child does "reduce the number of mouths to feed in the family" (Yalman
1962:326) but, as has previously been discussed, this does not sufficiently explain the
maintenance of lifelong celibacy.
Spiro's (1970; see also Pfanner 1966) description of Buddhist monastic life in
Burma in the 1960s shows that the general pattern described in the Book of the Discipline
continues to apply. Celibacy is reportedly rigidly adhered to. While ordination occurs
after the age of twenty, novices must be eight years old, and "small novices" can enter the
institution even earlier. Novices must continuously conform to precepts, including those
pertaining to sexuality. Their ordination involves vows of poverty, chastity, and
homelessness, and the candidate "kneels in front of the assembled monks, head and
eyebrows shaven, dressed in the yellow robe" which he wore even as a small novice. The
candidate, who is now at least twenty years of age, attests to being free, solvent, and of
sound mind and body. In addition, he brings to ordination his begging bowl and robes, as
well as the consent of his family. At this point he "dies a civil death," and divests himself
of all his possessions and rights to inheritable resources (Spiro 1970:291).
Spiro describes two categories of property in Buddhism monasticism. The first is
corporate, and all belongs to the order. However, personal property, made up of gifts
given to individual monks (land, money, and sometimes even monasteries themselves),
also belong to the order upon the death or departure of the individual, and cannot be
transferred to laity. Bunnag (1973: 103), who studied 15 monasteries in central Thailand,
reports the same corporate ownership of resources, extending even to the smallest
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personal gifts, which are pooled whenever possible (see also Ingersoll 1 966). Separation
from kin and lay society is accomplished not only by residence in a monastery but "by
diacritical features of dress and personal appearance . . . etiquette and deportment" (Bunnag
1 973:34). The majority of monks, at least in Burma, Thailand, and China, come from the
ranks of the most economically and socially deprived, and often do not have strong family
ties to begin with (Spiro 1 970:325; Bunnag 1 973 : 1).
The importance of institutional living is evidenced by the fact that the few
remaining followers of mendicant ways are viewed with suspicion by both monastery
monks and laity in general. Monks do not visit the nearby villages except to carry out
specific religious duties. While they may travel, they must do so only when engaged in a
"serious" purpose. They must carry no money, avoid traveling alone with a woman, and
not be outside the walls of a monastery after sunset. However, monks do sometimes
travel to monasteries near their home villages to renew relations with kin and friends.
The decision to join is usually made at an early age. In Spiro's (admittedly small)
sample, 50% decided to join between the ages of twelve to fifteen, and 25% between the
ages of sixteen to twenty. Also, "[i]t is extremely unlikely for an adult to become a monk
if he has never had the experience of living in a monastery during his early,
impressionable years." (Spiro 1 970:328).
Monks are known to themselves and others as "Sons of the Buddha." In addition,
"it is no accident . . . that the parental image is explicitly and especially evoked in the
monk-sponsor dyad" (Spiro 1970:343). Each novice obtains a lay sponsor before
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ordination. This sponsor pays for ordination and for the monk's subsequent needs as
much as possible. The sponsor is called "my father" or "my mother" by the monk.
Spiro describes both the practice of celibacy and its material benefits to orders, as
well as the predicted pattern of kin cue manipulation. In addition, he highlights a
seeming contradiction: except with respect to sexuality, "the standard of living of the
average members of the Order is surpassed only by that of the wealthiest laymen" (Spiro
1970:310). Monks eat well, dress well, and perform no work other than their own
spiritual endeavors except for instruction of novices and, in village settings, of
schoolchildren. Even the collection of alms, highly organized and a far cry from the
symbolism of the begging bowl, is usually conducted by novices. In addition, members
of the laity are continuously preparing meals that they personally deliver to the monks,
and in some cases specific families attend to individual monks' needs on a rotating basis.
Thus, "although formally recruitment to the Order means renunciation of the world and
acceptance of an ascetic regime, life in a Burmese monastery is, paradoxically, a life of
material abundance -- even, as compared to the life of the average layman, luxury" (Spiro
1970:308).
In Thailand, since the giving of material aid brings merit, the most significant
merit-making activity for the laity is to sponsor ritual ceremonies at the various important
stages of kin or important individuals' lives, including birth, marriage, cremation, and the
ordination of kin. While social and political ties among laity are reinforced through these
ceremonies, monks benefit greatly from the meals and gifts they receive. In addition,
many of the ceremonies are for their ordination or promotion, and thus for their direct
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benefit. These ceremonies are numerous: while religious giving is possible at any time, it
is mandatory "seven days after the death of a relative, upon embarking on any large
venture, and after the success of any venture" (Nash 1963:292). "The contributions [by
laity] are so numerous, so frequent, and so varied in size and content (cash, food,
clothing, utensils, or labor) that it is very difficult to determine how much of its income a
family may contribute in a year" (Ingersoll 1966:66). Charitable funds are set up to help
provide for monks' needs, and small gifts are received every time a ceremony is
performed.
In sum, "Buddhism... diverts a good part of the individual and communal wealth
in the channels of religious expenditure" (Nash 1963:294). The "Middle Way" between
asceticism and wordly living described by the Buddha appears to lean heavily towards the
temptations of the flesh. Spiro's explanation is that, while the laity provides the
resources, it is the lay person who needs the monk: "for it is primarily by offering dana -
food, robes, housing, and so on -- to the monk that the layman acquires the merit
necessary for his salvation" (Spiro 1970:287).
Nash (1963) makes some relevant additional points. Villagers, even if monks,
usually know little of scripture and rules, except that monks must be celibate, beg for
their livelihood, live in monasteries, only possess the eight necessities, not eat at midday,
and spend their time in religious pursuits. Monks do take instruction to the young in
monastic schools very seriously, and they do reinforce merit-giving among the laity, but
little else. And "[a]sk a Burman why he gives to a monk, why he performs any religious
act, and his reply is for the kutho [merit] involved." (1963:286). This pared-down
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understanding of Buddhism illuminates the importance in day-to-day monastic life of
generating a livelihood from laity, sharing of resources within the organization, and
recruitment of the young.
However, it is important to note that the only proscription that remains in force
among monks is sexual abstinence. Whatever other motivations may be involved, the
Buddhist monastery is an extremely efficient resource-acquiring institution. Celibacy, by
limiting potential conflicts of interest of monks with respect to their close kin, serves to
keep those resources within the institutional "family." Phenotypic similarity, avoidance
of contact with non-members, the early age of recruits, and the use of kin symbolism all
help mold members' behavior in this crucial respect.
The situation with respect to women celibates is somewhat different. Wawrytko
(1994) suggests that the opportunity to become liberated from lives of drudgery and
inferior status by becoming nuns must have been a "powerful attraction" to Indian women
in early Buddhism. Nuns, however, although conforming to the general pattern outlined
above, are not equivalent in status to male ascetics, but appear to fall somewhere between
laity and monks (Hopper 1982a; Spiro 1970). Traditionally, women entering the
Buddhist religious community were subject to harsher discipline, and were ordained first
by a group of nuns and then a group of priests who ultimately controlled them (Auboyer
1965).
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Hinduism
Hinduism, although characterized by scriptures, beliefs, and practices generally
held in common, encompasses a significant nwnber of branches and sub-branches, their
analysis complicated by the great nwnber of castes and sub-castes with which they, at
least traditionally, have been associated (Sanna 1953). A detailed examination of this
complexity is well beyond the scope of this work, but the relationship between celibacy
and the kinship manipulation model in Hinduism can be discussed and illustrated.
Three of the four stages of the ideal life in Hinduism are characterized by celibacy
(Goergen 1974). In the first, the young student (eight to twelve years old) moves in with
his teacher, or gym, for at least 12 years of discipline and celibacy. The name of this
stage, bramacarya, is Sanskrit for celibacy. The second stage is characterized by an active
social life, including marriage and family, where sexual activity and the pursuit of
descendants is required (Elder 1990). While most remain "householders" for life, a few
move on to the third stage and live as hermits, removed from social life. Spouses may
enter this stage together, but they are to live as celibates. The fourth stage involves
complete isolation and meditation.
The stage of student traditionally requires that initiates stay with the teachers,
along with other students, first in secluded hermitages (often caves) and later in "youth
training centers" (Elder 1990:29). Total obedience, arduous physical labor and scholastic
studies, and begging to feed both themselves and their teachers are demanded. Students
wear distinctive clothing that marks their status. Although they can opt to move between
gurus to find the best teacher, at least 12 years are spent in total service, and students in
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their thirties are not rare. The Brahman universities, large centers of learning which are
also an option for students of the Brahman caste, are similarly structured (Auboyer 1965).
This traditional pattern, with a few modifications, remains in modem times.
Students often live in their teacher's house, usually with other students, for a period of
many years. A student is expected "to apply himself diligently to his studies, to live a
celibate life, and to honor his teachers as he would his parents" (Dandekar 1953:137). In
addition, he will ideally live from begging, although kin often provide assistance.
Thus, although celibacy required in this stage is temporary, it is nonetheless long
lasting. Moreover, it occurs during a period when a male's sexual drive is at its peak.
Many elements of the kinship manipulation model explored here are seen with respect to
celibacy for Hindu students.
Some Hindus skip the householder stage entirely and become monks or nuns,
maintaining the celibacy of their early years. An important condition underlying this
choice is that "aspirants should take to it before they have tasted sex in ordinary course
and settled down as married men and women" (Ghurye 1964:21; emphasis added). Such
an alternative is mentioned in sacred texts as early as 900 BC. However, the first clear
evidence of sectarian, settled ascetics appeared around 400-500 AD, and by the 7th
century distinguishable branches with distinctive clothing and practices were described by
foreign visitors. The first Hindu monasteries, which arose around 788-820 AD, are traced
to the influence of an ascetic named Sankaracarya (Ghurye 1964).
Sankaracarya, following the model of Budhhist and Jain monasteries, established
membership rules, initiation vows and rituals, and administrative structures still in use
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today (Ghurye 1964; Elder 1990). His goal was to provide "freedom from the bother of
wandering" (Ghurye 1964:85), and orders were to rely upon lay communities'
contributions for survival. He organized ascetics into ten orders, each marked by a suffix
added to all members' names. Soon a class of younger attendants was formed to help
provide for elder ascetics and to physically provide for the monasteries themselves. Each
center was originally assigned a territory from which to draw resources and recruits. Not
surprisingly, competition among ascetic groups soon followed, with concomitant
attention to in-group identification through clothing, language (e.g. greeting formulas),
initiation rituals and other practices. This emphasis on markers denoting membership
continues today. For example, novices among the Samnyasis (Siva followers) are told to
let themselves be "taught," not by the particular doctrines or even by their masters, but by
their distinctive membership badges: their yellow robes, the removal of their top-lock,
etc. (Ghurye 1964:93).
Some monasteries became so rich that "their management and atmosphere is not
very dissimilar to that of a state" (Ghurye 1 964:97), and competition among these
organizations quickly became fierce. Groups formed military sub-divisions (Nagas)
which hired out as mercenaries or, more commonly, fought each other for territory and
status. Concerning the latter, conflict frequently arose over the order in which different
monastic branches should advance during a processional. The Nagas also often become
very wealthy. For example, in their temple/training centers, or akhadas:

"Honorific gifts brought by lay followers of the sect are only one of the sources of
income for the akhada. Other sources of income are formed by 'inam' lands and

buildings owned by the akhada. The abbot, more often than not, carries on a
successful business in local banking. A Naga ascetic on his becoming a Naga is
expected to go on a pilgrimage and bring back for his akhada all gifts that he
collects" (Ghurye 1964: 185).
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K.lostermaier (1972) estimated there were between 8 and 15 million "professional
religious" individuals in India. While some are not formally associated with specific
religious orders, all apparently "don the religious garb" (p.329). Specific orders number
at least 300, of which the majority require celibacy, and many regularly employ the
manipulation of kinship recognition cues. Novices are usually young and separated from
family. Initiation commonly involves a ritual rebirth by stripping the novice of ordinary
clothes and replacing them, for boys, with a waistcloth, staff, and waterbowl. After years
of religious instruction, ordination leads either to a pilgrimage, usually with companions,
or to residence in communal monk quarters. In many branches wandering occupies many
months of the year, yet members typically must return to monasteries for the monsoon
season (three to four months). Distinctive phenotypic marking is common: this includes
painted symbols on the face and body, shaved heads or particular hairstyles, strings of
beads around the neck, and bells. In some Samyasi orders, the name of the patron deity
will be branded into the skin of initiates. Nathapansis Yogis wear distinctive red and
yellow clothing, a bead and a goat's horn around the neck, and, in some branches, an iron
ring in the ear (Klostennaier 1972; Oman 1973).
The various ascetic branches also appear to conform to the kinship manipulation
model. Members are initiated into the order, often while quite young (as one teenage
informant said to Oman (1973:264) "one is never too young to enter upon a good path"),
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are given distinctive clothing and insignias to wear, and become either permanent
residents of a monastery or wandering mendicants. However, even the wanderers gather
together for the rainy season and often longer. They usually travel together in groups and
seek shelter at other monasteries of their branch while on the move. Essentially, they live
in close association with each other while being separated, both physically and socially,
from the rest of society.
Religious property is often considerable, and corporately held. Local laity
contributes cash, buildings, lands, labor, and food to the extent that not only are the
monks well cared for, but there is often a material profit for the contributors themselves.
Building a temple and its associated monastery and rest houses can be a profitable
venture: "The daily offerings of worshippers, together with the alms (mostly food)
collected in daily begging expeditions amongst householders, soon provide sufficient
means not only for the support of the resident priests, scholars, and attendants, but also
for a fair dividend on his outlay to the owner of the shrine" (Oman 1973 :250). In
addition, while the concept of merit is not as developed as in Buddhism, the benedictory
gift offered by the abbots is often "very strictly proportional to the size and quality of the
honorific gift brought by the followers" (Ghurye 1964:209).
Many monasteries become wealthy, so much so that in colonial times the British
involved themselves in regulating their economic affairs. Religious trusts are passed on
within the groups and "neither [property] nor its management is divisible among members
of the family" of the contributor (Mayne in Oman 1973:253). Monks do not work, and
lands belonging to branches are leased to be tilled by laity. As in Buddhism, merit is
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accrued proportionate to the efforts and resources contributed. This is often discussed in
sacred texts, and merit promises salvation not only for individual contributors but
ancestors and descendants as well (Oman 1973).
Members of orders generally "must disclaim kinship ties with [forefathers] as well
as with the living" (Bhattachryya 1953). In many groups, identical surnames are given to
all members, thus rendering them symbolic kin (Oman 1973). Other kin symbolism
abounds; for example, hailing the Lord as "father and mother" is common (Narayanan
1990:168).
While female ascetics are less common than males, their presence too has great
antiquity, and in reformist branches the doors have been opened to women, as well as to
male members of other castes (theoretically, at least originally, only male members of the
first three castes could become members of organized ascetic groups) (Ghurye 1964).
One example of the typical pattern can be seen in van der Veer's (1987) fieldwork
among the Ramanandis, a North India, Vishnu-worshipping order. Celibacy is
emphasized, and "is clearly one of the major aspects of the organization of the Ramanandi
order as a whole" (p.685). As is the case with most orders, there are both specialist
members, or sadhu, and the laity which provides for them, and "a long process of
sedentarisation has resulted in the taming of the wild, free-moving ascetic and the success
of the temple-dwelling, law-abiding devotee" (p.683).
Laity can choose any sadhu as their guru, and do so based more on personal
characteristics of the guru than on elements of religious doctrine. A sadhu who wants to
sustain his way of life must therefore attract followers, and the more laity he attracts, the
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more sadhu disciples he will attract as well, as he can support and feed them. An initiate
surrenders both his personal name and that of his patrilineal clan and takes on a religious
personal name with an order suffix. Kin terms are used to refer to members of his new
spiritual family.
Ramanandis sadhu are can be ascetic renunciants (tyagis), fighting ascetics
(nagas), or devotees of Ram's wife Sita (rasiks). Tyagis have a very distinctive
appearance, with long matted hair and bodies covered in ashes. They are completely
celibate and live in temples. When a � is successful in attracting supporters and
disciples, he breaks offfrom the group under whose � he is residing and forms his
own. In turn, a � who can obtain support from other � may become an abbot, or
even a regional overseer.
Tyagis travel occasionally, but they do so as a group, and all caste distinctions
(but not their internal hierarchy) are put aside. Historically, groups of mobile sad.bus have
been important economically in India due to their "great advantages as traders, since they
could pool resources without being forced to divide them among inheritors" (van der
Veer 1987:690).
Nagas reflect the longstanding association between asceticism and organized
violence in India, and have traditionally competed with other orders over resources,
including territories, followers, and status displays. They are highly organized, as are the
�- One of their functions is to protect the rasiks, who live in lavishly decorated
temples, dress as females, and observe taboos of menstruation. They are generally
celibate, but, as they do make caste distinctions, are usually headed by Brahmin abbots
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who have entered temple life in their last life stage. Many of these abbots become
wealthy, and benefit directly from the resources gathered by the roaming � and the
protection provided by the nagas.
Another illustration of the general pattern is the Dasanami order, which is over a
1000 years old and one of the most respected and influential orders in India and
elsewhere (Dazey 1990). Family, clan, and lineage structure are the central organizing
principles of the group. Divided into the 10 ascetic lineages which trace their ancestry to
Sankaracarya, all members of each lineage share the same name. A larger subdivision, a
gotr� which includes several lineages, also has distinctive, shared names for its members
based on its founding sage. These names are used for "mutual recognition," and are
"especially useful when on pilgrimage to distant and unfamiliar areas" (Dazey 1990:290).
Disciples of the same teacher are called guru-bhai (guru brothers), and a senior monk
taught by the same teacher of one's guru is caca-guru ('uncle-guru'). Their nagas,
functioning as described earlier, emphasize guru-brotherhood rather than the guru
disciple (father-son) relationship. The Dasanami organization thus "parallels that of a
biological lineage or 'family tree"' (Dazey 1990:292).
Denton ( 1991) looked at female ascetics in the city of Varansi, which has the
largest ascetic population in India. Resident female ascetics number about 1300, and are
divided, as are males, into three categories, two of which are celibate. Denton describes
these women as "selfishly" religious because they have given up householder service to
kin and communities. However, membership in this order always involves commitment
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to a particular school, entry into a community of aspirants, and service to their new
associations.
Renunciant ascetics, who give up householding, choose a ID!!]! and perform their
own funeral rites as part of their initiation. After taking new clothes and new names
(personal plus lineage suffix), they associate in groups at their teacher's ashram or as
travelers to visit sister ascetics. Their leaders spend a great deal of time managing
worldly contacts and financial affairs. Most renunciant ascetics are older women truly
renouncing householder and mothering roles, but "a large number of adolescent girls and
young women" are initiated at annual festivals.
Roughly two-thirds of the female ascetics in Varansi are "celibate students" who
extend the first stage of life into a lifelong status. Some schools have a period of training
prior to initiation. All celibate students live organized and controlled lives in "convent
like establishments" overseen by "Mother-Teachers." They average twenty-three years of
age, wear distinctive haircuts and styles of dress, and go out only in chaperoned groups.
Their lives are centered around learning and worship, but also around service, including
tending to gardens and milch cows for their teachers.

Other religious organizations
Jainism

Jainism is an ancient Indian religion which, along with Buddhism, influenced the
development of organized renunciation in Hinduism around the 7th and 8th centuries. It
originated about the 6th century BC in the Ganges river basin. Mahavira, the generally
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acknowledged founder, organized the community of followers and promoted the practices
of preaching and conversion to gain recruits. There are two main sects, the largest being
the Shvetambara, whose members wear white robes and use begging bowls. In the other
sect, Digambar� male ascetics renounce all clothes and forego begging bowls, receiving
offerings in their cupped hands. The sectarian split was apparently fueled more by these
behavioral and apparel choices than by doctrine, and was complete by 300 BC. In 1981,
there were approximately 3.2 million Jains in India (Dundas 1992).
The central tenet of Jainism, and its "Great Vow," is that no living creatures
should be harmed; also very important are proscriptions against lying, theft, sexual
activity, and all attachments, including possessions (Dundas 1992:137). Jain laity is
encouraged to pursue strict monogamy and to avoid over-attachments. The latter is to be
accomplished by religious gifting and public participation in religious ceremonies, which
are viewed as more important than conformity to canon. Many of the numerous sacred
days in the Jain calendar involve ritual giving, sometimes by means of bidding for the
right to contribute. As in Buddhism, gaining merit is the reward to Jain laity for giving
food, lodging, robes, and medicines to ascetics.
Early in Jainism the practice of accepting alms from anyone who would give them
developed into "the acceptance of the necessity of an accommodation with what had
become a specifically Jain community of almsgiving supporters... " (Dundas 1992:129).
Today, wandering ascetics are accompanied by lay persons "who form an almost
triumphal procession and see to their needs in a variety of ways" p.150).
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Early texts and Mahavira's example emphasize isolation and separation, but Jains
almost immediately forged relationships with "kingly patrons" (Dundas 1 992: 1 0 1 ).
Temple-dwelling monks appeared around the 4th century BC. The yatis, who "descend"
from these earliest temple dwellers, are divided into various groups, most of which are
celibate (Cort 1 991). Even wandering ascetics, however, travel only with other Jain

mendicants, and "for an individual to leave the ascetic band to which he was attached and
wander alone was regarded as highly inappropriate" (Dundas 1 992: 131 ). "Going forth"
involves joining a new society with its own rules, internal relationships, and groupings
which in many respects replicate those of the social world that has been abandoned.
Earliest Jain scriptures discuss the impossibility of attaining religious goals with
family attachments, and Jain initiation requires the severing of family and other wordly
ties, although some branches, particularly for nuns, permit occasional family visits.
Shvetambara can be initiated as early as age six, and "[w]hile the laity has not always
been united about the validity of child initiation, the ascetic community seems unanimous
in its approval, and the sight of very young novices among monks and nuns is not
uncommon" (Dundas 1 992: 135). The dress and demeanor of an initiate resemble that of
someone about to be married. Moreover, one of the most frequently used early terms to
describe Shvetambara monastic groups is kul� or "family" (Dundas 1 992: 1 5).
One illustration of the pattern of kinship manipulation is found in Cort's (199 1 )
study of Indian Murtipujak Svetambar mendicants. Most become members between the
ages of fifteen and thirty, with some initiates as young as four or five. Cort reports that
there has always been "a custom of very young boys being given into the care of [Jain
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ascetics] and taking [vows] themselves before puberty" (Cort 1 991 :668, n.13). Although
in the past there were many married or widowed · Svetambar mendicants, their proportion
has dropped dramatically in the last 200 years, and today most mendicants are never
married young men and women.
The Svetambar initiate renounces all individually and family-held rights and
resources to join fellow members, either in temples or in traveling groups, for a lifetime.
He or she receives a new name which includes a "lineage indicator." Initiates pledge non
violence, honesty in word and deed, celibacy, and the renunciation of all possessions. In
general, "[t]he internal organization of Murtipujak mendicancy reveals a strong
hierarchical ranking, and sub-divisions which closely mirror those of lay caste and
kinship" (Cort 1 991 :651 ). Mendicant lineages are traced as in the case of kin groups, and
each group publicly recites its lineage back to Mahavira.

Islamic dervish groups
While Islam is far more "pro-natalist" than Christianity (Vernon 1986),
asceticism, including celibacy, has always been a strong, if secondary, movement in this
religion (Bellamy 1 979). One of the primary motives associated with celibacy is to avoid
distractions from God and God's service, as "... everything that distracts you from God -
family, money, and even children -- is inauspicious for you" (Ghazzali 1 352/1 933, in
Vernon 1 986:33; original emphasis).
The dervish groups of the middle ages (13th-1 6th centuries), particularly in non
Arab Islamic areas, practiced total renunciation of established societal norms (including
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kinship) coupled with "deliberate and blatant social deviance" (Karamustafa 1994:3).
They appear to have had a symbiotic relationship with the institutionalized Sufism which
arose at roughly the same time, but which did not demand renunciation in general or
celibacy in particular (e.g., Lewis 1969:140-154). Rejection of marriage, sexual
reproduction, and, in most cases, all sexual activity was "beyond doubt" necessary to
following the (exclusively male) dervish paths (Karamustafa 1994:16). While people
apparently often joined for temporary periods, many remained dervishes for life.
The various dervish groups are characterized by group seasonal wandering and
begging in combination with community life in tekkes, or religious hospices. There were
frequent large gatherings of members, and hospices contained large numbers of members
studying under masters. Highly organized begging and patronage led to many hospices
being "veritable institutions dependent upon carefully managed economic surpluses and
subject to political control" (Karamustafa 1994: 15). One Abdal tekke was "mosque,
hostel, hospice, refectory, and center of pilgrimage in one," housed over 200 members
and servants, and "apparently never ceased to receive financial support from the central
government" (p. 77).
All groups were characterized by highly distinctive and uniform styles of
appearance. The Haydaris, for example, wore long beards and hair, dressed in sacks and
sheepskins, and wore iron rings on ears, necks, wrists, and genitals. The Abdals went
naked except for a felt garment belted over their genitals, sometimes sheathing their
penises in iron. They had shaved heads and beards, carried hatchets, leather pouches,
ankle bones, begging bowls, and large yellow spoons, and their bodies were decorated
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with burn spots and drawings of snakes. They also carried musical instruments, which
they played while screaming (Karamustafa 1994:68,71).
Membership was heavily youth-oriented, founders often being young elites (who
often continued to received parental support as dervishes). Dervishes "apparently took a
special interest in adolescents and young men," and these appear to have been
"exceptionally responsive" to their calling (Karamustafa 1994:94). Founders and current
masters were referred to as fathers, and groups referred to themselves as families.

Protestant celibate sects
Protestant reforms, beginning with Martin Luther in the early 16th century, were
primarily spurred by opposition to the celibate and monastic institutions characteristic of
the Catholic Church (Ozment 1972). The organizational benefits of celibacy are
highlighted in the rhetoric of the reformers: Luther said that even freely undertaken
monastic celibate vows encouraged a "narrow and artificial love ... preventing service to
any but fellow monks" (Clemen 1950, in Ozment 1972:43). In addition, the Church's
desire for control of its wealth was seen by the early Protestants as related to its insistence
on celibacy. The result was clerical marriage and the general absence of monasticism in
the Protestant churches. However, celibacy was (and is) still occasionally practiced in
Protestant communal organizations, and manipulation of kinship recognition cues appears
to have accompanied it.
The Shakers are perhaps the most famous example of a Protestant celibate sect.
The group's communal organization took shape in Albany, New York, around the time of
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American independence. The death of its charismatic leader, Ann Lee, in 1784 inspired
expansion, and by 1826 there were 19 communities and additional branches in the United
States. In 1840 there were roughly 3600 Shakers, but less than half that by 1880, and
their numbers continued to decline steadily. Women typically outnumbered men, and
equality of the sexes was always an important component of Shaker ideology.
Commitment to celibacy appears to have been extremely consistent, with very few
infractions (Kitch 1989; Muncy 1973).
Nordhoff(1961) describes Shaker societies of the 1870s based on his personal
visits. He found prosperous communal societies, many of whose members were brought
in as children either by member-parents or through adoption. The number of adoptions
decreased over time, as did the number of children, adopted or otherwise, who chose to
remain with the group after reaching maturity (Muncy 1973).
As early as 1830, when Shaker initiation practices were codified, three stages of
membership were developed. These were the novitiate, junior, and senior orders, each
requiring a greater commitment in terms of material possessions and energy. Full
members were required to give all of their wealth, including property, to the organization.
Typically members worked very hard, and men and women ate, slept, and worked apart
(Kitch 1989:88).
Shakers advocated "nonsexual, affectionate, sibling love" as the purest love on
earth. Members referred to themselves as "brothers," "sisters," and "siblings in Christ,"
and lived in communal houses known as "families" (Kitch 1989:87). Children lived apart
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in their own "Children's order," and were cared for by non-kin. Clothing was identical in
color and material within orders and genders (Andrews 1963).
Leadership was explicitly modeled after parental roles: "supervisors in the Shaker
family system treated their workers as loved children of God" (Kitch 1989:88). Mother
Ann Lee wrote: "I am married to the Lord Jesus Christ. He is my head and my husband,
and I have no other" (Muncy 1973: 19).
A variety of other Christian sects (e.g., Zoarites, Sanctificationists, Harmonists)
appear to follow the predicted pattern of kinship manipulation. All of these sects
demanded close association between members and carefully regulated social contacts
with non-members. These organizations insisted on uniform dress, utilized kin terms and
symbolism, and showed a willingness to accept, if not an outright preference for, young
recruits.
The relationship of celibacy to altruism is clearly seen in the case of the Zoarites,
a group of independent German families who emigrated to the mid western United States
in the early 1800s. Upon arriving they were too poor to buy land, and so made a
conscious decision to live communally. Their 1819 resolution to forego all private goods
and to share everything collectively was accompanied by a resolution for celibacy.
Celibacy was not, however, a major part of their theology. Instead, they viewed
themselves as "too poor to raise children" (Muncy 1973 :28). After settling debts and
making some profit from fanning, celibacy was abandoned. However, marriages had to
be approved by leaders, and after age three children were separated from parents and
raised communally.
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The Sanctificationists, most of whom were women, lived in Belton, Texas. Their
membership peaked in 1880 with about 50 members. As with the Shakers, their theology
was based on "sibling love" (Kitch 1989: 105). At first they did not require separation
from unsanctified spouses, but changed their policy as men joined the group. Private
property could not be reclaimed even if a member left, and strong measures for separation
from non-group members, including family, developed. Members communally shared
work, food, lodging, and clothing. Children were wards of the organization until they
became adults. Many of the group members were related (sisters, mother/daughter), and
a "no special attention" clause was developed to prevent kin attachments from
undermining communal life (Kitch 1989: 108).
The Harmonists, founded by "Father" George Rapp, lived in colonies in
Pennsylvania and Indiana in the early 1800s (Muncy 1973). Members were required to
give up personal possessions and to forego marriage and family life. Collectively, they
amassed a sizable fortune, and purchased lands no single member could have afforded.
II

11

George Rapp's son, Frederick, was their business manager, and all accounts were kept in
his name. Apparently, the Harmonists voluntarily and unanimously adopted celibacy, but
never formalized it. Although they did not proselytize, they regularly adopted children in
an attempt to maintain the viability of the group. Their membership gradually dwindled
after Father Rapp's death in 1847; by 1864, only 200 remained.

Support for predictions
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The preceding review of historical and ethnographic materials on major religious
institutions, as well as their associated divisions and offshoots, lends support to the
prediction that voluntary vows of lifelong celibacy occurring in the context of direct
benefits to non-kin should be accompanied by the institutionalized manipulation of
kinship recognition cues.
In the majority of cases, celibate members are non-kin. Only the Shakers and
other small Protestant sects appear to have actively recruited related initiates, and it is
significant that in these cases every attempt was made to minimize the potentially
disruptive impact of kin-based relationships. In most cases it is clear that individuals,
especially higher ranking ones, sometimes utilize the resources and status they derive
from celibacy and institutional membership to provide benefits to their kin. However,
benefits are primarily channeled to other institutional members. Here, true kinship is not
a factor, yet symbolic or fictive kinship, and its manipulation, clearly are.
That celibacy in these institutions is altruistic appears well-supported. In all
cases, membership requires the voluntary surrendering of personal and family resources.
Attempts to gain additional personal resources are foreclosed. Furthermore, the sacrifice
of time and labor experienced by initiates is directed to the organization, specific group
leaders, and supernaturals. Celibacy is explicitly discussed in religious doctrine, in
statements by leaders and members, and in direct observation by researchers as being an
important, if not essential, component of individual sacrifice. All of the major
organizations discussed here, even the most ascetic, are highly organized and successful
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with respect to the acquisition of resources from recruits and non-members. Thus
organizations stand to gain a great deal by demanding and reinforcing vows of celibacy.
As celibacy in these institutions occurs in non-kin, altruistic contexts,
institutionalized manipulation of kinship cue recognition is predicted to be present as
well. This appears to be the case. All of the groups discussed here, from the largest
monastic institutions to the smallest Protestant sects, rely on close association of
members, separation of members from their biological relatives, the replication of family
roles, and extensive use of kin referents in order to organize and control membership. A
willingness to accept, and sometimes a strong preference for, young recruits is also
prevalent. Additionally, all of these groups demand phenotypic similarity, achieved
through uniform dress codes and the homogenization of other aspects of personal
appearance.
The second prediction is that institutional kin cue manipulation should correlate
with the size ( and thus relatedness) of the recruit pool. The sources consulted provide
data regarding the development of these institutions which lends inferential support for
this prediction.
The major religious institutions described share similar patterns of historical
development, perhaps best illustrated by looking once again at Hinduism. Early Indian
asceticism appears to have lacked the teaching, recruiting, and structured communal
living arrangements that the Jains and Buddhists later introduced. Prior to these
innovations, asceticism appears to have been much more individualistic and truly
renunciatory (Ghurye 1964).
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Olivelle (1 990) suggests that the "anti-culture" of ascetic renunciation began in
northeast India around the 6th century BC in the company of demographic changes driven
by a shift to intensive agriculture:

" . . . early village-based tribal organization gave way to relatively large kingdoms
under the absolute authority of monarchs. Centralized political authorities made
travel relatively safe and easy, facilitating commerce and creating a rich and
powerful merchant class. The economy became more complex and integrated,
and there was greater contact and communication across a relatively large area of
North India. Urban centers grew especially around the capitals of kingdoms"
(Olivelle 1 990: 1 29).

Two traditions arose within early Hinduism. The path of the sedentary hermit,
soon obsolete but idealized, often involved sexual abstinence. However, celibacy is not
likely to have been a central theme. The second tradition is that of the itinerant
mendicant, a tradition which survived and became organized. Renouncers abandoned
their places in a strict caste system, as well as their families, and began to associate in
non-kin groups. Celibacy and poverty became central organizing principles. The dress of
members was not uniform at first, but simply symbolized renunciation (by not being
white, the normal societal color). According to Olivelle, all this became possible only
after the socioeconomic changes alluded to above took place. After all, "poverty becomes
a virtue only in an affluent society and not in a subsistence economy. The value of social
structures and roles is more easily challenged and 'experimental life styles' are tolerated
more in urban centers than in villages" (Olivelle 1990: 1 42). However, "[c]elibacy makes
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it impossible for [ascetic communities] to propagate and, therefore, it was imperative for
them to maintain ties to society from which they could recruit new members" (p.144 ).
The asrama, or religious retreat, "typically arises around a charismatic religious
figure" (Elder 1990:30). Once disciples gather, resources and internal organization
become necessary. Begging becomes systematized, and patrons provide additional
support by donating property and constructing worship halls and other buildings. "Rules,
patterns, and traditions have been made up as events required, with daily life centering
around the guru and his/her public appearances, teachings, or spiritual exercises" (Elder
1990:30-31). Most of these fade away after the charismatic figure is gone, but some
survive. As Elder suggests, "A fascinating study could be done of those factors that
contribute to the survival and growth of an asrama following the death of its founder" (p.
31). A clear possibility is that the effective use of kin cue manipulation contributes to the
success of such groups.
Therefore, two processes appear important concerning the perpetuation of celibate
sects. First, population growth, with an correspondingly large pool of potential recruits,
favors the maintenance of such groups, as does increased travel and communication.
Second, charismatic leaders who attract groups of recruits must then be able to maintain
their loyalty.
As in Hinduism, both processes can be observed in early Christian asceticism.
Wandering charismatics began to organize householder Christianity, but were eventually
supplanted by settled churches and clergy who viewed them with suspicion because of
their lack of orthodoxy, as well as the difficulty in controlling them (Linge 1990). This
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led to organized monasticism when Christianity became the official religion of Roman
society, and when the ease in travel provided by Roman order facilitated an increased
pool of potential recruits.
The role of spiritual guides is very important in early Christian asceticism, and
this is clearly reflected in the earliest Christian writings (Linge 1990). Timko (1990)
describes three patterns in early Christian asceticism: anchorites, who lived alone; semi
anchorites, who, although also living alone, formed a close and constant association

around a "spiritual father," usually in the context of a church; and cenobites, usually near
towns and cities, who owned property, worked farms or herds, and provided religious
services to the neighboring communities. Strict discipline and communal organization
characterized the latter two groups.
Buddhism arose due to the influence of an individual charismatic who organized
his religious movement as the ever-increasing number of disciples demanded it. The first
section of the Mahavagga begins with the night of the Buddha's enlightenment and
discusses various issues pertaining to the "development and stabilisation of the Order as a
uniform institution" (Homer 1983:xiii). At one point, the Buddha becomes aware that the
practice of monks bringing recruits to him for personal ordination has become unwieldy,
and he permits monks to ordain others themselves "in any quarter, in any district" (Homer
1983 :30). The Buddha says:

"And thus, monks, should one let go forth, should one ordain: First, having made
him have his hair and beard cut off, having made him put on yellow robes, having
made him arrange an upper robe over one shoulder, having made him honour the
monks' feet, having made him sit down on his haunches, having made him salute
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with joined palms, he should be told: Speak thus: 'I go to the awakened one for
refuge, I go to the dhamma for refuge, I go to the Order for refuge."' This formula
was repeated two more times (Homer 1983:30).

Eventually this method of assimilating recruits also became logistically demanding, and
candidates began to be presented by a preceptor to the Order as a whole for ordination.
Buddhism developed in an already populous time and place (northeast India ca.
530 BC), and its success depended on regulating the behavior of its many recruits. As
Homer (1983:xiii) notes, it organized "for the sake of its own preservation and
continuance which, in turn, depended on the essential qualities of scrupulousness and
striving on the part of the individuals who became its members. These therefore were
being continually brought to live in conformity with a standard of behavior suitable to
recluses, samana, who had 'left the world. . . "'
In Jainism, also begun by an individual charismatic, a formal system of confession
and repentance of faults developed early, as did the idea of dire consequences in the next
life for breaking Jain rules. Dundas (1992:146) suggests "a growing need to emphasize
solidarity" is responsible, and that rules were developed not only to instruct ascetics but to
"regulate inter-monastic relationships, delineate acceptable forms of connections with lay
supporters, and enable senior monks to impose penances for misdemeanours" (p.153).
Monks were instructed not to join or remain in groups which did not include a teacher,
preceptor, promoter, elder, and leader of the troop (p.156).
Even among dervish groups, an original pattern of individualistic mendicancy was
often supplanted by community life. Individual renunciants, typically in urban settings,

succeeded in attracting followers, and random begging was replaced, in some cases
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partially and others almost completely, by highly organized group collection of resources
and gifts from patrons (Karamustafa 1994). This was accompanied by aspects of kinship
manipulation discussed earlier.
Thus it may be argued that the pattern of kinship manipulation which appears to
accompany celibacy in these religious institutions correlates with the size and lack of
relatedness of the pool of potential recruits. In Christianity and Hinduism, where no
single charismatic leader initially fueled the development of organized, cenobitic life
(although note the importance in Hinduism of Sankaracarya who, following the model of
Budhhist and Jain monasteries, provided the last important step in organization), this
pattern developed when population sizes and geographic mobility increased sufficiently.
In the case of Buddhism and Jainism, each was established in densely populated areas
where geographic mobility was common, and the presence of a large and ever-growing
number of (unrelated) followers aligned with specific leaders created the need for
effective internal organization.
Wach (1962), in a detailed cross-cultural analysis of the relationship between
religion and society, describes a number of conditions necessary for the development of
"specifically religious" groups. First, there must be population increases in the relevant
"sociological unit -- family, clan, or tribe" (p.109). There must additionally be social
stratification with respect to the ownership of property, occupations, and ranks. Finally,
there must be leaders who, responding to momentous events like wars or plagues, break
from the traditional conservatism of their groups. A new group can then appear,
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"characterized by the concept of relationship as spiritual fatherhood and spiritual
brotherhood" (p.110). The nature of the new, usually magical or religious experience sets
members apart from the rest of society, although "motives such as lust for power and
desire for health, wealth, or protection do characterize the more degenerate forms of
secret societies" (p.116).
Membership in these organizations is not automatic, and tests of some sort must
be passed. Admission is typically symbolized by "'death' and 'rebirth,' rejuvenation,
perhaps the choice of a new name, and knowledge of the secret language" (p.117).
Wach's description of the three stages in development of American Indian
religious groups appears typical. First, outstanding, charismatic individuals gather
followers; next, progressively more complex organizational structures emerge; and,
finally, stratification within the organizations occurs. Wach sees a similar process in the
development of major religions. Individual personalities obtained disciples who were
willing to sacrifice for them ("permanent helpers," as Weber [1964 :60] characterized
them). "Ties of family and kinship and loyalties of various kinds [were] at least
temporarily relaxed or severed" (Wach 1962:135), and life in the groups was integrated
by means of rites and religious practices such as prayer and meditation. Upon the death
of the founder, the "circle" of helpers became a brotherhood, after which, with increasing
membership, previously simple rules and rites were extended. Discipline became more
important, which eventually lead to the formation of an ecclesiastical body and the
distinguishing of clergy. "Here and here alone" concludes Wach, "the term 'institution,'
often loosely used, can rightfully be applied" (1962:144).
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While manipulation, psychological or otherwise, is never addressed by Wach, his
perspective, as well as the history of specific institutional developments as discussed
earlier, suggest a model which pertains to celibacy and the manipulation of kinship
recognition cues. Individuals in any society may choose celibacy and other forms of
renunciation for idiosyncratic or culture-specific reasons. These may involve true
renunciation, as appears to be the case with Saint Anthony, Buddha, and others, or they
may involve attempts to manipulate other individuals into sacrifice. In either case, if
these individuals and/or their embraced religious ideologies possess qualities which are
attractive to others, and if a sufficient number of unrelated followers are obtained,
methods to organize the growing membership become necessary. It is at this point, when
renunciation becomes an altruistic act, that the pattern of kinship manipulation should
appear. Thus, it is not the growing size of non-kin associations per se that is the driving
factor, but rather the need to engender altruistic sentiments and behavior among unrelated
group members.
The many Protestant sects which have arisen over the last several centuries are too
numerous to fully discuss in this context. However, their existence has spurred research
into sect development which may provide additional clues concerning the historical
fonnation of institutions which embrace celibacy and other forms of altruistic behavior in
non-kin contexts.
In a review of the literature on communal utopias, van den Berghe and Peter
(1 988) find that "all communal groups make concerted attempts to control individual
self-interest and special relationships . . . " (1 988:522; original emphasis). Most appear
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to fail when they are not able to subordinate those interests to the common good.
Through celibacy, many groups "eliminated the two most powerful and ubiquitous bases
of special relationships: kinship and sex . . . and prevented the emergence of familism as a
competing basis of sociality" (1988:523).
Non-celibate groups such as the Hutterites and Kibbutzim have succeeded where
many others failed because they "modified their ideology to accommodate an irrepressible
individualism and familism" (p.524). Both began as strongly anti-familistic, not
recognizing marriage or family ties, collectively rearing children, and restricting parent
child contact. The Hutterites even attempted communal breast feeding. But there has
been a steady movement toward familism in both groups. Only "big ticket" goods are
now bought communally, although distribution of some resources is still based on
equality (of family unit) or need. "Creeping privatisation" has led to compromises for the
survival of the organization, and both groups have made their peace with nepotism. Thus
"extensive networks of kinship and marriage interpose themselves between the individual
and the community, affect the distribution of resources, and constitute a clearly distinct
level of social organization" (van den Berghe and Peter 1988:535).
This process is also illustrated by the Community of True Inspiration, or the
Amana Society, which moved to the United States from Germany in 1843, and which
attempted to de-emphasize the family by valuing (although not requiring) celibacy. Kin
bonds and individualism nevertheless reasserted themselves after 1900. By 1932, when
members voted to change from a socialistic community to a joint-stock corporation,
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"families in the new Amana immediately took on characteristics of families outside
Amana" with respect to economic consumption (Andelson 1983:61).
More examples can be drawn from the religious movements which appeared in
the United States in the 1970s. The Children of God, founded by "Papa" Berg, were
originally strongly, and efficiently, communal. Davis and Richardson (1973) describe the
"tension" in the group which resulted from its initially young recruits marrying and
having children. Individuals spent more time and energy in familial concerns and less in
meeting organizational goals, and this had "an important effect" on the evolution of the
Children of God as an organization (1973 :339).
In the Unification Church, founder Reverend Moon, known as the "True Spiritual
Father," attempted to promote and maintain selfless commitment to the organization by
requiring his approval for all marriages, and, in many cases, personally matching
marriageable pairs. In 1978, a sample of single members was surveyed by Bromley et al.
(1982) with respect to expectations around marriage. Ninety-two percent expected to
either have church leaders select their spouses or to select a partner from those suggested
by them. However, Bromley et al. note that, in spite of strong pressure to leave these
matters to the church, "members' current behavior seems more individualistic than their
statements about future intentions," which underscores "the endemic tension of individual
and collective needs in communal groups" (1982:128).
Moon's attempt to combat individualism and familism through the control, rather
than the prohibition, of sexual expression is not without precedent. In the Oneida
community, a group of roughly 200 people founded in 1848, founder John Humphrey
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Noyes oversaw a system of "complex marriage," wherein all members considered
themselves married to each other and regularly exchanged sexual partners (Foster 1995).
Oneida members lived, worked, and raised their children communally, and all property
was held in common. Noyes' strategy was explicitly implemented to curb "special love,"
or romantic attachments which could threaten this communal organization. By 1879, the
system of complex marriage was abolished due to both internal and external pressures.
Only two years later, "the group also officially gave up its communistic system of
economic organization, reorganized as a joint-stock corporation, and went on to become
one of the most successful small businesses in the United States ... " (Foster 1995:54).
The foregoing analyses highlight the value of celibacy for the survival of many
sects. In groups where celibacy is not required or maintained, its absence typically leads
to the encroachment by nepotism of non-kin altruism. The examples of the Hutterites, the
Kibbutzim, and others illustrate how compromise may be needed to ensure non-celibate
groups' survival.
Muncy (1973) holds that, in communal groups where celibacy is explicitly
adopted for economic reasons, it does not last long. Where it becomes a part of ideology
and religious dogma ( and is therefore structurally integrated), it fares much better. "Not
all celibate communities adopted the practice for the same reasons, but one factor appears
paramount in each: celibacy served to reorder the priorities of the members and thus aided
the effective establishment of communistic societies. The interest of the community took
precedence over selfish interests of the individual" (Muncy 1973:35).
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Galanter (1993) finds that modem charismatic religious sects recruit primarily
through psychological engagement rather than coercion. Other members shower new
converts with affection, and intense social ties are formed. Members apparently often
stay affiliated to maintain those ties rather than to embrace particular religious messages.
Galanter proposes a "biologically grounded inclination among individuals to coalesce into
such groups, particularly when ties to other sources of affiliation are weakened"
(1993:122).
Galanter's overview suggests the widespread utilization of kinship cue
manipulation in modem sects. Communal living is characteristic, and "sect members
frequently refer to each other as family" (Galanter 1993:124). Constraints are often
established over all facets of communication, and charismatic groups also establish their
"distinctive character" through dress, custom, and ideology. Implicit in his overview is
the fact that members, when recruited, are usually young. It is no coincidence that
deprogramming, or "a set of techniques for removing persons from new religious groups
and involving them in a rigorous and even coercive resocialization process" (Richardson
1980; in Galanter 1993:130), is ideally accomplished with the strong involvement of
actual kin. Therefore it seems likely that the interest individuals have in maintaining ties
with non-kin is facilitated by the manipulation of kinship recognition mechanisms.
Galanter also found that joining cohesive, communal groups can result in
increased general psychological well-being and a decrease in levels of neurotic distress
for new members. It can also result in attitudinal and behavioral conformity to group
norms and expectations. In his view, this is because "complex psychological mechanisms
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to ensure the integrity of well-integrated extended kin groups" are likely to have evolved,
including rieurotic distress in the absence of membership in such groups" (1978:590).
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CHAPTER S
CROSS-CULTURAL DATA

The materials reviewed in the previous chapter support many aspects of the
proposed kinship manipulation model. The non-kin nature of membership, the
connection between celibacy and altruism, and the various facets of kinship cue
manipulation have, hopefully, been established. However, the groups reviewed do not in
any sense constitute a sample; they are simply commonly found (and known) instances of
institutions where celibacy is asked of members. To further test the value of the kinship
cue manipulation model for understanding celibacy in non-kin settings, a systematic
analysis of cross-cultural data from a variety of societies was conducted. The results,
presented below, provide data regarding the general nature and patterning of permanent
abstinence worldwide, as well as additional support for the predictions already reviewed.

Methodology
Murdock and White's (1969) Standard Cross-Cultural Sample (SCCS) was
utilized for this analysis. This standard sample consists of 186 societies chosen from
1250 societies in the Ethnographic Atlas. Sample units were selected by Murdock and
White on the basis of geography, linguistics, subsistence economies, social organization,
depth of ethnographic coverage, and other factors. Societies were "pinpointed" with
respect to time and place, and the names of authorities for each sample were provided.
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Murdock and White's goals were to "adequately represent the entire range of
known cultural variation and at the same time eliminate as far as possible the number of
cases where similarities are presumably due to the historical influences of diffusion or
common derivation" (1 969:33 1 ). The degree to which they have been judged successful
by the academic community is reflected in the large number of studies conducted utilizing
the sample (Embler and Embler 1 988), although many problems concerning this sample
have been identified (e.g., Broude 1 98 1 ; see also Chapter 6).
As Pelto and Pelto (1 978:38-53) suggest, operationalizing (or consistently
defining and describing) relevant concepts and variables is indispensable for generating
more accurate observations and more effective hypothesis testing. In addition,
operationalism provides the only means available in a non-experimental study for readers
to gauge the objectivity of procedures followed. For these reasons the following
definitions of terms are important.
Permanent abstinence: The term "celibacy" is used by sources in various ways,
and in this work it is defined as lifelong sexual abstinence (or, for the sake of brevity,
"permanent abstinence"). Since one of the universal functions of marriage is the
legitimization of sexual activity (Goodenough 1 970), where marriage is described by the
sources consulted, it was assumed that sexual activity accompanied this institution
(although this is obviously not always true). Thus a statement to the effect that "all
marry" was taken to mean that there is no permanent abstinence. However, the reverse is
even less necessarily true; statements that some individuals do not marry do not imply
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that they do not have sex. Therefore, while the survey search involved both marital and
sexual abstinence, permanent sexual abstinence remains the variable of interest.
Institution: An institution is "a [structured] stable cluster of values, norms,
statuses and roles . . . that develop around a basic need of society" (Delamater 1987:238).
Thus idiosyncratic permanent abstinence, without accompanying statuses and roles, was
judged to be non-institutional. While a good marker of possible institutionalization in
this context is a term for those who abstain, this is not sufficient: for example, the term
"spinster," while connoting a great deal, does not necessarily imply that
institutionalization exists. Therefore evidence of statuses and roles associated with
permanent abstinence was taken to signify institutionalization.
Altruism was defined as discussed earlier: "self-denying or self-destructive
behavior performed for the benefit of others" (Wilson 1987:10), whether or not it was
characterized as voluntary or conscious. Kin were defined as "close" family, i.e. nuclear
and extended blood relatives. Non-kin were defined as very distantly related or unrelated
individuals. The five posited institutional practices associated with the manipulation of
kinship recognition were defined earlier, as were the two predictions of interest (see pp.
55-56).
Of the 186 societies in the sample, 74 were coded by Murdock and White as
having "satisfactory" or "useful" Human Relations Area Files (respectively, "A,"
including all major sources; and "B," including major sources but lacking some other
important sources). These microfiche files contain indexed, ethnographic data which are
commonly utilized in cross-cultural studies (e.g., Barry 1981 ; Betzig 1986; Ross 1993).
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In addition, Files for fifteen additional societies in the SCCS were found to have been
created since Murdock and White's coding. Nine of these, as they contain sources cited
as authorities in Murdock and White, were judged as satisfactory for the survey.
Thus 1 08 societies for which adequate data were available in the HRAF were
examined. HRAF codes that pertained to marital or sexual abstinence were utilized:
Celibacy (589), Asceticism (785), Holy Men (792), Priesthood (793), Sexuality (831),
and General Sex Restrictions (834). All references by authorities to permanent
abstinence, whether marital, sexual, or both, were sought. Additional sources in the Files
which pertained to the societies in the sample were examined as well.
Authorities recommended by Murdock and White and/or substitute sources were
consulted directly for societies with no Human Relations Area Files, for societies with
existing Files judged unsatisfactory by Murdock and White (1 9) and, in the case of Files
created after Murdock and White's coding, for those judged unsatisfactory by this
researcher (6). Sources were also consulted directly for all societies which appeared to
exhibit permanent abstinence in institutional contexts, even if the Files were judged
satisfactory by Murdock and White. Following Betzig's (1986) method, sources utilized
included those listed in bibliographies of a series of papers with standard cross-cultural
codes (Barry and Paxson 1971; Broude and Greene 1976; Murdock and Morrow 1 970;
Murdock and Provost 1973; Murdock and White 1972; Tuden and Marshall 1972). In
addition, sources in Cohen (1969) which pertained to celibacy were consulted. Finally,
more recent publications by authorities and other relevant sources were consulted as well
(Appendix A lists sample societies and sources utilized).
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Every attempt was made to restrict analyses to times and groups delimited by
Murdock and White. In some cases related to the availability of sources and/or depth of
data, substitutions were made with respect to sources or sample units. In addition,
supplementary sources were often utilized to clarify data obtained from authorities.
Where relevant, this is discussed in subsequent sections.
In 10 cases, data were considered insufficient and the societies were dropped from
the sample for one or more of the following reasons:
1. Even if judged as satisfactory or useful by Murdock and White, Files did not
include sufficient discussion of relevant domains.
2. For societies with no or inadequate Files, primary and supplementary sources
did not include sufficient discussion of relevant domains.
3. Authorities and supplementary sources were not available or were found only
in languages which would require a great deal of additional labor to translate.
Thus, sample size was reduced to 176 societies. The first question examined was
if permanent abstinence appeared to occur in individualistic or institutional contexts. If
the latter, it was then determined whether the direct beneficiaries of the reproductive
sacrifice appeared to be kin or non-kin. Finally, it was determined if the five traits
associated with kin cue manipulation were associated with permanent abstinence. As
previously discussed, these traits are: close association of celibates, induced phenotypic
similarity, use of false kin terms and symbolism, young recruits, and separation of
celibates from actual kin.
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Where data revealed explicit statements regarding the presence and context of
permanent abstinence, societies were coded accordingly (i.e., "Institutional," "Non
Institutional," "Absent"). Where there was no specific mention, but a depth of coverage
strongly suggested that institutional permanent abstinence was not present, societies were
coded as "Unlikely." Societies found to exhibit institutional permanent abstinence were
then coded according to the contexts in which it occurred: "Individual," "Kin," and "Non
Kin." Finally, the presence or absence of the five traits associated with kin cue
manipulation model was coded as well. Although verification of coding through the use
of additional coders is a recommended technique for cross-cultural surveys (e.g., Broude
1981), it was not utilized due to the large amount of data involved.

Celibacy absent
Permanent abstinence was explicitly reported as missing in 17 societies in the
sample (see Table I ; Appendix B lists codes, as well as geographic descriptions of
sample societies, for the entire data set). In many cases, statements are categorical
enough to appear reliable. For example, Murphy and Quain (1955:94) report "not a
single virgin" in the single surviving Brazilian Trumai (SCCS #175) village. For the
Siuai of the Solomon Islands (99), Oliver (1955:151-152) states that even physically or
mentally "defective" men manage to marry, and all women are either wives or mistresses.
Henry (1964) similarly found all Brazilian Aweikoma (180) adults in sexual unions,
many of them long-standing, although they apparently have no term for marriage.
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Table 1. Categories of Permanent Abstinence in the Cross-Cultural Sample.
Category

Number of societies

Percentage

Absent
Non-Institutional
Unlikely
Institutional
Total

17
49
78
32
176

9.7
27.8
44.3
18.2
100.0
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Among the Kapauku of northwestern New Guinea (94),

"Every Kapuaku male wants to have as many children as possible ... females are
urged into marriage from the time their breasts start to grow (about 13 years of
age); by the time they are 17, almost all the girls are already married. Similarly,
widows of child-bearing age invariably remarry within six months of the
husband's death" (Pospisil 1963:63).

Males must be able to afford bride price before they can marry, so some are called "old
bachelors" (although often as young as twenty-five). However, even in this case,
"Sooner or later, they either will succeed in gathering the necessary money for the bride
price, or a rich man may take pity on them and buy them a wife" (Pospisil 1963:63-4).
In other cases, while statements are not as definitive, it is clear that permanent
abstinence is not present. For the Yapese (110), voluntary celibacy is completely
unknown, and those who have not married have sanctioned sexual relationships. Among
the Manus of the Admiralty and Westem Islands (96), to be single at age twenty is a
"menace" to the inflexible sex code.
It should be kept in mind that Murdock and White's delimitation of the sample to
specific locations and dates, while providing methodological rigor to cross-cultural
analyses, renders categorical statements such as those above more open to doubt. Other
locations of the same group may very well have individuals who, for whatever reason,
abstain permanently from marital or sexual unions. However, while it is therefore always
possible (and even likely) that some individuals in these societies abstain from sex or
marriage, it is highly probable that abstinence does not occur in institutional contexts.
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Non-institutionalized celibacy
Over one quarter of the societies in the sample appear to exhibit perm.anent
abstinence, but only in non-institutional contexts. That is, abstinence appears to be a
matter of individual choice, opportunity, or necessity, and is not accompanied by specific
statuses, roles, or vows. Although the numbers of individuals involved are usually few in
any given society in this category, the reasons, circumstances, and group views regarding
the behavior vary across societies. The most commonly found patterns include:

1. Physical/mental
abnormality

[e.g., Nyakyusa (8); Tallensi (23); Otoro (30); Nicobarese
(78); Negri Sembilan (82); Ainu (118); Bellacoola (132)]

2. Idiosyncratic choice

[e.g., Hausa (26); Somali (36); Gond (60); Balinese (84);
Alorese (89); Zuni (149)]

3. Lack of male
access to mates

[e.g., Suku (6); Ibo (17); Yurak S amoyed (53);
Pentecost (101); Omaha (143); Yanomamo (163)]

In addition, although with no specific context described, perm.anent abstinence is reported
as practically non-existent and undesirable in several societies [e.g., Riffians (42);
Egypti3.D:S (43); Montagnais (125)].
For the Negri Sembilan of Malaya and Sumatra (82), "Marriage is considered the
normal state for a man or a woman. Only a person with a severe deformity, a serious
disease, or suffering from insanity or imbecility is considered unmarriageable ... Thus, all
but the hopelessly abnormal are expected to many" (Wilkinson 1911: 160). Similarly,
"with the exception of lepers, lunatics, and certain 'sexual perverts' known as tomere"
who are described as homosexuals, all Nuba Hills Otoro (30) men many, and no spinsters
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are reported (Nadel 1947:109). The Teda of Tibesti (40) describe the rare women
without husbands as "dead young girls" (Le Coeur 1950:11), and of the six social classes
reported by Cline (1950), all marry, including slaves.
Man (1932:127) says of the Nicobarese (78):

"Except for individuals who have some serious physical defect -- a very rare
occurrence -- it is unusual to find a man or woman who is unmarried at middle
age. Some will, of course, be widows or widowers, but very few people remain
single by choice after they are grown up."

Among the Nyakyusa of Tanzania (8), Wilson encountered only one instance of
permanent abstinence, a "famous case" of a man who dressed as a woman, lived alone in
the hills, and who had sexual relations with no one. Otherwise, those who do not marry
are few and described as "half-wits" by informants (Wilson 1967: 197). Similarly, only
one transvestite was recalled by Honigmann's (1946) informant among the Slave Indians
of Western Canada (128).
In some cases, permanent abstinence as a matter of individual choice is met with
extreme social disapproval. Among the Eyak (130; ca. 1890) "there were men who lived
like women, who did women's work and did not hunt. They did not marry other men and
had no supernatural powers. They were despised and had to live on left-over scraps. The
name for such a man means 'no good"' (Birket-Smith and de Laguna 1938:206).
For the Ibo around 1935 (17),
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"Married life is a normal condition . . . The [Ibo] who remains single does so not out
of choice but because of economic necessity: the inability to provide the
bridewealth payment. The unmarried adult male is referred to as oke okporo
(male woman), a pejorative term, while the umarried woman is referred to by a
descriptive phrase . . . ('she has no husband') . . .lgbo is a society which has no
concept of celibacy but tolerates celibates as victims of economic forces"
(Uchendu 1 965 :58 1).

In later years, the influence of the Roman Catholic Church led to "indigenous bishops,
priests, and a hierarchy of church elders" (p. 92), but Uchendu's observation describes the
common context of a specific marriage practice which potentially leads to permanent
abstinence as an accidental and involuntary consequence.
The Lolo (67) of the Taliang Shan mountains (ca. 1 9 1 0) observe rigid class
distinctions between the Heh-I and the Wa-tzu, the latter being hereditary slaves who,
after two or three generations, are given the freedom to become serfs (D'Ollone 1 91 2).
Although both groups marry, bride price can be so expensive that many Heh-I males
cannot afford a mate. This apparently led to the practice of "wife transfer," actually the
levirate, where the younger brother marries his older brother's widow (Tseng 1956). For
the Lengua of the Paraguayan Chaco (1 82), "There is no such thing as a spinster . . . nor
have they even a word expressing such a condition. Not only in theory, but also in actual
fact, every marriageable woman is married." However, here too some men might be
unwed because of the unavailability of a spouse (Grubb 1 91 1 :21 4-5).
In the case of the Pentecost (101) of the New Hebrides islands, Lane and Lane
(1956: 156) report that the availability of eligible mates for "heathen" males has decreased
as a result of the Christianization of many villages, and thus long-term bachelors,
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previously unknown, are found. The Mapuche of Chile, living in many small
reservations, also have a few unmarried adults due primarily to mate unavailability.
These individuals usually leave their reservation; women become servants, factory
workers, or prostitutes; men join the army or police, or work as laborers. There is no
indication that they have entered the Catholic Church (Faron 1964).
Of course, many individuals are likely to be engaged in sanctioned, as well as
clandestine, sexual liaisons in many of these groups. For example, unmarried persons in
Toradja (87) villages are those who have not developed normally, who "by nature have an
aversion to the opposite sex," or who are merely "quarrelsome and foolish" (Adriani and
Kruyt 1951 :264). However, many individuals are reported to have affairs, and so marital
celibacy cannot be assumed to equate with sexual abstinence.
Thus the groups in this category do exhibit examples of permanent abstinence due
to individual abnormalities, poverty, or choice. These are clearly idiosyncratic
phenomena, however, and should be expected in any population. In many cases, though,
access to women presents a problem for males who must delay or, in some cases, forego
marriage. For example, among the Yanomamo (1 63), polygyny and kinship rules force
some men to remain bachelors (Chagnon 1983). Bridewealth, social stratification, and
the spread of Christianity are other conditions that may have a similar effect. It is clear,
though, that the factors responsible for individual celibacy vary considerably.
While marital and sexual abstinence may be patterned by institutional forces, the
cases cited above are not examples of institutionalized celibacy. Individuals in these
cultures are not voluntarily forgoing reproduction, but striving to achieve it. The
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Yanomamo are a case in point. Chagnon (1988) found that Yanomamo males frequently
attempt to manipulate kinship classifications to increase their likelihood of obtaining a
mate.
Permanent abstinence in the societies reviewed above does not occur in the
context of altruism, nor does celibacy appear to benefit others. Additionally, there is no
evidence that individual cases of abstinence are maintained or reinforced by others or the
society at large.

Unlikely institutionalized celibacy
For many societies in the sample (44%), sources consulted do not explicitly
discuss permanent abstinence. As Broude has explained (1981; see also Frayser 1985),
one of the problems with cross-cultural surveys is that ethnographers will often report the
presence of a trait but fail to explicitly report its absence. Researchers tempted to code
the trait as absent therefore run the risk of error, as the lack of discussion may simply
result from ethnographers' lack of interest in, or knowledge about, the subject.
Inferences have therefore been made based on the depth of detail in relevant
domains (marriage, sexual practices, religion, etc.). Where data strongly suggest that
permanent abstinence does not occur except in non-institutional contexts, if at all, sample
units have been coded as "Unlikely." This, of course, is very much a judgment call, and
the rationales for coding decisions require some discussion and illustration. Where data
were deemed insufficient, the societies in question were dropped from the sample.
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In some cases, sexual practices are described as so free and open that it would
seem impossible for researchers not to have discussed patterned abstinence if it existed.
For example, the Yukaghir of northern Siberia (120) are reported as extremely free
sexually, especially pre-maritally. Virginity is not a valued quality. Even male shamans,
some of whom "tend to assume the external resemblance to a woman," regularly marry
(Jochelson 1975:194).
While Buddhism swept Manchuria in later years, with over 30 sects by 1942
(Washington 1956), Shirokogoroffmakes no mention of the religion in two of his
accounts of fieldwork between 1915 and 1918 (1923, 1973). He reports that Manchu
(115) males are usually wed by age twenty-one, or "everybody will laugh" (1973:64).
Women enjoy a great deal of sexual freedom, which leads to many illegitimate children.
Yet the few restrictions around marriage and sexuality are designed "to prevent the young
women to conceive from old men, but not to obstruct their conceiving from young men"
(1973: 103).
The "unnaturalness" of marital and sexual abstinence in several groups is typified
by Donoghue et al.'s (1962:22) observations regarding the Rhade of South Vietnam (74):

"A woman does not consider herself grown up, her duty to her ancestors fulfilled
or her future position assured until she has a child of her own. A man has no
position until he has taken a wife. Thus... the union between man and woman is
natural and marriage is the rational consequence which is approved by social
conventions and customs."
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Some of the processes described earlier which can affect male access to mates
occur as well in societies within this category. For example, Tonganivalu (1911) and
Waterhouse (1978) report that although polygyny among the Mbau Fijians (102) leaves
many men without wives, chiefs "lend" some of their wives to bachelors in exchange for
service, and other single men capture wives through warfare. Who remains celibate
therefore appears to be a matter of luck of the draw, or of idiosyncratic characteristics.
Hallpike (1972:138) makes passing reference to the belief among the Konso of
Ethiopia (35) that males who do not marry are perceived as weak or effeminate, and
"bullied and ridiculed, but they are allowed to live inside towns." So, although in a
society where too much indulgence in sexual intercourse is said to dissipate strength,
permanent abstinence is unlikely except for rare cases.
For the Kutenai of western Canada (139), berdaches and transvestites are
"indignantly denied" to exist (Tumey-High 1941:128). While the Kutenai idealize
monogamy and "great continence," pre-marital and extra-marital sex are admitted by
elders to be much more common than would appear to be the case, and permanent
abstinence appears unlikely to exist.
Haida (131) society, as reconstructed by Murdock and others for ca. 1875,
similarly presents no evidence for institutional celibacy. Haida slaves, taken or bought
from distant Haida groups or mainland tribes, could not marry. However, both Murdock
(1934:240) and Niblack (1970:252) describe hereditary slaves, many of whom had sex
with their masters. Any resulting offspring, however, remained slaves. Thus formal
marriage was absent among slaves, but apparently both voluntary and involuntary unions
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with others did occur. While slaves were generally very badly treated and occasionally
murdered or sacrificed, they rarely attempted to escape because of the repercussions that
would certainly befall any kin left behind.
In some cases, permanent abstinence is associated with castration. However, the
effects of castration on human sexual behavior vary with the age of the individual at the
time of the operation, as well as other factors (Ellis 1951). Although a general disinterest
in sexual behavior appears to be typical (Rosen and Beck 1988), it is difficult to ascertain
with certainty whether sexual abstinence invariably occurs as a result of castration. In
addition, the involuntary nature of most castrations complicates the issue. However,
Larsen (1971) cites the case of the Skoptzy, a Christian sect whose members took the
notion of reproductive sacrifice to the extreme -- that of voluntary castration. Although
data are sketchy, this choice too appears to have been associated with the predicted
pattern of kin cue manipulation.
For the purposes of this survey, societies in which eunuchs are present were coded
as unlikely to exhibit institutionalized celibacy, unless there was specific reference to
other forms of sexual abstinence (but see Balch 1985). One example are the Ashanti
(19), whose king, a paramount chief, had royal harems with eunuchs to protect them. The
king also could sentence individuals to castration for a variety of offenses (Rattray 1969).
Another example are the Fur of western Darfur (29), whose powerful hereditary sultans
and other rich men often had eunuchs. These, although slaves, were treated as special
confidants. Eunuchs sometimes attained great wealth and "some of the most influential
of them marry, in order that they may appear to have a family" (Felkin 1885:234).
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However, in general, the Fur did not value chastity; fathers who attempted to preserve the
chastity of their daughters were ridiculed.
Several societies in the sample have been influenced by major religions
(Buddhism, Hinduism, Christianity, and Islamic orders), but do not appear to participate
in their celibate institutions. For example, the Somali (36) around the turn of the century
are known to have had Islamic orders. However, these were Sufi groups which did not
practice institutionalized celibacy, although the term "dervish" is sometimes used by
observers and ethnographers in reference to them. "It is important to remark that
residence in a Sufi convent by no means implied celibacy," says Arberry (1950:84).
Sufism arose in the 9th century as a bridge between renunciatory and world-affirming
perspectives in the Islamic community. It is characterized by strong social and economic
integration, including marriage. Thus an ascetic tradition in Islam, which spawned the
anti-social dervishes, was "domesticated" within Sufism (K.aramustafa 1994:31). Sufism,
without evidence of celibate dervishes, similarly characterizes the Kurds (57).
Another example of apparent non-participation in the celibate institutions of
major religious movements is the Uttar Pradesh (63) village of Senapur, where almost all
1400 inhabitants are Hindu. Although celibacy is discussed for a few individuals who
have completed the married householder stage of ideal Hindu life, there is no discussion
of any individuals who opt out of married life to join ascetic branches. Therefore,
permanent abstinence, while possible, seems unlikely. This pattern is not unusual; while
part of a larger society with institutionalized celibacy, rural villages may not be feeding
the ascetic sects with members as much as larger communities or urban areas.
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In other cases, a national religion may not be fully incorporated into traditional
societies residing within its borders. The Quiche community of Chichicastenango (155;
ca. 1930) is comprised of roughly 25,000 Indians and only 600 Ladinos, or individuals
acculturated into national society. The Catholic Church is one of the town's most
important institutions, but the Quiche are "not Catholics at all" (Bunzel 1952:164). At
age six or seven sacristans are chosen to spend one week out of every four performing
service for the Church. At age fifteen, boys are conscripted for public service from a list,
and 30 become "servants of the convent." Only a small minority of the population is
involved in these temporary duties, however, and most Catholic religious service ends at
this point.
The Church is viewed as "the ecclesiatical arm of the government," as in pre
conquest times (Bunzel 1952: 164). Quiches never take communion or otherwise
participate in Church affairs save for weekly service as required. The parish priest, the
richest man in town, is well-respected, but is an outsider, and no Quiche appears to follow
a traditional Church route to priesthood or monastic life. As Rodas et al. (1940:55-56)
express it, "religion embraces the whole life of the Kiche. But not the Catholic
religion. . . ". In Chichicastenango prenuptial chastity is valued for both sexes, but "only a
married man is regarded as a complete person" (Bunzel 1952:122).
Similarly, due to the influence of Catholicism, at first glance the Aymara (172; ca.
1940) would appear to exhibit permanent abstinence. However, Tschopik is emphatic in
describing the Church as outside the cultural system of the group, with participation
"nominal, to say the least" (1951 : 170). LaBarre (1948:37) goes further in describing the
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Bolivian priests as enemies who demand contributions which put Aymaras in debt and
cause them to lose their land. Aymara participation in the priesthood, therefore, is likely
to be rare or nonexistent.
In addition, celibacy appears to be a foreign concept for the Aymara. Bachelors
and spinsters are unusual (LaBarre 1948:129). Children experiment sexually a great deal,
beginning long before puberty. Marriage is a form of "brittle monogamy," with trial
unions, frequent adultery, and divorce. Even having illegitimate children does not bar
subsequent marriage (Tschopik 1951: 167).
Another example are the Huichol (152), where once again Catholicism overlays
indigenous deities and beliefs (Grimes and Hinton 1969:806). The functions of the
Catholic priest are performed by a maestro, or "Catholic lay-reader," and are viewed as
minor and unimportant. Zingg reports a great deal of "sexual laxity." For example, one
of the severest vows a Huichol can make is to "abstain from adultery for five years"
(1937:140).
Finally, in one case reproduction is delayed in a manner that hints at the
institutionalization of permanent abstinence. Among the Basseri (58), tent-dwelling
pastoral nomads in South Iran, the youngest son must often postpone marriage until
parents are elderly so that he may head the household they will continue to inhabit. Other
sons postpone marriage as well, sometimes until age thirty-five, so that they can amass
enough sheep and goats to support wives. Barth (1961, 1964) does not report cases of
permanent abstinence among the Basseri. However, this pattern, where reproductive
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interests of individuals are tied to family needs and strategies, in some cases does lead to
institutionalized permanent abstinence, as will be discussed in the next section.

Institutionalized celibacy
In 33 societies, permanent abstinence was reported by sources in institutional
contexts; that is, accompanied by specific roles and statuses that go beyond simply a
descriptive name for individuals who are not married or who abstain from sex.
Moreover, in several societies, more than one institutional context for permanent
abstinence was found. For example, The Gheg (48) of Albania appear to have three
institutional avenues through which individuals are required to remain permanently
abstinent: by becoming a "sworn virgin," by joining the Bektashi order of dervishes, or by
becoming a Christian priest or monk. Second-century Romans (49) likewise appear to
have had at least three such avenues: service as "Vestal virgins," early Christian
asceticism, and membership in a group of wandering renunciants known as the Cynics.
To test the predictions central to this dissertation, each institutional context must be
explored independently. Table 2 lists a total of 41 institutional contexts in which
permanent abstinence is reported as occurring. These can be divided into three
categories: where the context is primarily individual; where it is directly related to kin;
and where it occurs in the context of non-kin. As will be discussed below in detail, the
pattern of kinship cue manipulation that forms the basis for this study appears to occur
only in the context of non-kin institutions. It should be pointed out, however, that
institutionalized celibacy does not preclude the possibility of individuals exhibiting
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Table 2. Categories of Permanent Abstinence in Institutional Contexts.
Category

Number of Societies

Percentage (rounded)

Individual
Kin
Non-Kin
Total

9
6
26

22

41

1 00

15

63

1 29

permanent abstinence under non-institutional conditions. For example, the Amhara (37)
exhibit both Christian monastic celibacy and occasional "mistakes of God" (Messing
1 985). Cases of idiosyncratic abstinence are not discussed in detail below, however, as
the thrust of this study is to identify institutional contexts with which to test the
predictions of the kinship manipulation model.

Individual contexts
Among the Tiv of Nigeria (1 6), some males remain uncircumcised, do not have
sex or marry, and are known as ihundu, or "mad," but the difference between them and
the truly insane is recognized (Bohannan and Bohannan 1953:65). They do not farm, but
beg as they wander. There is no institutional framework for vowing or maintaining
celibacy -- it is simply a role assumed once someone has chosen it. The posited traits
associated with manipulation do not appear to occur here. Although theses individuals
wear "eccentric" clothing, it is highly variable. Moreover, they do not appear to associate
in groups, and there is no formal separation from kin. Further, their celibacy appears to
benefit no one, but is simply an expression of individual variability.
Similarly, the lngalik of the Yukon (1 22) use the term eniglani, connoting shame
and helplessness, to describe lazy, deviant members of their society, often sons and
daughters of "rich men." After repeated warnings, they are turned away from their
homes and families when often still quite young (10 to 1 2 years of age). While
occasionally they will be adopted by others and reform their ways, most often they remain
ostracized and alone, begging and stealing from households, "usually [living] out their
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lives in what seems to others a miserable fashion, not infrequently starving or freezing to
death in the end" (Osgood 1959:62).
These individuals, of whom there are only a few at any given time, do not marry.
Although they are forcibly ostracized, and so have not undertaken this life-way of their
own free will, they apparently have the opportunity to reform their characters, and so have
some measure of choice in their destiny. Some may occasionally have sexual relations
when they can (Osgood 1959:63). To whatever degree this status can be described as
celibate, it seems to relate to the necessity of everyone in Ingalik traditional society
pulling his or her own weight so that families can survive in an inhospitable environment.
Family members are often castigated and even beaten if others feel they are not
contributing (Osgood 1958, 1959). The eniglani appear to be incorrigibles who are
finally abandoned by their families. However, while their exclusion from households
may benefit kin, it is not an ideal strategy, as everyone's contribution is expected and
valued. Instead, it is a measure of last resort to banish from the group individuals who
choose in some sense not to participate. Therefore, rather than a sacrifice for the benefit
of kin, eniglani status appears to be an individually-based decision driven by personality,
upbringing, or other factors.
Barnett (1966) provides substantial evidence that most if not all Palauans (1 1 1; ca.
1947) have sexual relations. He cites an informant who claims that all young people have
secret love affairs. Additionally, girls stay in boy's "club houses" for extended periods of
time, offering themselves sexually to inhabitants, a custom which Barnett labels as
"prostitution" (1949: 1 30). Marriage is described as a more overtly economic arrangement
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than in most other societies, but one undertaken by the vast majority of Palauans. Smith,
although conducting his fieldwork 25 years later, agrees that sex is a ubiquitous
component of Palauan life: "Abstinence for a prolonged period is thought to cause
physical illness in both boys and girls" (1983:136).
However, Barnett discusses Korongs, present in pre-European times and
remembered by informants as having disappeared 40 or 50 years prior to Barnett's
fieldwork. To be a Korong, a man or woman who claims to have been personally
contacted by particular gods repeatedly informs community members of the occurrence.
If taken seriously, the individual is in fact accepted as the god when the deity chooses to
speak through him or her. The Korongs thus serve as intermediaries when
communication with a goC:i is necessary or desired. Korongs' status rises to that of chiefs,
and wealth accrues by means of the offerings made to gods through them. However, a
god may abandon a Korong at any time, an event causing the person's status to revert to
its original one.
Female Korongs are expected to refrain from marrying mortal men, while men,
described by Barnett as transvestites, are transformed into wives by the gods who possess
them (1949:221-223). While many appear to have been married, the possibility that some
were celibate must be considered. However, because Korongs were apparently rare even
in pre-European times, and because of the widespread sexual activity described earlier,
permanent abstinence is likely to have been rare and unusual in Palauan society.
The decision to become Korong is an individual one, whether driven by material
or spiritual concerns, and only later is it group sanctioned. No information was found
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regarding relationships of Korongs with other kin, so the degree to which a Korong could
benefit his relatives through increased wealth and status is unknown. There is also no
information regarding kinship manipulation traits, although one can infer from Barnett
that close association, kin terms, uniform dress, and recruiting among youths were not
involved.
Berdaches are discussed by ethographers in several sample groups, and so a brief
overview of this role is warranted. According to Callender and Kochems (1993 :367), a
berdache is "a person, usually male, who was anatomically normal but assumed the dress,
occupations, and behavior of the other sex to effect a change in gender status." In their
survey of the practice, Callender and Kochems found "reasonably good evidence" for this
status in 113 North American Indian groups. Although usually described as rare, they
appear to have been more numerous the farther back in time a description goes.
Many berdaches married, and their sexual behavior is varied and complex. While
most accounts stress homosexuality, some berdaches appear to have been transvestites.
Others were "asexual," exhibiting weak or nonexistent sex drives. Some berdaches were
clearly heterosexual. Regardless of the sexual orientation of berdaches, their sexual
partners were always non-berdaches (Callender and Kochems 1993:369). Apparently, the
berdache role was not a complete shift to the opposite gender, but instead this status
"allowed men to combine roles assigned to male and female genders, mixing aspects of
these categories" (pp. 387-388).
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Therefore, it is inappropriate to assume permanent abstinence, homosexuality, or
any other category of behavior across societies with respect to berdaches. An
examination of the particular context in each case is required.
Among the Klamath (138), berdaches are characterized by Spier (1930:51) as a
"socially canalized abnormality," involving a "very minor fraction" of the population.
However, there is a great deal of variability in sexual and marital behavior among
participants. For example, one individual Spier heard of abandoned the role of berdache
and became a man of influence with seven wives.
There is no evidence of berdaches among the Hidatsa (141; ca. 1836), according
to Matthews (1971) and Lowie (1924). However, Bowers (1965) discusses two in the
memory of older informants when interviewed around 1930, although they reported more
in the past. These individuals wore women's clothes and attached themselves to older
men who had no children and who had trouble obtaining wives. They lived completely as
women, and were always the brother or son of "a man holding tribal ceremonial rights in
the Woman Above and Honey Woman bundles" (Bowers 1965:167). They would adopt
orphans or captives and pass on property and ceremonial knowledge.
These individuals were pitied by others, and they were considered prisoners of
Honey Woman. They had been "captured" by this spirit when they had a dream of
Village-Old-Woman, or a dream about of a loop of sweetgrass (p.326). Thus, only upon
admitting to such a dream would individuals be expected to adopt the berdache role.
Swanton (1911:100) describes Natchez (146) men who assumed a female role,
wore women's clothing, cooked, and perhaps had sex with men. Such an individual was
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called "chief of women," and participated in raiding parties and performed women's work
whenever women were not available for these tasks. Berdaches apparently were found
among the Chiricahua Apache (1 48), although very rarely. The last one for whom Opler
(1941:416) had a record died before 1880. This man never married and adopted the
female social role.
The berdache phenomenon is not confined to native North America. Handy
(1 923: 1 03) says of the Marquesans (1 05) that:

"Mahoi or mahu were men who adopted the life of a woman, dressed in woman's
garb, allowing their hair to grow long. They devoted themselves to all the
activities and relationships of women rather than men. Native informants told me
that these men were not deformed physically, but that they merely preferred a
woman's life. . . ".

Based on available ethnographic data, it becomes clear that in many societies it is
possible for individuals to choose permanent abstinence by embracing legitimate,
socially-sanctioned roles. Korongs had an important religious role in society. Berdaches
typically took on the economic duties linked to the female role they assumed (Callender
and Kochems 1993). Among the Tiv of Nigeria, the eniglani met with much less social
approval than in the previous cases, yet they apparently conformed to a specific social
role and behaved accordingly. In this sense, each of these examples can be considered an
institution. However, they differ from other institutions related to permanent abstinence
found in the sample in that they appear to be individually motivated. No one recruits
individuals to adopt these roles. Likewise, no one, except perhaps the individuals
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themselves, appears to benefit from their choice. There is no clear evidence for altruistic
sacrifice. A possible exception are the Korongs; while they obviously benefit materially
from their status, they may also be benefiting others in the process. Unfortunately, data
are insufficient to further examine this question.
Not surprisingly, the predicted traits associated with kinship manipulation are not
reported by sources for these institutions. Participants, while they may make vows in
some cases, do not appear to be manipulated through kin cues into maintaining their
celibacy.

Kin contexts

As suggested by the previous discussion of the Basseri (see p.126), in some cases
delayed or rejected reproduction may provide direct benefits to relatives. In six of the
societies appearing in the sample, permanent abstinence appears to be strongly associated
with benefits to kin. For example, among the Basques (50; ca. 1934), upon marriage one
son supplants the parental generation in a household, with the parents remaining until
their death. Parents provide money and educational opportunities to other sons so they
might succeed in other ways: by joining religious orders or the military, or by emigrating
(Caro Baroja 1958:268). However, some sons remain in the household as well,
sometimes in a "permanently single and dependent state" (p.268, translation added). Old
bachelors and spinsters are sufficient in numbers to form a recognizable and often
mocked social class. In many cases, foregoing marriage does not necessarily mean
foregoing sex. Single parents are relatively common, with infants often left on others'
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doorsteps in nearby villages, where they are usually adopted. However, in many cases
permanent sexual abstinence for singles is likely (Caro Baroja 1944:146-147).
The Irish residents of County Clare (51; ca. 1920), with a population of 95,064 in
1926, typify a phenomenon of small farmers in Ireland who are "unique among civilized
peoples" (Arensberg and Kimball 1968). Theirs is a pattern of very late marriages and
unusually high proportions of unmarrieds of all ages. In 1926, 80% of males between
twenty-five and thirty were unmarried; 62% of those thirty to thirty-five; 50% of those
thirty-five to forty; and 26% aged fifty-five to sixty-five. Figures for women are only
slightly lower. In addition, a strict moral code renders premarital sex and adultery rare,
although fertility for those married is very high (see also Messenger 1993).
Arensberg and Kimball explain this phenomenon as follows. Land holdings are
typically passed in whole to the eldest son upon his marriage, with the newlyweds taking
over households. Parents relinquish their authority and usually keep only one room and
access to the kitchen, while the son takes over the farm and his wife becomes the "woman
of the house." Siblings are then to disperse with as much assistance as can be provided
them. The females ideally receive dowry money for their own weddings, but may be
helped to become nurses, teachers, or nuns. Single females may also emigrate, this being
the "favorite remedy for hard times" (Arensberg and Kimball 1968:95). Sons likewise are
provided educations for professional, business, or religious careers, or are helped to
emigrate. Money is amassed from life savings and the dowry brought in by the wife of
the eldest son. The size of the dowry is negotiated by both sets of parents based on the
value of their lands. Tirrough this process, "one family, that of the old couple in which
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the son was merely one of the children, is partially destroyed in order to make way for a
new one, in which the son and the incoming wife are now the adult married couple"
(p.135). Moreover,

"Late marriage and the high incidence of bachelorhood are associable with the
reluctance of the old couple to renounce their leadership, the necessity of
acquiring sufficient means to portion children, and the delay in dispersing the
closed corporation of the family groups until it is possible to establish the new
one" (Arensberg and Kimball 1968:149).

In the period of Arensberg and Kimball's research, a couple typically gave up its holdings
to the son when the father reached seventy, the age at which he became eligible for a
small government pension.
This pattern, similar to that of the Basques, is a somewhat more complicated
example of kin-related celibacy. It is of direct benefit to parents and the family as a
whole for sons to delay marriage. It is important to note that, except among those who
decide to enter the religious life, individuals generally do not vow celibacy but simply
postpone marriage until circumstances permit. However, many men and women remain
single for a lifetime or emigrate to find economic and reproductive opportunities
elsewhere.
The Lapps of northern Sweden (52; ca. 1950) exhibit a slightly different pattern.
Celibacy is rare among nomadic Lapps (Pehrson's 1954, 1964). However, Bernatzik
(1938), whose fieldwork of Swedish Lapps was conducted in 1934, reports that many
village men do not marry at all due to "civilization." Paine (1965), doing his fieldwork in
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the village of Nordbotn, shows a pattern of increasingly postponed marriages for men due
to economic reasons. Early marriage can hinder men, as they can more easily earn money
outside the village without marital ties. Women, on the other hand, find economic
advantages in marrying early, and often leave the village to do so. Thus, spinsterhood is
"negligible," but "there are cases in Nordbotn where men deliberately forego marriage,
and dissuade their children from marrying, for the sake of retaining a sibling work group
intact" (Paine 1965:42).
An unmarried man of twenty-eight can expect to have to wait many years before
his own household will economically match the one he was born into. Paine (1965:54)
describes the logic of late marriage for a typical male:

"If he postpones marriage, he and his brothers (as they grow up) can further
expand the economy and raise the productivity of the parental household, and he
vaguely surmises that, in this case, he will be able to marry at some later date
without a precipitate fall in his economic position."

However, some men are then unable to find a mate, and others intentionally elect
never to try. The village Lapp strategy, primarily benefiting groups of siblings, is related
to a different inheritance pattern than that of the Basques and Irish: each son inherits a
portion of household resources. "Where there is but one heir [as in only one son],
marriage is not economically restrictive" (Paine 1965:54).
The Gheg of Albania (48) exhibit yet another context through which permanent
abstinence can directly benefit close relatives. Durham (1928) reports that marriage is
strongly economic and political, and very much male-dominated. However, if a woman
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"could find twelve elders of her tribe group to act as conjurors she could swear perpetual
virginity. If she broke the vow the honour of the conjurors was blackened and a blood
feud ensued." Coon (1950:24) describes the same practice: "By this means she not only
gets out of her engagement [arranged by her father], h':,lt also prevents a feud between her
father's kin and those of her fiancee." She is now "technically a man." This arrangement
if often initiated by a father who has no sons. In other groups, the husband of a daughter
might be adopted, but "so strong is the belief in the continuity of the male line that this
could not be done in Ghegnia" (Coon 1950:25).
These women dress and act as men, associate with them on equal terms and carry
weapons. They may sell younger sisters in marriage (typically a male role), and inherit
for the duration of their lives, after which inheritance passes to the nearest male heir.
Coon finds this status is sometimes adopted by "defective" [lesbian] women and, in other
cases, that women nevertheless have heterosexual sex, but it is clear that many abstain
from sex for a lifetime (see also Chapter 2).
Therefore, among the Gheg, a father often insists on a daughter's becoming a
"man" for economic, social, and political reasons, all to the benefit of the family, although
the role might also provide a sanctioned outlet for individual inclinations.
Another example of kin-based altruism related to celibacy involves the
· Vietnamese (73). In village settings, such as Khanh Hau (Hickey 1964), the youngest son
is expected to remain in the household and care for his aging parents, and "if a girl is the
only child, she is expected to care for her aging parents" as well. They usually do marry,
however, and, in the case of the only daughter, the husband may move in with her,
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although in general villagers practice patrilocal residence. "The goal of all villagers is to
have a mate, children, and a house of one's own" (Hickey 1964:99). Children of poor
parents must wait until they can support themselves and have sufficient money for a
"proper feast, so they are often past the ideal marital age of twenty-one for males, and
ti

seventeen for females.
However, Varet (1932; in Tran-Van-Trai 1942:214) describes urban Vietnamese
patterns as slightly different. "Celibacy among girls is nowadays considered a mark of
filial piety when they refuse a husband in order to care for their aged parents or bring up
their brothers and sisters. On the other hand, complete disfavor greets celibacy among
boys, as this is an act of impiety.

ti

Finally, the Tikopia (100; see Chapter 3) present yet another instructive case. In
this culture, younger members of a family are expected to remain single, and may even be
enjoined to do so by the head of the family. "Deference to family interest is strong,"
notes Firth (1936:82), �d so sons tend to comply, although sexual activity is often open
to them.
The preceding six cases involving kin-related altruism through marital and, in
many cases, sexual abstinence support traditional evolutionary predictions. Such
sacrifices among individuals who share genes are consistent with inclusive fitness theory
and could form part of an evolved psychology of altruism. Manipulation of kinship
recognition to reinforce abstinence should not be expected to apply, as individuals who
stand to benefit are already recognized as kin. And, in fact, sources provide no evidence
that such manipulation takes place. Celibates do not live in close association with each
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other, but with the families they appear to be aiding. Fictive kin terms are not employed,
nor are false phenotypic markers utilized. For example, while Gheg "sworn virgins" dress
as men, they dress as they please within the choices available to their new gender role.

Non-kin contexts

In 26 cases, permanent abstinence appears to occur primarily in non-kin contexts.
In other words, the primary beneficiaries of the behavior are individuals who are not
related to the celibate. Here, the predicted traits associated with kinship manipulation
should apply regardless of cultural setting. In 18 cases, the religions involved are
Christianity and Buddhism, which, as described earlier, typically exhibit the five
predicted kinship manipulation traits. However, as pointed out in the earlier discussion of
the Quiche, Aymara, and other groups, the presence of a religious institution in a given
setting does not necessarily mean that all of the practices associated with it will also be
present. Therefore, primary sources were utilized in an attempt to ascertain the degree to
which the predicted traits are found in each specific context.
Messing (1985) describes a pattern of monasticism among the Amhara of Central
Ethiopia (37; ca. 1953) that conforms to the Christian monastic pattern described earlier.
The Ethiopian Orthodox Church is very important in Amhara society, and 10 to 20
percent of the population are priests, monks, or nuns. The Church receives numerous
endowments and owns a great deal of land, and parish populations support the local
church through "tithes, rents, services, periodic supplies, memorial gifts, etc." (Messing
1985, I:157).
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Priests are attached for long periods to specific parishes. Typically, each church
will have one sacristan as administrator, seven junior administrators, 12 deacons, and
several monks and nuns. Interestingly, priests often invite kin (nephews, for example) to
settle near the church, attempting to "create a residential kinship unit for themselves
similar to the residential hamlets of free-hold families" (Messing 1985, I: 157). Priests are
expected to marry, but cannot remarry should they become widowed. In that case, they
are expected to take monastic vows.
Monks, however, do not marry. They are typically found in landowning
monasteries, headed by an abbatacchin ("our father"), a council of elder monks, and a co
administrator. Many live in close association within these monasteries, and for life. All
monks wear distinctive white caps and robes, and hierarchy is marked through changes in
dress. All carry hand-crosses for others to kiss. If school boys over ten years of age are
interested in a career in the Church, they attend monastery schools, where they serve
monks, assist in their begging, and wear distinctive sheepskins. After graduating at
eighteen to twenty years of age, they can either take vows or return home to kin.
If a nunnery is attached to a monastery, it is geographically separated from it.
Nuns are typically older women, either unhappily married or widowed. There are also a
small number of hermits who live where they please, but are provided for by monks.
The emphasis on celibacy in Amhara religious groups occurs in marked contrast
to the norms of everyday secular life, where marriage is very important. "Spinsters are so
rare that they seem not to exist at all, unless so sick or handicapped as to be unable to
function as a wife" (Messing 1985,Il:220). The same is true of males, unless following
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the monastic path. Women generally marry around age thirteen. Two types of marriages,
permanent and temporary, are socially acceptable, but only eucharistic permanent
marriages are sanctioned by the church. Divorce from a first marriage is not uncommon,
and men may simultaneously have permanent and temporary wives. Male virility is
championed, and there is a great deal of sexual activity both within and outside both
marriage forms (Messing 1985, II:270). In rare cases, women and men take on opposite
gender roles, and are considered "mistakes of God." If women, they are blamed and
insulted; if men, they are pitied (11:273).
The Basques (50) and Irish ( 51), both previously described in reference to kin
contexts, share the influence of Christianity as well. Basque christianization was
essentially completed by the 12th century, although some regions were rapidly
christianized as early as the 5th or 6th century (Collins 1987:59-61). The Church exerts a
very strong influence in Vera de Bidasoa, the sample focus, and village members
faithfully observe religious obligations, with many becoming priests or monks (Caro
Baroja 1958: 180). As discussed previously, many Irish County Clare sons and daughters
also become nuns, priests, and monks. In both cases the typical pattern of kin
manipulation appears to apply.
Russian peasants of Viriatino (54), as reported by a variety of ethnographers in
Benet (1970), exhibited institutional celibacy associated with the Russian Orthodox
Church. While celibacy was required for monks and nuns, parish priests were allowed,
and in some cases obligated, to marry. After the 191 7 revolution, organized religion was
banned, and ethnographers of the day make no reference to monks or nuns. However,
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most are Communist Party ethnographers, and perhaps only reported data consistent with
state ideology.
Celibacy is also associated with the Armenian (56) Church during the late 19th
century (Lynch 1967). Celibate monks (although few nuns) were common in the sample
regions of Erivan and Edgmiatsin, and they resided in wealthy monasteries. Resources,
including land�, buildings, and donated funds, were held corporately. Audits by the
synod, or ecclesiastical council, were common. As in other orthodox churches, parish
priests, who were elected by the laity, could marry, but monks and bishops could not.
Children entered seminary at age thirteen to fourteen, primarily as a means to gain an
education, although a few individuals went on to become novices. While earlier bishops
chose monks more informally, after 1892 any monk had to have gone through seminary
and been approved by the synod. Monks "were always connected with convents," and
identically attired. The usual kin terms abounded: "brothers," "Mother Church," and, for
the highest officials, "little fathers" (Lynch 1967:246-275). While Lynch also discusses
in detail the large population of Moslem Azerbaidjan in the area, he makes no mention of
celibacy among them.
Another setting where Christian celibate organizations exist is Haiti (160).
Herskovits (1964) conducted his fieldwork in the town of Mirebalais during the 1930s.
This town had a population of approximately 50,000. Herskovits describes a community
where having many children was highly valued, especially in terms of male prestige.
Because Roman Catholic Church marriages were very expensive, placage marriages often
took place. These informal unions were also binding. Church marriages sometimes
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followed a placage, if years of saving money permitted them. Herskovits notes the
importance of Catholicism in Haiti, with many children having no choice but Catholic
schools for an education. He also notes the "instransigent hostility" of the Church
towards Voudoun. However, most individuals were members of both groups and,
according to Herskovits, "no dichotomy exists" (1964:287-9).
Despite the high visibility of the Catholic Church in Haiti, premarital sex was
apparently quite common. There were also many plural marriages. Only 20 percent of
marriages were legal in the eyes of the Church. The rest were different kinds of placage
relationships, ranging from long-lasting cohabitation to the maintenance of separate
households. Simpson (1942) estimated that three-fourths of all peasant men in the nation
had or once had multiple mates. Sex was described as "the greatest pleasure," and almost
all, male or female, had sexual relations before entering a marriage or placage. In fact,
women who died as virgins were believed by many to be transformed into evil spirits, and
some peasants had a ritual sexual service for those who died in that state (Simpson
1942:668)
The system of multiple matings left some men unmarried. A few "remain single
by preference, particularly in the cities, where the incidence of homosexuality far exceeds
that found in the country" (Herskovits 1964:117). Unavailability of a spouse was
commonly dealt with by having relationships with married women. Homosexuals were
tolerated with "derision rather than vindictiveness." Simpson (1942), however, working
in northern Haiti, found homosexuality described as a "curse."
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At the time of Herskovits' observations a few priests were Haitian, although their
relatively low number was a source of considerable annoyance to the population.
Metraux (1972) reports that most Catholic priests in the country are white Frenchmen,
especially trained for service in Haiti. "Some few Haitians" go to France to become
priests as well. Therefore, it seems likely that few Haitians choose celibacy, yet when
they do, it appears to be within the context of the Catholic Church.
The lamas of Lepcha (68) generally belong to unreformed sects "more freely
tinged with pre-Buddhist practices" than characteristic of the Church of Tibet, and
celibacy is not required of them (Morris 1938:71). However, many members clearly are
celibate. For example, Waddell (1958:285-286) reports the presence of several orthodox
(celibate) monasteries. Although Tibetan Buddhism is characterized by various schools,
and much of the male population becomes monastic only temporarily, there are always
some permanent monks who take full vows, including celibacy (Snellgrove 1971).
Waddell (1958) describes the rise of lamaism during the 8th century. This
movement was originally orthodox with respect to Buddhism in general, but "decadence"
slowly arose as the church was infiltrated with pre-Buddhist practices and a lack of
monastic discipline. By the 11th century reformist sects, such as the Kah-dam-p�
reintroduced strict monastic discipline, including celibacy vows, which were reaffirmed
during the 15th century. The "wholly unreformed," or Nin-ma-p� known as "red-hats"
for their distinctive head gear, were much more lax with respect to celibacy than "yellow
hats." But again, many celibate monks were found in this sect.
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Lamas of Lepcha are therefore generally red-hats and occasionally yellow-hats,
and certainly in the latter case the predicted pattern with respect to kinship manipulation
applies. Characteristics of the orthodox sects are seclusion in monasteries, rigid
discipline, organized begging, and distinctive wear.
In the red-hat sects, only some aspects of the predicted pattern apply. Corporate
assets are plentiful, including land and attached peasants who are "practically monastery
serfs," and additional service is demanded of laity to provide for lamas. A strict hierarchy
permeates the lamasery, and lower-level lamas must work for those above them (Gorer
1967:192). Whether one is to be a lama is determined shortly after birth by means of a
horoscope, although children of non-celibate lamas, particularly eldest sons, are expected
to become lamas as well. A teacher is chosen between the ages of ten and fifteen,
although at an even earlier age the predestined child is given a yellow sash and taken to
ceremonies. Separation from real kin is, however, not strictly enforced, and the use of
kinship terminology and symbolism among members does not appear to be present.
While lamas dress and wear their hair differently than laity, they often wear ordinary
clothes.
According to Gorer, working in Sikkim (the sample focus),

"Lamas do not form a group within the society; the fact that a man is a lama is
only one of the aspects of his personality, less important than his wealth or
poverty, his industry or laziness, his relations by kin and marriage and friendship
with other people" (1967:194).
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However, there is one noteworthy exception: "It is permissible for any lama, even one
with a family, to renounce the world and become a ge-long, a celibate monk. Such
celibates live under a very stringent discipline" (Gorer 1967:419n). Ge-long typically live
in monasteries, but Gorer provides little information about their strict discipline. And
many villagers apparently suspect that ge-longs engage in surreptitious sex.
As Gorer expressess it, the Lepchas "swallowed lamaism whole, but excreted the
irritating portions" (1967:193). Celibacy is not a key ingredient, and it is significant to
note that the expected pattern of kin cue manipulation does not appear to hold in this
case, except perhaps for the few ascetic renunciants.
In Outer Mongolia, Lamaist Buddhists, mostly Khalkan Mongols (66; ca. 1920),
were organized into 13 Khutukhtus which controlled large monasteries and "ruled the
territory and people around them like feudal fiefs" (Rupen 1966:18). Until 1929, the
church owned 18 to 20 percent of total livestock and controlled 20 percent of the
country's wealth. The monasteries were the only fixed points in this region of nomads,
and were the centers of influence for 115,000 to 200,000 lamas drawn from almost every
family in the territory. Many lamas lived with women in private quarters, but at least
40,000 resided in monasteries. They usually served about 20 years, although many
remained lamas for life (Plank 1956).
The "yellow sect" of reformist lamas migrated from Tibet to Mongolia during the
16th and 17th centuries. Their arrival, along with other aspects of Tibetan and Indian
culture, was initially welcomed by locals as a unifying tool against China. Even after
Chinese domination the lamas were utilized by them as a mechanism for regional
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pacification (Rupen 1 956). However, by the 1930s, the communists succeeded in their
plan to systematically destroy Buddhism in this region.
As a branch of Mahayana Buddhism, lamaism involves a great deal of ritual,
including sacred formulas, idol worship, the reading of sacred texts, chants, and the use of
prayer wheels. The position of "Living Buddha" illustrates the focus on institutional
control: "Now, one could not attain nirvana without the aid of the Buddhas and
boddhisattvas, that is, without the Church and its rituals and idols" (Plank 1 956:323).
Reincarnation was used to control the succession of religious leaders, and opened the
door to political manipulation by the Church, Manchus and, more recently, the Chinese
Communists in Tibet.
Vreeland (1 962) discusses the N�obanchin temple territory in particular, which
housed 1 600 to 2000 people, 300 of whom were lamas. It was afforded independent civil
status and was effectively a state within a state, controlling its own resources and obeying
its own laws (Plank 1956).
Ordinary lamas lived in communal compounds. Two "Living Buddhas" presided
over civil and religious administration, each with servants. Each also lived in a single,
elaborate dwelling. These Living Buddhas came from the ranks of the "incarnated," for
they were born after the death of the previous incarnates, and each was "marked by some
unusual signs or circumstances attending his birth" (Vreeland 1962:93).
Contributions provided by sponsors who requested ceremonies from specific
lamas provided the temples with enormous wealth, including "buildings and lands,
livestock, clothing, gold and silver . . . " and great amounts of stored food (Vreeland
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1 962:99). Income was also earned through patronage, "free-will" offerings from laity,
resources willed to temples by laity and lamas, and the sale of livestock and other
products of herds and lands. The Church treasury was corporate; treasuries for the living
Buddhas were semi-corporate, passed on to others in each incarnation; thus, to "the
office, not the man" (Vreeland 1 962: 1 02). The personal fame of a particular Living
Buddha could dramatically affect the flow of contributions. The laity received merit for
dedicating sons to service and for making contributions, and "a lama had often to be
consulted [and thus paid] in order to determine whether the simplest act of daily life
should be undertaken" (Plank 1956:31 5).
Lamas and novices owned their own livestock and had to provide for their own
sustenance, teceiving only occasional bonuses from the Church treasury. They were
exempt from military service and from taxes on their livestock. Their great numbers were
in part explained by inheritance rules. In general, only one son was chosen heir to family
resources, while others were given shares and set up individually. So there was a
"general practice of sending at least one son into the lama church. Lamas were required
to remain single and normally resided in the temple" (Plank 1 956:53). Parents could
dedicate children as young as six or seven, or individuals could join as adults with
parental consent. Married novices had to be divorced at the time of pledging.
Full ordination at age twenty involved a new given name and the maintenance of
253 prohibitions (Plank 1956: 1 05). Dress and hairstyle were uniform. Individuals
occasionally dropped out of the Church to help their families when in need. In special
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cases, lamas could continue to head their families and, if " good citizens," might be
permitted, although unofficially, to live with women and even have children.
Therefore, while many lamas married, many did not, but all were subject to
institutional control. Lamas and laity alike contributed resources and labor to the
institution, and "a formidable corporate organization came to control a great portion of
the population and the wealth of the country" (Rupen 1956:11). Having sons become
lamas certainly benefited families in many ways (including spiritually, as salvation was
assured for families who did so), but lamas clearly contributed altruistically to non-kin.
The expected pattern of kin cue manipulation appears to have been present, especially for
the many who lived truly ascetic, monastic lives.
When permanent abstinence occurs in Buddhist orders in other sample societies, it
conforms in most respects to the predicted pattern, although details are often lacking.
Buddhism in Burma (71) has already been described at some length, and sources confirm
the pattern of kin cue manipulation as discussed. An additional point, however, should be
made. In Burma, as in several other Buddhist societies, almost every child becomes a
novice, at least temporarily (Appleton 1953:22), and even ordained monks can leave at
any time. However, there is a core of permanent monks who maintain life-long vows,
including celibacy. These monks served as the focus of Spiro's (1970) research, which
was discussed earlier.
Available data for Buddhists residing in the Tonkin Delta in Vietnam (73) are
insufficient to support any conclusions regarding celibacy. Gourou (1955), the cited
authority, makes no mention of it. Hickey (1964), however, in a discussion of Mekong
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Delta hamlets, describes a scenario typical of Buddhist villages in other parts of Asia.
They are nominally Buddhist, but more strongly influenced by Cao Daism, which does
not involve celibacy. A few Buddhist priests visit the hamlets in rotation or reside in
villages, while more "standard" Buddhism is present in urban centers. Depending on the
order, some Buddhist priests marry, while others are celibate. For the villagers, "social
expectations are that an individual marry, have children, and provide well for them.
Bachelors and spinsters are fringe people, childless couples are viewed with pity (usually
they adopt a son), and poor providers are scorned" (Hickey 1964:233).
Donoghue (1968), in his study of a fishing village in central Vietnam, similarly
finds a blend of Buddhism, Confucianism, Taoism, animism, and ancestor-worship in the
religious practices of the general populati�n. As in the Mekong Delta, Buddhist priests
occasionally visit the village.
Dutreuil de Rhins (1879) describes the bonzes (as Buddhist monks are known in
Southeast Asia) of Tagne-phenoc, who do undertake vows of chastity. He also describes
training schools for novices. Bonzes are exempt from military service (as long as they
remain chaste), are given rice allotments by the government and "abundant" alms, and are
encouraged to make money by selling votive objects. They leave their retreats only for
public ceremonies, funerals, and holidays. "In short, they are good men with tonsured
heads, peaceful and growing fat in their contemplative life" (p.139).
In Vietnam, males often leave their birth villages and become Buddhist priests and
monks in urban centers. They will then often find themselves "working" villages other
than their own. Based on this, and the fact that many Buddhist celibate orders in Vietnam
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appear to conform to the predicted pattern of kin cue manipulation (e.g., Ling 1 970; Weihsun Fu and Wawrytko 1 994), it seems reasonable to conclude that this pattern generally
applies, although more information is needed about the Tonkin Delta sample.
The movement of potential Buddhist priests to urban centers also holds true for
Korea (1 1 6). Sondup'o, the sample unit, like many Korean villages, is essentially
Confucian, with no avowed Buddhists. Marriage is "almost as certain as death" (Osgood
1 951: 1 13). However, visiting Buddhist monks and priests make regular village rounds.
Some are reputed by villagers to have sex with married women. In urban areas, although
bachelors and spinsters are rare (Hewes and Kim 1 952), Buddhism is established to the
degree that some individuals take and maintain vows of celibacy. This is also very likely
the case for Christianity. In the mid-l 940s there were 7000 monks in all of Korea, but
also 700,00 Christians, roughly half of them Roman Catholics (Osgood 1 951 :249).
In Kaihsienkung (114 ca 1 936), a northern Chinese village with approximately
1 500 inhabitants in 1 935 (Fei 1947), it is seen as every individual's duty to marry and
have children. However, due to female infanticide (in turn due to primogeniture), men in
search of mates outnumber women; Fei found 43 men still bachelors at or past their mid
twenties, although "not a single woman above 25 is a spinster" (p.52). Migration to urban
areas in search of wives -- or religious careers -- is a common solution.
While the community has two Buddhist temples, most religious practices,
primarily related to ancestor worship, take place in private homes. Only one priest
resides in each temple, where he "lives on the income of the temple and keeps aloof from
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secular activities" (Fei 1947:105). Typically the priests are not from the community, and
they are viewed by locals as respected strangers.
Fried (1953), in the course of his fieldwork in several other Chinese villages,
confirms the general pattern of worship in the home, occasional use of priests from other
regions for Taoist and Buddhist rituals when affordable, and few villagers actually joining
religious ranks. Thus, while celibacy is indeed present in Chinese society and conforms
to the expected pattern of kin cue manipulation, it is noticeably absent from Kaihsienkung
and similar villages.
In Japanese (117) villages during the early 19th century, third to fifth order sons
were often starved or killed in infancy, adopted out, or allowed to remain "unmarried
'uncles' in their natal homes, potential nuisances or threats to household harmony"
(Beardsley et al. 1959:242). At the time of Beardsley et al.'s fieldwork, "excess" males
typically moved to urban areas. DeVos (1973:83) reports that an unmarried person in
Japan is "strange," and comparatively rare.
However, Buddhism and Shintoism are both powerful influences in Japanese
village life, with different villages stressing one over the other. In Niiike, a village of
roughly 130 people, Buddhism is emphasized. Village priests (furn) of the Nichiven sect
reside in a local temple and make periodic rounds to the community, supported by
begging, contributions, and payment for conducting religious ceremonies (Beardsley
1972). As with small villages in other areas, it is unlikely that many of the resident
priests are of local origin. In all respects, they appear to conform to the traditional
Buddhist pattern.
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Anoth�r group within the research sample are the Khmer or Cambodians (75) in
Angkor during the late 13th century. Theravada Buddhism slowly replaced Brahmanism
in Cambodia between the 6th and 15th centuries, and by the 1950s, the country was 90
percent Buddhist (Steinberg 1959). Chou Ta-kuan, who visited Angkor in 1296,
described three religions in the area: Taoism (although this may have been an ascetic
Hindu sect), Brahmanism, and Hinayanist Buddhism (from which Theravada Buddhism
originated). Although he does not specifically discuss celibacy, he describes bonzes who
appear to conform to the classic Buddhist pattern: living in wealthy monasteries, begging
for food, wearing distinctive clothing, etc. (in Briggs 1951). Therefore, there is reason to
believe that the general Buddhist pattern observed earlier also applies to the Khmer.
Data presented by Sharp and Hanks (1978) for central Thailand (76) are entirely
consistent with other Buddhist societies previously described. Thai monasteries are large
and well-offdue to laity contributions, with head priests having both a "lay manager and
corps of assistants" (1978: 140). Begging is highly organized, and "temple boys," who
may be eight years old or younger, are often dedicated by their parents to serve meals to
priests and accompany them on daily rounds. These boys live in the temples and their
services are offered for indeterminate lengths of time, often many years. While many
return to family life, others remain and become monks at age twenty. Monks wear
traditional garb and shave their heads and eyebrows.
Additionally, Sharp and Hanks provide descriptions that contradict the notion that
families benefit materially from having members join monasteries. In Bang Chan,
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" ... parents, by giving their sons to the temple, make greater merit than by any
other single act of devotion. They give up their valuable helpers at a time when
they are most competent. Indeed, a son's obligation to his parents ends at this
point, and if parents wish his help after his resignation from the monastic order
[many, but by no means all, of monks are temporary] they must bargain for his
services almost as in the open market" (Sharp and Hanks 1978:143).

Thus, while there are spiritual and perhaps status-related gains, giving up a son in these
circumstances has a very real cost. Ordination is also very expensive, and usually paid
for by the parents after saving for several years. Consistent with the relationship of merit
to resources is Sharp and Hanks' observation that " . . . priests do not thank those who fill
their begging bowls with food; they receive their donations in silence, for they are
enabling members of the community to make merit. The almsgiver thanks the priest for
accepting his offering" (1978:95).
There are several other non-kin institutional contexts involving permanent
abstinence that need to be identified and discussed. These are of particular interest
because they may represent independent, though parallel, organizational innovations. To
the extent that these cases conform to the predicted pattern of kinship manipulation, they
strengthen the proposition that kinship deceit reinforces reproductive sacrifice in non-kin
settings.
Among the Fon (18) peoples of Dahomey during the late 19th century, the
"Amazons" exhibited an unusual form of permanent abstinence involving females. The
king's palace, home to 6000 to 8000 residents, was a "kingdom within a kingdom." Save
for the king, it consisted of women and neutered men, all known to the general population
as "our mothers" (Skertchly 1874:458) and "wives of the king" (Argyle 1966:63).
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Palace women were grouped into classes, each having a distinctive name and
dress. One small group consisted of the mother of the king (who, upon her death, was
replaced by an appointee) and the symbolic mothers of all previous kings. Another group
of approximately 40 women was made up of those permitted to bear heirs for the king.
The largest group, however, was composed of celibate women periodically chosen from
the general populace while very young. After years of training, they perfonned a variety
of functions, including serving as palace administrators and bodyguards. Others were
enrolled in special fighting units in the king's army, and it is these in particular who were
described as "Amazons" by Western observers.
Within this largest group there were several divisions, each identified with
particular clothing, hair styles, and names. Members' separation from the populace was
complete: even when outside the palace they appeared only in groups, between long poles
set on the ground by eunuchs (who wore warning bells around their necks). Only the
chief eunuchs could cross the boundaries with impunity, and any transgressing males
were to be killed.
While some members of this group were given as wives by the king to high
ranking males, most were to remain celibate for life, risking death for themselves and
their male companions if found to be unchaste. Although violations appear to have been
rare, the fact that "only a few were executed in satisfaction of the demands of the law"
suggests that the severest punishment was indeed carried out (Argyle 1 966).
Each of the Amazons had from one to 50 female slaves, chosen from enslaved
families in the populace. These slaves worked the fields, carried water to the palace, and
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attended to their masters' personal needs. The Amazons in administrative posts mirrored
the males holding similar posts in the kingdom. Each was designated the "mother" of her
male counterpart and accompanied him to meetings with the king. This system "thereby
check[ed] any rebellious intention that might enter the mind of any ambitious subject, and
ensure[d] [the king's] personal safety" (Skertchly 1874:454).
Betzig ( 1986) suggests that eliminating this many women from the general
population favored the relative reproduction of the king. However, this explanation
seems less imperative than the control of other males and resources (Balch 1985). After
all, "no one can marry a wife without first submitting her to the king, who, ifhe pleases,
enlists her in the Amazonian corps" (Skertchly 1874:444). The king thus selected women
for their reproductive value first, then for gifts to other prominent men, and lastly as
administrators and soldiers for his kingdom. Forced celibacy, along with kinship
recognition manipulation, appears to have been utilized to help engender and maintain the
altruism demanded by the king. Prohibiting lovers and kin ties provided a cadre of
trustworthy altruists and prevented any significant loss of resources.
Data for the Babylonians at the close of Hammurabi's reign (45; ca. 1750 BC) are
sketchy and often contradictory. Bachelors appear to have been rare, although there were
eunuchs, most likely individuals punished for their homosexuality (Saggs 1969:185, 213).
Additionally, there were priestesses engaged in the full-time service of various deities. In
some cases, as in the temples of the deity Marduk, priestesses were to remain celibate for
the length of service, typically 30 years.
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Women were offered for temple service by their parents when young girls. They
were given new shared names, and were prohibited from leaving the cloister (Driver and
Miles 1952). There were no prohibitions against marriage after temple service, and some
even adopted children for the purposes of inheritance. However, marriage and children
typically were not contemplated by a retired priestess, as "she would in all probability be
beyond the age of child-bearing" (Driver and Miles 1952,II:367).
For Babylonians of this period it appears that long-term, at times permanent
sexual abstinence was fairly common. Such institutionalized celibacy conforms, in most
respects, with the kinship manipulation model advanced here.
Within the Roman Empire (49; ca. 110 AD) there were at least three different
avenues of potential celibate behavior. Augustus (ca. 18 BC) penalized women and men
over the ages of twenty and twenty-five, respectively, who remained celibate (Friedlander
1979, I:233), although it is unclear to what degree social sanctions against celibacy
remained in Trajan's time, which serves as the sample focus. Slaves were numerous, and
the manner of their treatment was essentially left up to their owners, although their
castration was prohibited after 83 AD (Carcopino 1940). Slaves could not legally marry,
but could form sexual relationships that would be legally recognized if and when they
were freed (O'Rourke 1971:177). For individuals in the general population, marriage
occurred at an early age. Premarital sex was frowned upon, and divorce and remarriage
were apparently common (Friedlander 1979, I:234,243). Prostitution and concubinage
were also tolerated (O'Rourke 1971:182).
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One exception to this general pattern were the priestesses of Vesta, the goddess of
the hearth. These "Vestal virgins" were chosen by Rome's highest priest to serve for 30
years as guardians of the sacred fire kept in the public temple in Rome. These priestesses
had to be born of free citizens and were chosen to serve at an early age, usually between
six and ten. They wore a special bridal dress, at least on public occasions. Unchaste
behavior was punishable by death, a penalty clearly enforced, particularly under
Domitian's reign (81-96 AD [Benko 1971:66]).
Temples associated with foreign religions, such as the worship of the Egyptian
god Isis, were commonly viewed as centers for illicit liaisons, adultery, and prostitution
(Friedlander 1979:Ill). On the other hand, Cynics, wandering ascetics who followed the
teachings of Diogenes of Sinope, appear to have been celibate. Strongly influenced by
Hinduism, Cynics carried only a cloak, wallet, and club. Members underwent prolonged
and intense training, associated primarily with each other, and sustained themselves
through begging and contributions from sympathizers. Mainstream Romans viewed them
as con artists and seducers. However, Benko (1 984) suggests that many of them were
sincere in their beliefs, and that their example strongly influenced Christian renunciants in
the early Roman Empire.
According to Benko, there were two ascetic paths adopted by early Christians.
The first involved renunciation similar to that of the Cynics, and required following Jesus'
admonitions to abandon all possessions and separate from the world, including from kin.
At some point these renunciants began to associate in a more organized fashion, leading
to monastic organizations in the East during the 3rd and 4th centuries. For example,
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Tatian left Rome around 172 AD and formed a sect of "Abstinents" who condemned
marriage, and who were viewed by the Church as heretics (Benko 1984:44-46).
The second path described by Benko is one of "mainstream" Christianity in Rome
and other urban centers, where renunciation was not required. Whether or not these
individuals were celibate is unclear, but appears unlikely. Trajan prohibited the hounding
of Christians and permitted those who recanted their faith to escape punishment.
However, Christianity was clearly seen as a threat to Rome, and Christians were tortured
and killed when identified (Friedlander 1979:III; MacDonald 1996). In such an
environment, celibacy would have served as an easy marker of Christian affiliation.
Pliny's description of Christian customs of the time includes injunctions against adultery,
but he makes no reference to celibacy. M�cDonald (1996:61) argues that celibacy was
not encouraged in the early Church except for those "naturally" so inclined. It appears
that institutionalized celibacy did not emerge in Christian Rome until monasticism
flowered several centuries later.
Albania has a complicated political and religious history. Catholic and Orthodox
Christian branches were the principal faiths until the Turks came to power during the 15th
century. This historical event explains why mountain tribes such as the Gheg (48; ca.
1910) could be influenced by both Islamic and Christian traditions. The Bektashi order of
Muslim dervishes had a powerful influence on Albanians, particularly in urban areas.
Although both marrying and celibate branches of the order were present, the former had
few followers, while the latter had 70 monasteries throughout the country (Hasluck
1954:39).
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Birge (1937) notes that the Bektashi had a long history of conflict with orthodox
Islam, culminating in the order's reestablishment in the 19th century. Following this the
Bektashi gained strong support in Asia Minor and the Balkans. Highly organized, this
order obtained much of its revenue from contributors, especially those residing in Turkey.
After being abolished there in 1925, the order remained very strong in Albania. In the
1930s the Bektashi community comprised 15 to 20 percent of the Albanian population
(Birge 1937:86).
The mursit, or religious teacher, is very important in the Bektashi organization.
Adherents believe "a man must be born twice...he must be born of his mother, and he
must be born of his mursit" (Birge 1937:96-97). Approximately 10 years of training are
necessary to become a dervish. Official headgear is then worn, and special gestures and
headshakes are adopted. Monasteries are headed by abbots, and the predicted pattern of
kin cue manipulation appears to be utilized.
Coon (1950:35) discusses the additional presence in Albania of native-born
Catholic priests trained in Rome. For the Gheg, there are therefore two possible religious
contexts for permanent abstinence, and each appears to conform to the predicted pattern
of kinship manipulation.
In the Americas, three institutional contexts for permanent abstinence appear in
the sample. A very interesting one is that of the Pawnee (142), a Caddoan group of the
midwestern prairies, who numbered roughly 12,000 in the 1830s. Their numbers were
already very likely reduced by then, and certainly afterwards, due to disease and violent
contact with whites (Weltfish 1965:3). Around 1867, the Pawnee were divided into four
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independent groups, the largest being the Skidi, which was composed of thirteen villages
or bands.
Murie, himself a member of the Skidi tribe, described a number of traditional
Pawnee sodalities, including a celibate society known as the "Children of the Iruska"
(1916:580-581). According to Skidi oral tradition, the society was created by a blackbird
which appointed a human leader to select for membership "boys who seemed queer, even
insane." These recruits were known as saaro (youths). They were contraries, in that they
did the opposite of what they were asked or expected to do. They always wore black
facial and body paint, symbolizing their readiness for battle. They also placed a blackbird
skin on their heads and carried a quiver full of prized arrows. "They never married or had
anything to do with women," and spent their time associating only among themselves,
usually playing a gambling wheel game. lruska had a double meaning among the Skidi -
it literally meant "the fire is in me," but symbolically the term translates more faithfully as
"I can extinguish the life in the fire" (Murie 1916:608). Among the Skidi there was also a
powerful (non-celibate) medicine society called lruska, whose members specialized in the
treatment of burns, but Murie describes no other connection between the two groups.
The Children of lruska was apparently a short-lived society, no doubt owing to its
members' behavior in battle. In the face of conflict, they would continue to play their
wheel game until told by others not to fight, at which point they would shoot arrows into
the fray and then attempt to retrieve them. In Murie's words, and from an outsider's
perspective, such contrary behaviors were "an idiotic performance." All members of the
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society, save for one, were killed in battle. The lone survivor disappeared shortly
thereafter.
Murie describes this and several other "private organisations" as created by
individuals who were not accepted into the many formal Pawnee associations, yet who
had enough personal influence to attract followers. As in the case of the Children of the
lruska, "a great misfortune or disaster was almost certain to end the organization." While
Murie describes 29 formal and private societies among the Pawnee, only the Children of
the Iruska employed kin symbolism in their names.
The Aztecs (153; just prior to conquest) had roughly 5000 priests, virgins, and
novices caring for the Huitzilopochtli temple in Tenochtitlan, the capital city. There were
also many similar individuals, though fewer in number, at other temples in Tenochtitlan
and elsewhere throughout the empire (Thompson 1933). Priests took a vow of chastity,
and "in no wise were they to look upon a woman" (Sahagun 1965:65). They wore long
white cotton skirts and fringed capes, distinctive featherwork, and did not cut, comb, or
wash their hair. This was in contrast to the rest of the population, who kept their hair and
bodies "scrupulously clean" (Thompson 1933:224). Soustelle (1962) describes priestly
robes as black or dark green, often with embroidered human skulls and bones.
Regarding valued resources, Soustelle says:

"The wealth of the gods was enormous: there were not only the buildings and their
land, the statues, the countless implements of worship, which were of great value,
and the offerings of provisions and clothes, continually brought by the faithful, but
also the agricultural land which the ecclesiastical corporations let out or had
worked for them, and their share of the tribute from the subjected provinces"
(1962:53).
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Villages were charged with providing temples with food, wood for the fires which were
never allowed to go out, incense, and other necessities. For example, the temple at
Texcoco, situated just east of the Aztec capital, had 15 villages assigned to provision it.
Each of the hundreds of deities within the Aztec pantheon had priests, attendants,
and novices. Each priest wore the name of the god he served, and the god he literally
became during rituals. The Aztecs were a theocracy, where the gods ruled but the priests
interpreted. Accordingly, priests had enormous power. However, "It is hard to recognize
a priesthood completely separate from civil officialdom; both were mutually dependent.
There was a priestly hierarchy, it is true, but it probably operated in conjunction with civil
position" (Vaillant 1944:118).
The lives of priests were "outside of their personal control, since their religious
duties occupied them both day and night and since unfaithfulness to their vows brought
them the severest kind of punishment" (Soustelle 1962:143). "Lecherous or drunken
behavior" brought them death. They also lived lives of "austere poverty" (p.58).
However, they paid no tax, and all of their basic needs were taken care of by the
commoners.
Boys of middle-class families were sent, at age six or earlier, to special schools
attached to temples. There they received instruction from priests, and also maintained the
temples by sweeping, caring for fires, getting water, preparing paint for priests to wear on
ritual occasions, etc. Sons of nobility also went to a special school known as the
Calmecac, attached to the main temple, where they "shared the life and austerities of the
priests" (Soustelle 1962:51). There they were trained as religious and military leaders.
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Their duties for serving the main temple were the same as those of middle-class children
in smaller temples. The children from both classes rarely saw their parents, were required
to sleep in dormitories, and were subject to very strict discipline. For most, this period of
training lasted six to eight years. Parents sometimes vowed their infants to the
priesthood, and later took them, at around age ten, to the Calmecac. Children of the noble
class, as well as ordinary children who showed religious promise, became novices and
junior priests, remaining for many additional years at the Calmecac.
Girls were also taught in special schools, which they entered at age five. They
lived closely chaperoned and in daily association with each other. They had to abide by
the same strict discipline as boys, and they performed temple duties such as guarding fires
and preparing food offerings. They served until claimed in marriage. Female infants
were also dedicated by their parents to religious service, entering the novice ranks when
of a suitable age. Priestesses were to remain celibate as long as in service, and, although
they could marry if asked, "many preferred to give themselves up entirely to religion"
(Soustelle 1962:55). Those who chose permanent religious service became the
instructors of subsequent generations of novices.
The emperor was called "father and mother" of all, and some gods were referred
to by kinship names, such as the goddess Toci ("our grandmother"). Otherwise there is
little reference in Aztec sources to the use of kinship terminology in priestly guilds. The
emperor controlled the enormous wealth of the empire, obtained primarily through tax
and tribute. He also personally received the greatest share of it, as "there was no
distinction between the public treasury and the sovereign's private fortune" (Soustelle
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1 962:55). However, he personally undertook the costs of war and of providing food to
the populace when times were lean between harvests.
The Inca (1 7 1 ) are the last society in the sample to be discussed. According to de
la Vega (1871), "Virgins of the Sun" were often set apart from their families at age eight
or earlier to live in permanent seclusion in the Temple of the Sun at Cuzco, the Inca
capital. These women were chosen only if they possessed "pure" royal blood. However,
because their numbers often exceeded 1500 at any one time, the average degree of
relatedness among them was likely to be low. Unlike other women reserved for service to
royalty, the women set aside for the Sun were to live in lifelong chastity and were looked
upon as his wives. They lived in close association only with themselves, the mama-cuna
("a women who has to perform the duties of a mother") who oversaw them, and their
servants, also virgins, who assisted them. These servants also lived in permanent
seclusion and were supervised by their own mama-cunas, but they were not of royal blood
and merely served their human masters.
Only_ the Ccoya, or queen of the empire, and her daughters could visit the Virgins
of the Sun. Death awaited any man who "violated" one of these women, and his family
would be executed as well. Punishment for the nun involved was to be buried alive. That
these rules were enforced is clearly evident in ethnohistorical documents:

"When Pizarro and his men reached Cajas they saw 'a building occupied by five
hundred women doing nothing else but spinning and making maize'; outside were
the bodies of a number of men hung up by their feet. On asking what crimes these
poor wretches had committed, Pizarro was told 'a man had succeeded in
approaching one of these women and had been put to death, along with the guards
who had allowed it to happen"' (Metraux 1 969:1 1 3).
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The virgins, although set aside for the Sun, also performed a variety of duties that
directly benefited the Inca ruler and his wife. They wove all of the royal clothing, as well
as clothing offered by the ruler as a sacrifice to the Sun. The nuns also made the
identifying tassels worn by those with royal blood (including, presumably, themselves).
In addition, the nuns made an alcoholic beverage consumed by the Inca and his family at
festivals.
The Virgins of the Sun were explicitly a harem for the Sun god. While the Inca
emperor had "innumerable wives and concubines (more than seven hundred, it is said)"
(Metraux 1969:82), he could not touch these women. The fine gold and silver housed in
the temple were (at least described) as the Sun's property, not the Inca's. Additionally,

"The widest lands and largest herds belonged to him, and he it was who received
the richest offerings of gold and silver and fine cloth. When the emperors
returned triumphant from a successful campaign, they would dedicate a part of
their booty to him" (Metraux 1969: 123).

Support for predictions
Although the cross-cultural analysis presented here is far from exhaustive or
conclusive, it does lend support to the prediction that permanent abstinence in non-kin
settings is associated with the manipulation of kinship recognition mechanisms. This
manipulation involves close association of abstinents, their separation from actual kin,
induced phenotypic similarity, use of false kin terms and symbolism, and the preference
for young recruits. In addition, a relationship between non-kin altruism and institutional
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resources which are protected through the permanent abstinence of members is strongly
suggested.
Table 3 shows the distribution of the five traits associated with cue manipulation,
as listed above, in the 41 institutional contexts where permanent abstinence is reported in
the sample. Of these 41 contexts, as discussed in the previous sections and enumerated
earlier in Table 2, 26 are contexts where the primary beneficiaries of permanent
abstinence appear to be non-kin, six are contexts where the beneficiaries are primarily
kin, and nine are contexts in which only the individual abstinents themselves, if anyone,
appear to benefit. As can be seen in Table 3, traits associated with manipulation tend to
be reported by sources as present in non-kin institutional contexts, and are not reported as
present in individual and kin institutional contexts.
Table 4 shows the number of instances where each practice associated with kin
cue manipulation is reported by sources as present in non-kin institutional contexts as
compared to individual and kin contexts. Among individual and kin contexts, only in one
case do sources report a practice associated with the manipulation of kinship cues: The
Gheg "sworn virgins" are recruited as youths.
In light of cross-cultural data, there appear to be four scenarios through which
permanent abstinence is either forcibly or voluntarily adopted:
1. Individuals, due to their unique physiological or psychological disposition,
life choices, etc., abstain permanently from sex. There is no institutional context for such
a decision. This applies to the majority of societies in the sample, as shown originally in
Table 1. Forty-nine societies in the sample are explicitly described as exhibiting
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Table 3. Permanent Abstinence in Institutions: Contexts and Patterning of Kin Cue Manipulation.
I: individual; K: kin; N-K: non-kin; Y: mentioned in sources; * empty cells in columns 5-9 mean no
mention in sources -- note that this does not necessarily mean trait is absent.
SCCS #

Name

Context

16
18
37
45
48a
48b
48c
49a ·
49b
49c
50a
50b
51a
51b
52
54
56
66
68
71
73a
73b
75
76
100
101
105
111
1 14
1 1 6a
1 1 6b
1 17
122
138
141
142
146
1 48
1 53
160
171

Tiv
Fon
Amhara
Babylonians
Gheg
Gheg
Gheg
Romans
Romans
Romans
Basques
Basques
Irish
Irish
Lapps
Russians
Armenians
Khalka Mongols
Lepcha
Burmese
Vietnamese
Vietnamese
Khmer
Siamese
Tikopia
Pentecost
Marquesans
Palauans
Chinese
Koreans
Koreans
Japanese
Ingalik
Klamath
Hidatsa
Pawnee
Natchez
Chi. Apache
Aztec
Haitians
Inca

I
N-K
N-K
N-K
K
N-K
N-K
N-K
N-K
N-K
K
N-K
K
N-K
K
N-K
N-K
N-K
N-K
N-K
K
N-K
N-K
N-K
K

N-K
N-K
N-K
N-K
I
I
I
N-K
I
N-K
N-K
N-K

Celebate
*Close
AssocGroup
{if non-kin} iation*

*PhenoTypic
Similari!I

*Kin
*Young
Symbolism Recruits

*Separation
from Actual
Kin

Amazons
Christian
priestesses
sworn virgin
Bektashi
Christian
Christian
Vestal virgins
Cynics

y
y
y

y
y

y
y
y

y
y

y
y

y
y

y
y

y
y

Christian

y

y

y

y

y

Christian

y

y

y

y

y

Christian
Christian
Buddhist
Buddhist
Buddhist

y
y
y

y
y
y
y

y
y
y
y
y

y
y
y

y

y
y
y
y
y

Buddhist
Buddhist
Buddhist

y
y

y
y

y
y

y
y

y
y

Buddhist
Buddhism
Christianity
Buddhism

y
y
y
y

y
y
y
y

y
y
y
y

y
y
y
y

y
y
y
y

c. oflruska

y

y

y

y

priests
Christian
virgins of Sun

y
y
y

y
y
y

y
y
y

y
y
y

y
y
y
y
y
y
y

y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

y

y
y
y
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Table 4. Distribution of Kin Cue Manipulation Practices in Sample Societies Exhibiting
Institutionalized Celibacy.
Kin-manipulation
Institutional Practice

Non-kin Contexts
(n=26)

Kin and Individual
Contexts (n=l5)

close association
phenotypic similarity
kin symbolism
young recruits
separation from actual kin

23
23
21
23
23

0
0
0
1
0
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abstinence only in these contexts. In addition, this scenario likely applies to 17 additional
societies where permanent abstinence was explicitly reported as absent, 78 societies
where institutional celibacy is unlikely, and even in societies which also exhibit some
forms of institutionalized celibacy (for example, see page 134 for discussion of the
Amhara [37]).
2. Culturally sanctioned roles or institutions exist to legitimize the expression
of celibacy. Once again, the choice and its maintenance are voluntary or
idiosyncratic. Examples found in the sample are the Tiv ihundu ( 16) and the Korongs of
Palau (111).
3. Celibacy is forced or chosen because of some direct benefit to kin. The
circumstances surrounding celibacy are not idiosyncratic, but familial. Individual
inclinations, although still perhaps a factor, are merged with benefits to kin. There is also
cultural legitimization of the chosen role. Rather than being viewed as an aberrant act,
here celibacy is, at least in the case of kin, sanctioned and even valued. Examples in the
sample include permanent bachelors and spinsters among the Basques (50), Irish (51),
and village Lapps (52).
4. There is forced or voluntary membership in institutions which demand, rather
than merely legitimize, abstinence. Examples in the sample include the major religions,
the Aztec priestly class (153), and the Inca Virgins of the Sun (171).
Only rarely does permanent abstinence occur in the primary context of close kin,
as only in six societies in the sample does this pattern appear. In the vast majority of
societies, permanent abstinence, if it exists at all, appears to be idiosyncratic. While it is
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possible that individuals choose to refrain from marriage and or reproduction to aid kin
(as, for example, occasionally occurs in western societies [Kiernan 1988]), this pattern is
not reflected in the data, except in the case of the six societies so described.
This does not mean, however, that indirect benefits to kin are not associated with
permanent abstinence in many non-kin institutions. As has been previously discussed,
families may reduce the drain on their resources by having members join such
institutions. They may also receive resource and status benefits by having members in
wealthy and prestigious celibate organizations. However, because in many societies it is
in fact costly for families to enroll members in celibate orders, and the return is almost
exclusively spiritual (e.g., Burmese [71] and Thai [76] Buddhist monasteries and
"merit"), in most cases it is farfetched to 9onsider kin as direct beneficiaries when
members join celibate institutions.
The second prediction drawn from the model is that kinship manipulation in
institutions should increase with the size of the pool of potential recruits, as this is a
logical indicator of increasing non-kin interactions. This is difficult to adequately test
without a detailed examination of the historical development of specific structural
practices in particular institutions. Some support for this prediction is provided in the
earlier discussion of the development of major religious institutions and Protestant sects
(Chapter 4). This prediction was additionally, but less directly, explored with cross
cultural data by testing the relationships between categories of permanent abstinence,
SCCS sample units population size, settlement density (both as coded by Murdock and
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Wilson 1972), and levels of political integration (as coded by Murdock and White 1969)
(See Appendix B for tabulated results and definition of variables).
Because several societies exhibit more than one institutional context in which
permanent abstinence occurs, and because manipulation of cues for kinship recognition
occurs overwhelmingly in non-kin institutions (as shown in Tables 3 and 4), contexts in
which permanent abstinence is found (i.e., "individual," "kin," and "non-kin") were used
as substitutes for institutional practices of kinship manipulation (i.e., close association,
induced phenotypic similarities, etc.). In addition, each society received only one code,
regardless of the number of contexts it exhibited where permanent abstinence was
reported. Thus, societies which exhibited both kin and non-kin contexts of permanent
abstinence (as in the case of the Irish and Gheg) were coded for the non-kin context.
Tables 5 and 6 present the results of this analysis. The dependent variable,
permanent abstinence, was examined in two ways. In the first (Table 5), societies were
coded for the presence (n=22) or absence (n=154) of permanent abstinence in non-kin
institutionalized contexts. In the second case (Table 6), only the subset of societies
exhibiting institutionalized celibacy was used. Societies were coded as exhibiting
permanent abstinence in non-kin institutionalized contexts (n=22), or in kin or individual
contexts (n= l 0). Population size and density, although coded with numerical data, were
treated as ordinal scales because the intervals were not of equal width. Levels of political
integration, coded as ranks, were also treated as an ordinal scale. Utilizing Kruskal
Wallis nonparametric analyses of variance with ranks (Blalock 1972:349-350), samples
were compared with respect to ordinal rankings of population size, population density,
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Table 5. Non-Kin Institutionalized Celibacy by Population Size, Population Density, and
Level of Political Integration: Analyses of Total Sample.*
CELIBACY BY POPULATION SIZE
Mean Rank
82.63
129.61

Cases
154
22
176

Chi-Square
16.8999

D.F.
1

non-kin celibacy absent
non-kin celibacy present
Total
Significance
p < .001

CELIBACY BY POPULATION DENSITY
Mean Rank
81.72
127.45

Cases
152
22
174

Chi-Square
16.2228

D.F.
1

non-kin celibacy absent
non-kin celibacy present
Total
Significance
p < .001

CELIBACY BY LEVEL OF POLITICAL INTEGRATION
Mean Rank
79.66
150.39

Cases
154
22
176

Chi-Square
41.4735

D.F.
I

non-kin celibacy absent
non-kin celibacy present
Total
Significance
p < .001

* Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric analyses of variance with ranks
(data tables in Appendix B)
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Table 6. Non-Kin Institutionalized Celibacy by Population Size, Population Density, and
Level of Political Integration: Analyses of Societies Exhibiting Institutionalized
Celibacy.*
CELIBACY BY POPULATION SIZE
Mean Rank
10.25
19.34

Cases
10
22
32

Chi-Square
6.6341

D.F.
1

non-kin celibacy absent
non-kin celibacy present
Total
Significance
p < .05

CELIBACY BY POPULATION DENSITY
Mean Rank
9.95
19.48

Cases
10
22
32

Chi-Square
7.4276

D.F.
1

non-kin celibacy absent
non-kin celibacy present
Total
Significance
p < .05

CELIBACY BY LEVEL OF POLITICAL INTEGRATION
Mean Rank
6.25
21.16

Cases
10
22
32

Chi-Square
20.1119

D.F.
1

non-kin celibacy absent
non-kin celibacy present
Total
Significance
p < .001

* Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric analyses of variance with ranks
(data tables in Appendix B)
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and levels of political integration. The null hypothesis is that there would be no
significant difference in sums of ranks between the samples with respect to the variables
of interest. Chi-square tests of significance were utilized. As can be seen in the tables,
there are significant differences between societies exhibiting non-kin, institutionalized
celibacy and others in the direction of larger populations, increased population density,
and greater societal complexity.
One problem potentially affecting this analysis are the differences in "pinpointing"
of sample units by researchers with respect to population size, density, and levels of
political integration. Population size was coded by Murdock and Wilson for either
"focal" or "typical" communities. Communities were defined as "units of interaction"
larger than the family in which individuals regularly interacted face to face, and which
were "a significant focus of social identity for the members" (1972:255). Focal
communities were the specific communities in which authoritative sources did their
research. Typical communities were those which "seemed to be the focus of the most
significant regular interaction and identification" (1 972:256), even though materials
presented in original sources explicitly applied to areas larger than specific communities.
Murdock and Wilson admit that "it was sometimes difficult to identify, among two or
more alternatives, the level of social interaction [beyond the family] most appropriate for
selection as the community" (p.256).
Population density, on the other hand, was operationalized as "the density of
population in the area exploited or controlled by the focal or typical community"
(Murdock and Wilson 1 972:257-258; emphasis added). This can obviously be an area
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much larger than the community as defined regarding population size, and clearly may
affect population density figures.
Finally, levels of political integration, as operationalized by Murdock and White
(1969), refer not to communities or the areas they control or exploit, but to political
entities as a whole, of which the sample units may only be a part.
For simpler societies in the sample, these differing units of measurement are not a
problem. For example, the Kung (2) are coded as a stateless society, with the sample unit
containing fewer than 50 persons and a density of less than one person per five square
miles. However, for more complex groups, the variables often utilize different scales.
The Fur (29), for example, are coded as a "large state subdivided into provinces and
districts," but the sample unit's population size is only 100 to 199 persons.
Thus, the methods utilized by researchers in operationalizing these variables
suggest that, for the purposes of this study, levels of political integration are likely to be
the most relevant variable with respect to the potential size of a recruit pool for
institutions. Political integration, almost by definition, suggests facility in
communication and travel within the cultural entity. Thus higher levels of political
integration should correlate with increased non-kin social relationships. The raw data in
Table 7 show the distribution of non-kin and other institutional contexts in which
permanent abstinence was found. Fifty percent of all societies where permanent
abstinence occurred in the context of non-kin are large states.
In summary, the analysis of cross-cultural data concerning permanent abstinence
lends support to the prediction that kinship manipulation in institutional settings
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Table 7. Celibacy and Levels of Political Integration.
Levels of political
integration

I- stateless
J- petty chiefdoms
K- small states
L- large states
M- integrated in large states

Societies with celibacy in
non-kin institutional
contexts

2
3
16
1

Societies with celibacy in
kin or individual
institutional contexts

5
4
1
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correlates with an increasing size of the pool of potential recruits. However, while it is
likely that non-kin institutions exhibiting both permanent abstinence and the
manipulation of kin cue recognition are typically found in large states, this association
only indirectly supports the prediction relating to increased interaction between non-kin.
Only a detailed examination of the growth and structural development of specific celibate
institutions, undertaken preliminarily in Chapter 4, is likely to provide the data needed to
adequately test this prediction.
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION

Several important qualifications apply to the interpretation of these research
findings. The historical information utilized here is primarily based on general surveys,
supplemented with ethnographic and other first-hand accounts. These surveys are
rendered more reliable by the fact that authors were not examining the data with this
particular research model in mind (Essock-Vitale and McGuire 1980). Even so, they are
useful only in identifying a potential trend in the association between celibate vows or
decisions and the manipulation of kinship recognition cues.
In addition, the patterns previously described will not necessarily apply to all of
the many sects and branches within major institutions, particularly in light of the
historical controversy surrounding celibacy in Christianity and, to a lesser extent,
Buddhism. For example, the Little Brothers and Sisters of Jesus, inspired by the writings
of Charles de Foucauld, live in groups of usually no more than five, take jobs in the
workplace where, in appearance, they are "indistinguishable from their workmates," and
possess no property (Moorhouse 1969:65-8). Although they are celibate, little else about
them resembles the typical Christian monastic pattern. The Community of the Glorious
Ascension, an Anglican men's celibate order, while typical of the predicted pattern in
most respects, obliges its novices to keep their money and property. Although they may
not utilize their resources for personal use, they may will them to whom they wish
(Moorhouse 1969:102-3).
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A logical next step in exploring the topic of kinship manipulation in altruistic
contexts is to use historical sources to trace the development of particular celibate
institutions in greater detail. Demographic data can answer questions about population
growth and increased contact between communities. Analyses of technological
innovations facilitating transportation and communications would also be helpful.
Finally, correlating the growth of membership in organizations to organizational changes
which might relate to the manipulation of psychological mechanisms underlying kinship
recognition could be very illuminating.
Another potential line of inquiry involves the history of celibate religious
institutions that failed to survive. One promising avenue of further research pertains to
the numerous heretical religious groups, many of them celibate, which arose in the
European Middle Ages. Detailed accounts of institutional practices are frequently lacking
or, in the case of those deriving from inquisition proceedings, are likely to be inaccurate.
Nonetheless, there may be sufficient data available for the predictions of this study to be
tested. For example, the Cathars, particularly prominent in 1 2th-century Italy and
southern France, "had organized communities with their own hierarchy and formulated
dogmas" (Borst 1992:95), and relied on aristocratic patronage (Lambert 1972:116).
While the majority of followers took no vows, "perfecti," or those initiated into the
highest rank, were celibate. Only these individuals had the right to say the Lord's Prayer - "the rank and file supporter, being still in the domain of Satan, having no right to call
his God 'Father' at all" (Lambert 1992:106-107). Cathars "wore distinctive, simple
costumes that attracted public attention and elicited public sympathy" (Peters 1980:14 1 ).
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Literature on other groups, such as the Waldensians and the Bogomil of Bulgar (Lambert
1992) similarly hints at the possibility of institutional manipulation of kinship recognition
cues.
While a case has been made for the importance of substituting kinship ties with
equally strong ties between non-kin in communal groups, more detailed information on
sects and movements might reveal data on the relative success of different techniques
employed by groups in order to control sexuality. It should also be remembered that
kinship manipulation appears to occur in many altruistic, but not celibate, religious
settings. Data on such cases are likely to be instructive.
Additional research on kin cue mechanisms, or psychological predispositions, is
clearly needed. As has been noted, more work needs to be done regarding childhood (as
opposed to infant) attachments and use of kin terminology. According to Bogin (1997),
childhood, specifically the period after weaning when a child is still dependent upon
others for food and protection, is apparently a life stage unique to humans, and one
marked by specific cognitive changes. It may be that the manipulation of kin cues in
cases of institutionalized celibacy in some way mimics cognitive patterns accompanying
this stage, thus keeping members, in a sense, permanent children. On the other hand, as
members of many non-kin celibate institutions in time become "fathers" and "mothers" of
others, perhaps having fictive children also reinforces altruistic behaviors among non-kin.
Regarding the cross-cultural survey presented here, many specific issues require
further discussion. The first is the question of historical independence, known as Galton's
problem. Simply stated, the presence of traits in presumed "independent" cases may be
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due to historical contact and diffusion. Murdock and White attempted to minimize this
problem in a variety of ways in the SCCS, including specifying the time period and exact
location of ethnographic descriptions, and stratifying sample societies by geographical
areas (Frayser 1985; Murdock and White 1969; Narron and D'Andrade 1963).
However, the worldwide influence of major religions makes it clear that
independence cannot be assumed in the sample with respect to the variables explored in
this survey. Major religions have influenced each other in structure and practice, and
many of the societies in the sample have in turn been influenced by these religions. For
example, of the 16 state level societies in which permanent abstinence in non-kin
contexts occurs, 11 exhibit at least one celibate context directly related to one of the
major religions. Therefore, while it can be expected that independence does apply in
some cases, it is not assumed in the present analysis of the SCCS. Instead, the sample has
been utilized merely as a practical means through which to explore the patterning of
permanent abstinence in various cultural and temporal contexts.
This renders the analysis weaker, but not invalid. Because the primary question of
interest is if celibacy in non-kin contexts is accompanied by the manipulation of kinship
recognition cues, the maintenance of that association in major religions as they spread
around the world cannot be assumed. Cultural traits associated with institutions do not
necessarily diffuse en masse, but often according to their perceived utility, their
congruence with existing cultural patterns, and other factors (Barnett 1963; Rogers and
Shoemaker 1971; Weinstein 1997).
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A number of syncretic, nativistic, millenarian, and other religious movements
demonstrate that structural traits are not necessarily maintained in institutions as they are
introduced into new settings (de Waal Malefijt 1968:329-359; Lantemari 1963; Lewis
1986). For example, the Aymara (172), Huichol (152), and Quiche (155) appear to have
selectively adopted aspects of Catholicism while eschewing others, including celibacy
and monastic life. An argument for diffusion with respect to the major religions would
still have to explain why, if some traits diffuse and others do not, particular traits
associated with the manipulation of kinship recognition are maintained in so many
different settings of the same religious institutions.
Some researchers also argue that SCCS sample units are too dissimilar for valid
cross-cultural analyses (an example of ":'hat is sometimes called Flower's problem; see
Frayser 1985). This is a legitimate concern when attempting to compare groups so
different in size, degree of autonomy, and many other variables. Murdock and White's
response to this criticism was that each sampling unit consists of a cultural type, based on
linguistic and other criteria, and so each is equally comparable. However, as Narroll
(1973:724; in Frayser 1985:431) points out, "The question always is: What sort of
differences matter for the problem at hand?"
In the present case, Flower's problem is particularly relevant with respect to
villages that are in some sense linked to "national cultures" and larger celibate
institutions. It is clear that in many sample units, small communities participate
peripherally, or not at all, in larger national affairs, including religion. The degree to
which communities participate in larger social spheres is often quite unclear. For
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example, while lifelong celibacy was not reported for the Hindu village of Senapur (Uttar
Pradesh; 63), it is very possible that some residents leave the village to join ascetic
organizations requiring celibacy. The Korean village of Sondup'o (1 16), on the other
hand, was coded positive for Buddhist asceticism under very similar circumstances solely
because some priests were reported to have been present. These priests, however, most
likely came from elsewhere. It is always possible that individuals choose celibacy and
leave their communities in order to practice it.
While this methodological issue and others remain, it should be remembered that
the focus of this survey is not to ascertain what individuals do in particular contexts, but
rather how institutions maintain and reinforce abstinence among members. In addition, in
this case mistakes in coding, if and when they occur, only bias toward falsification, not
support, of the central hypothesis that manipulation of kin cues should be seen in non-kin
altruistic contexts. For example, any Senapur villager opting for Hindu ascetic life is
most likely doing so in the context of an institution already shown to exhibit the traits in
question.
Additional problems exist, pertaining to the quality and consistency of the
ethnographic data. As Frayser (1985:434-438) points out, findings based on the SCCS
data set are subject to possible distortion because of informant, ethnographer, or cross
cultural researcher error. Because of this, Murdock and White suggested using data
provided only by "authorities" for each sample unit. Authorities should be expected to
have obtained the most reliable data because they had the longest first-hand experience
with each group's language and customs. While this seems reasonable, a review of source
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materials suggests that ethnographer error and bias are likely to be present on many
fronts. Sources are uneven in terms of depth of coverage not only for the domains under
investigation here, but others as well. The authorities in some cases include missionaries
and adventurers. Even those who are professionally trained anthropologists vary
considerably in their methodological rigor and accuracy.
Errors of this type may have minimal impact because of their random occurrence.
In other words, they might be as likely to support as falsify cross-cultural predictions.
However, ethnocentric bias is also clearly present. For example, consider the following:

"Though I cannot accept the Gallic proverb 'tout comprendre, c'est tout pardonner,'
I trust that fuller knowledge will give fuller sympathy with one's brother, be he a
dark-skinned barbarian of the shores of Eastern seas" (Whitehead 1924:6, of the
Nicobarese [78]).

Later in his book In the Nicobar Islands, Whitehead asserts that "the idea of chastity is
unfamiliar" among the Nicobarese, and provides relatively detailed ethnographic data as
support. But it is obviously difficult to tell whether his observations can be taken as fully
valid. Similarly, Jochelson ( 197 5 :62), in discussing the "free intercourse" of the
Yukaghir of Northem Siberia (120), asserts that "among civilized nations, the ideal of
purity in the relations of the sexes has prevailed over the opposite tendency of sexual
passion." His data suggest that celibacy was unknown among the Yukaghir, but his
implicit hypothesis regarding "civilized" sexual notions may well have skewed his
perception and interpretations. Bias is also found in Skertchly's (1874:458) assessment of
the bravery of Fon "Amazons" (18). He concludes that_ "[w]henever a woman becomes
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unsexed, either by the force of circumstances or depravity, she invariably exhibits a
superlativeness of evil. . .. " {It should be noted that Skertchly is a supplemental source,
one not listed as an authority by Murdock and White.)
A reasonable retort to the charges that cross-cultural data are flawed to the point
of uselessness is advanced by Alexander (1981:510), who argues that this is a problem
with any data set:

"Of course, there is [a problem]: The data are incomplete and imperfect. Like
every repository of so-called information, the [Human Relations Area] file is
filled with factual errors, observer bias, misinterpretations, and inappropriate
codifications. It may even be worse than most such repositories."

The use of the SCCS, in his view, can only minimize, and not eradicate, these problems.
However, Alexander goes on to suggest that a lack of general theory (which evolutionism
provides), and not these deficiencies, has been the main problem with the use of cross
cultural data. In other words, cross-cultural researchers often do not ask the right
questions of the data. However, his assessment may be too simplistic. Equally important
is the realization that ethnographers, whose products make up the available data set, are
inconsistent in their methodologies, domains of interest, and priorities. The computer-age
maxim of "garbage in, garbage out" while crude, cannot be ignored. As Broude argues,
cross-cultural analyses are about testing hypotheses statistically, but sampling, especially
in the area of human sexuality, is hampered by the quality and consistency of
ethnographic data. "The absence of detailed and reliable data not only frustrates the
researcher regarding methodology, it also affects the scope and sophistication of the
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hypotheses that can be tested" (1981:634). For the same reason, the multivariate analyses
necessary to deal with confounding variables are difficult to carry out.
Therefore, the fact that the data are the best available is not sufficient to warrant
blind trust of them, and for many domains, they must be utilized cautiously. In this
survey, attempts to mitigate the possibility of error and bias primarily revolve around the
assumption that quantifying data in this case would only cover findings with a sheen of
verisimilitude. Instead, descriptions of the actual source material are provided as much as
possible so the reader may form his or her own opinions as to the support the model
receives. Additionally, wherever possible, at least two sources were utilized for each
sample unit in an attempt to cross-check findings, and supplementary materials, even if
secondary sources, were utilized to provide background regarding the celibate institutions
discussed.
Also, all that was asked of the data is what they could reasonably be expected to
provide. For example, kinship manipulation traits were treated as nominal categories.
However, "separation from actual kin" might actually entail partial or complete
separation. Similarly, the use of kin terminlogy might be occasional or frequent.
Unfortunately, the data are too inconsistent for ordinal ranking. Reference to a trait was
simply accepted as evidence of its existence. This, however, is not without precedent,
even among evolutionary-minded researchers. Jankowiak and Fischer (1992), in their
search for the possible universality of romantic love, were forced by similar
methodological issues to code societies in the SCCS only as "love present" or "love
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absent." Despotism was similarly either "present" or "absent" in Betzig's (1986) crosscultural investigation of its relationship to reproduction.
Notwithstanding these many caveats, both historical and cross-cultural data
appear to support the predictions derived from the kinship manipulation model. Only in
institutions where celibacy is associated with altruism for the benefit of non-kin are the
traits pertaining to kin manipulation generally found. Although the statistical analyses
should be taken as merely suggestive, they do demonstrate that manipulation of kinship
recognition becomes institutionalized only when the pool of recruits is large enough to
ensure that average relatedness of recruits is small. The literature regarding the
development of communal organizations in general and celibate religious organizations in
particular suggest the same finding.
In terms of overall patterning, while inclusive fitness theory might lead to the
expectation that celibacy should occur primarily in the context of close kin, this does not
appear to be the case. Even assuming that individuals in any society may choose to aid
kin by foregoing reproduction, the evidence appears clear that permanent abstinence is
most frequently undertaken by individuals for idiosyncratic reasons. Most cases of
permanent abstinence appear to be a matter of individual choice or need; in some cases,
where inheritance laws and other factors exacerbate familial problems, individuals are
culturally prompted to delay or even forego reproduction. Of course, indirect benefits to
kin may drive membership in non-kin celibate institutions. However, as discussed
earlier, this is not sufficient to explain the maintenance of such a choice. Easier
alternatives to celibacy which accomplish the same kin-related goals are often available.
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For example, emigration i s a means through which individuals can help their families'
interests, one that is seen in several contexts (e.g., Irish [51]).
However, given that the predicted association between non-kin altruism and the
specific institutional practices examined in this study appears to exist, are there better
explanations for that association than kinship manipulation?
The first alternative, as explored earlier in this chapter, is diffusion. Another
alternative is that the practices described here are found in institutions for reasons other
than reinforcing celibate behavior. For example, the need to organize large numbers of
individuals might suffice to explain the use of uniforms and other insignias. Or kinship
terms may be used as an organizing principle solely because of their linguistic
universality. It must be stressed, however, that the five traits examined here were not
chosen at random. Rather, they are interrelated elements within an independent, logical
theory of kinship recognition. This theory suggests the likelihood that human kinship
recognition relies on association (especially in kin contexts), phenotypic similarity, and
the use of kin terms and symbolism. Separation from actual kin and young
developmental age are likewise theoretically relevant to the possibility of errors and
manipulation in kin recognition. No alternative theory appears to better explain these
traits' collective presence in organizations.
The predicted pattern of kin cue manipulation can certainly be found in many
organizations that do not demand sexual abstinence, such as military organizations and
secret societies (for one illustration, see Ricks' [1997] description of indoctrination into
the United States Marine Corps). But in many such cases there is an institutional demand
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for non-kin altruism from members. Whether the organizational goal is to obtain material
resources, loyalty, or cohesion from members, induced altruism appears to facilitate the
attainment of these objectives. While reciprocal altruism, cost/benefit assessments, and
even increased reproductive opportunity are frequently relevant in explaining apparent
altruism in many institutions, they do not apply when reproduction is sacrificed for a
lifetime.
The altruism engendered through vows of celibacy need not be of primary
importance to the institutions manipulating kin recognition among members. Military
institutions, for example, are unlikely to be overly concerned about altruistic suicide in
battle. Obedience, group cohesion, and a willingness to risk (not give) lives while
engaging the enemy are much more important objectives (Henderson 1985). Yet some of
the processes through which these behaviors are reinforced may also encourage acts of
terminal altruism. Such is the case as well with vows of lifelong non-reproduction.
Institutionally it is likely that the avoidance of marriage, and therefore heirs, is much
more important than sexual abstinence (which may explain why the Christian church has
tolerated concubines and illegitimate children at different periods in its history).
Certainly general altruism, in the form of labor and commitment, is a prime institutional
objective. Yet again, the means through which these behaviors are engendered can
reinforce the reproductive sacrifice inherent in sexual abstinence.
But who does the manipulating? One of the hallmarks of modem evolutionary
theory is its focus on the individual, even with respect to cultural groups and institutions.
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As Murdock (1972) argued in one of his last papers, and contrary to his thinking
throughout most of his professional life,

"It now seems to me distressingly obvious that culture, social system, and all
comparable supra-individual concepts... are illusory conceptual abstractions
inferred from observations of the very real phenomena of individuals interacting
with one another and with their natural environments. . . " (in Palmer et al.
1997:296: see also Alexander 1981).

Murdock's sentiments apply to all organizations, including celibate institutions.
They are best understood in terms of the cooperation and conflict among individuals who
comprise them. It is insufficient to say "organizations" manipulate recruits into altruistic
behavior -- who does it, and who benefits, are fundamental questions which must be
addressed.
Possible answers to these questions are seen in the data reviewed for this
dissertation. In many cases, it is clear that leaders of organizations benefit directly from
the altruistic behavior engendered in their faithful followers. In some cases, particularly
where force may be used to maintain celibacy, leaders are explicitly exempt from
sacrifice, including reproductive sacrifice. Rulers of the Amhara, Aztec, and Inca, for
example, were obviously not enjoined to observe chastity, and in fact had an abundance
of reproductive opportunities. Betzig's (1986) cross-cultural analysis of despotism and
differential reproduction makes it clear that celibacy forced upon others has often been an
avenue for increased reproductive success by leaders.
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Even when institutionalized celibacy applies to all, those in leadership positions
often appear to break the rules and thereby gain reproductive opportunities. The wealth
accrued by monastic institutions in Christianity, Buddhism, Hinduism, and other religions
is often disproportionately available to those holding high ranks. In some cases, leaders
even benefit reproductively, in that they exempt themselves de facto from reproductive
sacrifice. The term "nepotism" derives from "the bestowal of patronage on the bastard
sons, euphemistically called nephews, of popes and other high Vatican officials" (Daly et
al. 1 997:267). Betzig (1 995) provides data suggesting that the highest ranks of medieval
clergy often used their wealth and power to have sex and children. Similarly, leaders of
Protestant celibate sects sometimes ignored sexual restrictions that applied to others and
pursued their own reproductive interests (Muncy 1 973 :44-46).
Wilson (1 967:35) argues that contemporary sects tend to develop a centralized
organization, and that

"Elites emerge in sects both at the local level and, once centralised agencies have
arisen, also at the centre. They may be elected by the generality, but they tend to
become self-recruiting both locally and at the centre. Central control of local
leaders may occur, and when it does the local elite will be the group which
interprets, explains and rationalises the activity of the central group."

In such cases, allegiance is to "headquarters," "the central board," or "the executive,"
rather than to other members, and variance in behavioral expectations of the two groups
often follows. As the reasons for centralization have to do with increased mobility and
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the need for communication between dispersed groups, there is little reason to doubt that
this pattern also applied to historical groups.
It is also important to note that in many cases leaders of celibate organizations are
not themselves subject to the indoctrination associated with kinship manipulation. Many
leaders do not work their way up the internal ranks, but enter leadership positions from
outside the institution. Two examples are the political appointment of abbots in England
during the middle ages (Knowles 1963) and Ramanandis abbots who, as opposed to the
general membership, are often Brahmans entering temple life after having been
householders (van der Veer 1987).
There are also cases where no one appears to receive disproportionate
reproductive benefits. In many celibate institutions, there may not be any individuals
manipulating others. The founders are gone, and current leaders, as well as new recruits,
are subject to practices instituted in the past. This illustrates a possible addendum to
Murdock's (and many evolutionists') expectation that individual actions will always
explain supra-individual processes. Where institutional practices like those pertaining to
kinship manipulation become codified over generations, the psychological impact of
those practices, as well as the power of conformity in pressuring individuals to adopt
cultural practices regardless of their costs and benefits in somatic or reproductive terms
(Logan and Qirko 1996), may render the supra-individual scale the most appropriate level
at which to understand certain behaviors.
As discussed in Chapter 4, many religious organizations are founded by
charismatic catalysts who are eventually replaced by others who develop or further refine
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institutional practices. These leaders often benefit reproductively from the asymmetrical
and hierarchical structures they help impose. However, the institutional practices which
develop then become traditional, with no individuals or strata necessarily benefiting at
any given point in time.
A final issue meriting brief discussion is that of gender. Evolutionary theory
predicts patterned sex differences in reproductive strategies, control of reproduction, and
parental investment (e.g., Batten 1994; Trivers 1985). As discussed in Chapter 2, Trivers
and Willard (1973) predict that, in stratified societies, families in lower economic
positions will typically invest in daughters, while those in the highest ranks will invest
more heavily in sons. As demonstrated by Dickemann (1979a, 1979b) and others (Betzig
1995; Hager 1992), institutionalized celibacy is one of several means through which
families can control "excess" males and females, depending on the socio-economic
standing of the family. Additionally, Betzig (1986) has shown that high-ranking males
often control vast numbers of women through despotism, thereby leaving many lower
ranking males with reduced opportunities to secure a mate.
The cross-cultural and historical data reviewed in the present analysis lend support
to these predictions and findings. Male celibates appear to far outnumber females in most
institutional settings; celibate females are more often of higher socio-economic rank; and
force appears to be utilized more frequently to maintian permanent abstinence for females
than males. For example, Burton's (1994) analysis of monastic life in Britain from 1000
to 1300 AD reveals far fewer nunneries than monasteries. Moreover, both founders and
members of nunneries tended to be of a higher class than males associated with
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monasteries. Nuns were also generally kept far more isolated than monks. Finally,
founders often placed their own close female kin in nunneries, a pattern not matched in
male asceticism. However, Burton also suggests that many females joined nunneries for
primarily spiritual reasons, sometimes against the strong wishes of their parents.
It seems clear that there are important differences in the patterning of celibacy by
gender. However, no gender-based differences were found with respect to the
manipulation of kinship recognition cues. Nunneries appear to employ institutional
practices to manipulate kin cues in essentially the same manner as do monasteries. This
may be because kin recognition mechanisms apply equally to all individuals, regardless of
sex. If it is as important for a female to identify close kin as it is for a male, then evolved
cognitive mechanisms which facilitate kin recognition are likely to be similar for both
sexes.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS

Recent applications of an evolutionary perspective in biology, anthropology,
psychology, sociology, economics, and other fields have done much to illuminate human
cultural behavior. Evolutionary theory has provided a productive theoretical base from
which to explore many specific domains, from mate choice, mate competition, and
parenting to cooperation, language acquisition, and even aesthetics (for reviews and some
examples, see Barkow et al. 1992; Betzig 1997; Betzig et al. 1988; Cronk 1991; Gray
1996; Mithen 1996b). It is becoming increasingly clear, although the contention is still
controversial (e.g., Rambo 1991), that humans generally behave along lines consistent
with evolutionary predictions.
There are, however, some glaring exceptions. One is the "demographic
transition," or the pattern of reduced fertility associated with increased wealth within and
between modem societies. Betzig (1988:6) called this pattern "a major challenge to a
Darwinian view of human behavior" a decade ago, and it remains so today.
However, perhaps the greatest challenge is altruism for the benefit of non-kin,
particularly when it is dramatic in somatic or reproductive costs. Examples of human
sacrifice in the name of strangers, supernaturals, and ideas appear to be so numerous that
one is forced to ask if human nature has in some fundamental way been released from the
constraints of individual-level evolutionary expectations. The apparent paradox of non
kin altruism has helped to fuel the recurring scholarly interest in group-selection (e.g.,
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Fialkowski 1990; Peres and Hopp 1990; Wilson and Sober 1994), as well as other forms
of cultural selection (e.g., Boyd and Richerson 1985; Campbell 1975; Goodenough 1995).
Yet potent arguments can be raised against these theoretical perspectives.
In recent years the "indoctrinability" of humans has begun to receive increasing
attention from evolutionists. While some of the literature has focused on obedience as
related to evolved predispositions for dominance ranking (e.g., Salter 1995), other
researchers have discussed human capacities for sacrifice in the name of ideals and
values. Eibl-Eibesfeldt (1982) has suggested that the capacity to be indoctrinated into
specific cultural values may only be ultimately explicable through group selection. Somit
and Peterson (1997) argue that, while humanity's evolutionary heritage of dominance
hierarchies facilitates individual obedience to authoritarian regimes, human
indoctrinability explains how ideas, values, and beliefs permit culture to overcome
"even . . . some of our most basic drives" (1997:78). In their view, indoctrinability
therefore accounts for celibacy, altruistic suicide, and the occasional development of truly
democratic political systems.
However, indoctrinability remains largely unexplored with respect to its specific
psychological constituents. In addition, the means through which manipulation of human
susceptibility may take place have not received much attention. Evolutionists have added
little to the work of experimental psychologists (e.g., Asch 1956; Milgram 1974) in this
area.
This dissertation has incorporated and expanded upon the suggestions of Johnson
(1986,1989), Balch (1985), and others (e.g., Badcock 1987) concerning the role of
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induced or manipulated altruism in overcoming "basic drives," such as reproduction. The
proposed model of human kinship deceit is based on three kinship recognition cues and
two associated factors. The relevance of two of these cues -- close association and
phenotypic similarity -- is clarified by a substantial literature on kin recognition
mechanisms. The importance of a third recognition cue -- the use of kin terminology and
related symbols -- is documented in various studies (e.g., G. Johnson et al. 1987; J.

Johnson et al. 1991). In addition, cultural anthropologists have long known that linguistic
terminology is an important means through which humans identify kin.
The model also incorporates two additional factors which appear to be highly
relevant in kinship deceit. The importance of gaining young (i.e., still developing)
recruits is demonstrated in literature on kin recognition, as well as by research on child
development and attachment theory. The relevance of the second factor, that of
separating an individual from actual kin, is less well understood, but studies of
attachment theory and child development suggest that physical separation can be an
important feature of kinship deceit and altruism among non-kin.
Institutional practices which facilitate misidentification of non-kin as close
genetic relatives, a phenomenon that in turn promotes altruistic behavior with non-kin as
the primary beneficiaries, should be rigorously tested in a variety of specific institutional
contexts. Historical and cross-cultural data lend considerable support to the central
prediction examined in this dissertation: altruism in non-kin, institutionalized settings
should covary with kinship-cue manipulation.
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Celibacy, or permanent sexual abstinence, was selected as the principal form of
altruistic behavior to be explored. Several reasons underlie this choice. First, celibacy
involves the sacrifice of the most valuable currency, from an evolutionary perspective,
that individuals possess: reproduction. Second, because the reproductive sacrifice is

lifelong, the individual altruist derives no returns that compensate, in terms of fitness, for
the loss. Therefore, competing models, such as those based on reciprocity and
cost/benefit assessments, hold little utility for explaining the maintenance and
reinforcement of celibacy, although they may be highly relevant for interpreting other
forms of altruistic behavior.
The theory of inclusive fitness provides the only other potential explanation for
permanent abstinence which does not rely upon idiosyncratic choice, group selection, or
social learning. If the act of celibacy benefits close genetic relatives, then kin can receive
gains which exceed the losses of the celibate. When viewed in this light, abstinence can
be a successful strategy in terms of fitness maximization, and genes favoring such a
decision can be maintained in subsequent generations. Such an explanation for
institutionalized celibacy, however, while often relevant, appears to be insufficient. It can
certainly explain why parents or other close relatives may wish, or even force, individuals
into permanent abstinence. The removal of these individuals into celibate institutions
may concentrate parental investment so that more family members will survive to
reproduce, or the resources obtained by abstinents may be made available to kin,
facilitating their survival and reproduction.
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But inclusive fitness does not fully explain the sacrifice from the point of view of
the celibate. If he or she remains in close association with kin, then direct psychological

reinforcement that maintains the individual's sacrifice can be generated. However, if the
abstinent is denied close association with family members, as is typical in institutional
cases, other means of reinforcement are likely to be necessary. Additionally, as has been
shown in this work, celibate institutions are maintained in large part through labor and
other resources generated by individual members. To survive, institutions must develop
means to combat any tendencies individuals may have to contribute these resources to
their kin. The institutionalization of celibacy itself, of course, minimizes the possibility
that these kin will be members' own children. However, the possibility that members will
invest resources in other close kin always exists. Thus, even in cases where inclusive
fitness theory may explain the desire of celibates to aid kin, institutions are likely to
attempt to induce altruism through the manipulation of kinship recognition cues.
Badcock (1987:122) has argued that induced altruism is central to an objective
understanding of "the much-vaunted 'pure' altruism of the human race." That case
remains to be made, although his argument receives some support in light of this
research. However, even if Badcock's perspective is accepted, it does not negate the
possibility that humans frequently act in ways to benefit others for "purely" altruistic
reasons. The model of kinship manipulation advanced here is not one of humans as
automata, blindly coerced into behaviors that benefit others. It only suggests that cultural
practices which tap into an evolved psychology can reinforce particular behaviors, even
those with significant costs. Individuals do often choose to live a life of permanent
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sexual abstinence, thus serving gods, leaders, and communities. They make this choice
for many reasons, including a genuine desire to help others. It is doubtful that any
individual can be "fooled" by kinship deceit into adopting behaviors in which he or she
does not wish to engage. Yet the continuing desire to remain celibate may frequently be
reinforced through institutional socialization based on deceit and the manipulation of
kinship recognition cues.
Symons (1990) has suggested that attempts to apply Darwinian evolutionary
theory to social institutions must first deal with the problem that these phenomena are
not, in and of themselves, adaptations (except perhaps in purely cultural selectionist
terms; e.g., Campbell 1975). Therefore, "Darwinism can be 'applied' to traditional social
science phenomena only in so far as it illuminates the psychological adaptations that
underpin these phenomena" (Symons 1990:435). In addition, Symons points out that
maladaptive behaviors present an opportunity to gain insights into underlying adaptations
which, due to novel environmental circumstances, result in current behavioral "errors."
Thus Darwinism can "guide hypothesis formation and help us decide which of the infinite
number of questions we might ask about the mind are the ones most likely to bear fruit"
(Symons 1987:126), even if the hypotheses generated do not deal with evolutionary
process per se. The suggestions by Johnson (1986, 1989), Balch (1985), and others about
the potential role of induced altruism in reinforcing non-kin altruism among humans
exemplify the approach advocated by Symons. Utilizing inclusive fitness theory and
accompanying research on kinship recognition, these researchers generated a novel and
testable hypothesis about a problematic (in Darwinian terms) aspect of human behavior.

The present study on celibacy has advanced specific predictions based on this
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hypothesis and tested them with historical and cross-cultural data. The manipulation of
psychological mechanisms pertaining to kin recognition appears to be a means through
which altruistic celibacy is maintained and reinforced in institutionalized settings.
However, other steps are clearly necessary to further test this possibility. These might
include reviewing materials on other societies or groups where permanent abstinence is
likely to be present; conducting more detailed historical analyses of the development of
celibate institutions; exploring the ways in which stratification, gender, and other
variables affected this development; and interviewing members of celibate institutions to
learn more about the impact of kin cue manipulation on daily life.
There are obvious moral and ethical implications resulting from the manipulation
of individuals within institutional settings. Although it is probably a mistake to attempt
to fashion moral guidelines for humanity based on our evolved psychology
(notwithstanding Wright 1994), it is another thing to gather information on tendencies
and biases which are shaped by evolution so that better informed moral decisions can be
made.
It is hoped that this dissertation will serve both as a catalyst and a foundation for
future research on the relationship between non-kin altruism and the cultural and
institutional traits which may promote and reinforce this complex behavior.
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SCCS SAMPLE AND SOURCES CONSULTED
"Pinpointing" data were used as a starting point, but descriptions of permanent
abstinence, and the contexts in which it is found, sometimes and explicitly range beyond
subgroups, locations, and dates delimited for the SCCS. For more details, see Murdock
and White 1 969.
Human Relations Area Files were utilized only ifjudged "A" or "B" quality by Murdock
and White. Several Files created after Murdock and White's 1 969 publication were
utilized (listed with no ranking). Complete citations of sources consulted are listed in the
Bibliography.
Letters following the "pinpointed" year for each sample society refers to major geographic
regions. Definitions are:
A:
C:
E:
I:
N:
S:

Sub-Saharan Africa
Circum-Mediterranean
East Eurasia
Insular Pacific
North America
South America

1 Nama - HRAF A

Gei/Khauan tribe, 1860 A

2 Kung - HRAF A

Agan Kung of Nyae Nyae region, 1950 A

3 Thonga - HRAF A

Ronga subtribe around Lourenco Marques, 1895 A
4 Lozi - Gluckman 1 968; Holub 1971
Luyana, 1900 A

5 Mbundu - HRAF A

Bailundo subtribe, 1900 A

6 Suku - Kopytoff 1 964, 1 965; Torday and Joyce 1906
Feshi. territory, 1920 A

7 Bemba - HRAF B
Zambia, 1897 A

8 Nyakyusa - HRAF B; Wilson 1 957, 1967
around town of Mwaya, 1934 A
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9 Hadza - Woodburn 1 968
as a whole, 1930 A
Luguru - Beidelman 1 967, Christensen 1 963
west central Morogoro district, 1925 A
1 1 Kikuyu - HRAF A
Metume or Fort Hall district, 1920 A
12 Ganda - HRAF A
Kyaddondo district, 1875 A
13 Mbuti - HRAF; Turnbull 1 962, 1 965
Epulu net-hunters of the Ituri Forest, 1950 A
14 Nkundo Mongo - HRAF A
Ilanga subtribe, 1930 A
15 Banen - Dugast 1 954
Ndiki subtribe, 1935 A
16 Tiv - HRAF A; Bohannan and Bohannan 1 962, 1 966
Benne province, 1920 A
17 Ibo - HRAF; Green 1 964
Isu-Ama division of Southern Ibo, 1935 A
18 Fon - Argyle 1 966; Herskovits 1 938; Skertchly 1 874
near Abomey, 1890 A
19 Ashanti - HRAF A; Rattray 1 969
state of Kumasi, 1895 A
20 Mende - HRAF A
around town of Bo, 1945 A
21 Wolof - HRAF A
of the Upper and Lower Salum in the Gambia, 1950 C
22 Bambara - HRAF A [insufficient data]
23 Tallensi - HRAF A
as a whole, 1934 A
24 Songhai - Miner 1 942, 1 953
of Bamba or central division, 1940 C
25 Fulani - Stenning 1 978, 1994
Alijam and Degeriji subgroups of Wodaabe Fulani in Niger, 1951 C
26 Hausa - HRAF B
Zazzagawa Hausa, 1900 C
27 Massa - [insufficient data]
28 Azande - HRAF A
of Yambio chiefdom, 1905 A
29 Fur - Beaton 1 948; Felkin 1 885
of western Darfur around Jebel Marra, 1880 C
30 Otoro - Nadel 1 94 7
of the Nuba Hills, 1930 A
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31 Shilluk - HRAF A
as a whole, 1910 A
32 Mao - Cerulli 1956
Northern Mao, 1939 A
33 Kafa - [insufficient data]
34 Masai - Hollis 1971; Huntingford 1969
Kisonko or Southern Masai of Tanzania, 1900 A
35 Konso - Hallpike 1972; Kluckhom 1962
of town of Duso, 1935 C
36 Somali - Lewis 1961, 1969
Dolbahanta subtribe, 1900 C
37 Amhara - HRAF A; Messing 1985
of Gondar district, 1953 C
38 Bogo - [insufficient data]

39 Nubians - Callender 1966; Femea 1973; Kennedy 1978
Kenuzi branch of Barabra or Nile Nubians, 1900 C
40 Teda - HRAF; Cline 1950
of Tibesti, 1950 C
41 Tuareg - HRAF A
Ahaggaren or Tuareg of Ahaggar, 1900 C
42 Riffians - HRAF B
as a whole, 1926 C
43 Egyptians - HRAF A
in and near town of Silwa, 1950 C
44 Hebrews - de Vaux 1961; Patai 1959
kingdom of Judah, 621 BC C
45 Babylonians - Driver and Miles 1 952; Saggs 1 967, 1 969
in and around Babylon, 1750 BC C
46 Rwala - HRAF A
Rwala Bedouin of south central Syria and northeastern Jordan, 1913 C
47 Turks - HRAF B
of northern Anatolian plateau, 1950 C
48 Gheg - HRAF A; Birge 1937; Coon 1950; Durham 1928; Hasluck 1954
mountain Gheg of Northern Albania, 1 91 0 C
49 Romans - Carcopino 1940; Friedlander 1979; MacDonald 1996
in and around Rome, 1 10 AD C
50 Basques - Caro Baroja 1944, 1958; Collins 1987
village of Vera de Bidasoa, 1934 C
51 Irish - HRAF A; Arensberg and Kimball 1968
of County Clare, 1932 C
52 Lapps - HRAF A; Manker 1953; Minn 1955; Pehrson 1954, 1964
Konkama Lapps of Karesuando parish in northern Sweden, 1950 C
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53 Yurak Samoyed - HRAF A
Tundra Yurak, 1894 E
54 Russians - Benet 1970
Great Russians of peasant village of Viritiano, 1955 C
55 Abkhaz - HRAF B; Luzbetak 1966
as a whole, 1880 C
56 Armenians - HRAF; Lynch 1967
near Erevan, 1843 C
57 Kurd - Leach 1940; Hansen 1961
in and near town of Rowanduz, 1951 C
58 Basseri - Barth 1961, 1964
nomadic Basseri, 1958 E
59 Punjabi - Eglar 1960; Maron 1957
western Punjabi of village of Mohla, 1950 E
60 Gond - HRAF A
Hill Maria Gond, 1938 E
61 Toda - HRAF A
as a whole, 1900 E
62 Santa.I - HRAF; Culshaw 1949
of Bankura and Birbhum districts of Bengal, 1940 E
63 Uttar Pradesh - Opler and Singh 1953; Rowe 1960
village of Senapur in kingdom of Dobhi Taluka, 1945 E
64 Barusho - HRAF A
of Hunza state, 1934 E
65 Kazak - HRAF B
of the Great Horde, 1885 E
66 Khalka Mongols - HRAF B; Plank 1956; Rupen 1956, 1966; Vreeland 1962
of Narobachin temple territory, 1920 E
67 Lolo - D'Ollone 1912; Lin 1961; Tseng 1945, 1956
of Taliang Shan mountains, 1910 E
68 Lepcha - HRAF A; Gorer 1967; Snellgrove 1970; Waddell 1958
near Lingthem in Sikkim, 1937 E
69 Garo - HRAF; Burling 1963
of Rengsanggri and neighboring villages, 1955 E
70 Lakher - Parry 1976
as a whole, 1930 E
71 Burmese - Nash 1963
village of Nondwin in upper Burma, 1965 E
72 Lamet - Izikowitz 1951
as a whole, 1940 E
73 Vietnamese - HRAF A; Donoghue 1968; Gourou 1955; Hickey 1964; Varet 1932
Tonkinese of the Red River delta, 1930 E
74 Rhade - Donoghue et al 1962; Lebar et al 1964; Mole 1970
village of Ko-sier on Darlac plateau, 1962 E
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75 Khmer - Briggs 1951; Steinberg 1959
city of Angkor, 1292 E
76 Siamese - Sharp and Hanks 1978
Central Thai village of Bang Chan, 1955 E
77 Semang - HRAF B
Jahai subtribe, 1925 E
78 Nicobarese - Man 1932; Whitehead 1924
of the northern islands of Car Nicobar, Chowra, Teressa, Bompoka, 1870 E
79 Andamanese - HRAF A
Aka-Bea tribe of South Andaman, 1860 E
80 Vedda - HRAF A
Danigala group of Forest Vedda, 1860 E
81 Tanala - HRAF B
Menabe subtribe, 1925 E
82 Negri Sembilan - HRAF B; De Josselin de Jong 1960; Lewis 1962; Wilkinson
1911
district of Inas, 1958 E
83 Javanese - Geertz, C. 1960; Geertz, H. 1961; Jay 1969
village of Modjokuto, Central Java, 1950s I
84 Balinese - Belo 1936; Geertz and Geertz 1975; Geertz 1967
village of Tihingan, district of Klunghung, 1958 I
85 lban - HRAF A
of the Ulu Ai group, 1950 I
86 Badjau - Nimmo 1965,1969
of southwestern Tawi-Tawi and adjacent islands of Sulu Archipelago, 1963 I
87 Toradja - HRAF; Adriani and Kruyt 1951
Bare'e subgroup of eastern Toradja, 1910 I
88 Tobelorese - Platenkamp 1988; Taylor 1980 [insufficient data]

89 Alorese - HRAF A
village complex of Atimelang in north central Alor, 1938 I
90 Tiwi - HRAF A
of Bathurst and Melville Islands, 1929 I
91 Aranda - HRAF A; Murdock 1965
Arunta Mbainda of Alice Springs, 1896 I
92 Orokaiva - HRAF A [insufficient data]
93 Kimam - Serpenti 1977
village of Bamol in northeast central Kolekom, 1960 I
94 Kapauku - Pospisil 1960, 1963
village of Botukebo in Kamu Valley, 1955 I
95 Kwoma - HRAF; Whiting 1941
Hongwam subtribe, 1937 I
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96 Manus - HRAF A
village of Peri, 1929 I
97 New Ireland - HRAF A
village of Lesu, 1930 I
98 Trobrianders - HRAF A
island of Kiriwina, 1914 I
99 Siuai - Oliver 1 949, 1 955
northeastern Siuai of southern Bougainville, 1939 I
100 Tikopia - HRAF A; Firth 1 983
island of Tikopia as a whole, 1930 I
101 Pentecost - Lane 1 965 ; Lane and Lane 1 956
village of Bunlap and neighboring pagan villages in southeastern Pentecost
Islands, 1953 I
102 Mbau Fijians - Tonganivalu and Bua 1 9 1 1 ; Waterhouse 1 978
island of Mbau off east coast of Viti Lebu, 1840 I
103 Ajie - Howe 1 977; Thompson and Adloff 1 971 [insufficient data]
104 Maori - Best 1 974; Hawthorn 1 944; Wright 1 959
Nga Puhi tribe of northern isthmus, 1820 I
105 Marquesans - Handy 1 923; Maranda 1 964
Te-i'i chiefdom of southwestern Nuku Hiva Island, 1800 I
106 Samoans - HRAF B
kingdom of Aana in western Upolu Island, 1829 I
107 Gilbertese - Lambert 1 964, 1 970, 1 971
northern Gilbertese of Makin and Butiritari islands, 1890 I
108 Marshallese - HRAF A
atoll of Jaluit, 1900 I
109 Trukese - HRAF B
island of Romonum or Ulalu, 1947 I
1 10 Yapese - HRAF A
island of Yap as a whole, 1910 I
1 1 1 Palauans - Barnett 1 949, 1 966; Smith 1 983
village of Ulimang in northern Babelthuap Island, 1947 I
1 12 Ifugao - HRAF B
Central and Kiangan Ifugao, 1910 I
1 13 Atayal - Ferrell 1 969; Mabuchi 1 960; Ruey 1 955 [insufficient data]
114 Chinese - HRAF A; Fei 1 947; Fried 1 953
village of Kaihsienkung in northern Chekiang, 1936 E
115 Manchu - HRAF A; Shirokogoroff 1 923, 1 973
Aigun district of northern Manchuria, 1915 E
116 Koreans - HRAF A; Hewes and Kim 1 952; Osgood 1 95 1
village of Sondup' o and town of Samku Li on Kanghwa Island, 1947 E
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117 Japanese HRAF; Beardsley et al 1959
village of Niiike in Okayama prefecture, 1950 E
118 Ainu - Hilger 1 971 ; Munro 1963 ; Seligman 1963 ; Sugiura and Befu 1 962
of the basins of Tokapchi and Saru rivers in southeastern Hokkaido, 1880 E
1 19 Gilyak - HRAF A
of Sakhalin Island, 1 890 E
120 Yukaghir - Jochelson 1 975
of the Upper Kolyma River, 1850 E
121 Chukchee - HRAF A
Reindeer Chukchee, 1 900 E
122 lngalik - Osgood, 1 958, 1 959
village of Shageluk, 1 885 N
123 Aleut - HRAF A
Unalaska branch, 1 800 N
124 Copper Eskimo - HRAF A
of Arctic mainland, 1915 N
125 Montagnais - HRAF A
of the Lake St. John and Mistassini bands, 1910 N
126 Micmac - [insufficient data]
127 Saulteaux - HRAF B
Northern Saulteaux of Berens River band, 1930 N
128 Slave - Helm 1 96 1 ; Honigmann 1946
in vicinity of Fort Simpson, 1940 N
129 Kaska - HRAF A
of Upper Liard River, 1900 N
130 Eyak - Birket-Smith and de Laguna 1 938
as a whole, 1890 N
131 Haida - Murdock 1 934a, 1 934b; Niblack 1 970; Swanton 1 975
village of Masset, 1 875 N
132 Bellacoola - HRAF A
central Bellacoola along lower Bella Coola River, 1880 N
133 Twana - Eells 1 877, 1 985; Elmendorf 1 993
as a whole, 1860 N
134 Yurok- HRAF B
village of Tsurai, 1850 N
135 Pomo - HRAF A
Eastern Pomo of Clear Lake, 1850 N
136 Yokuts - HRAF A
Lake Y okuts, 1850 N
137 Paiute HRAF A
Wadadika or Hamey Valley band of Northern Pauite, 1870 N
138 Klamath - Gatschet 1 890; Spier 1 930; Stem 1965
as a whole, 1860 N
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139 Kutenai - Chamberlain 1892; Tumey-High 1941
Lower Kutenai, 1890 N
140 Gros Ventre - HRAF A
homogeneous Gros Ventre as a whole, 1880 N
141 Hidatsa - Bowers 1 965; Lowie 1924; Matthews 1 971
village of Hidatsa, 1836 N
142 Pawnee - Dorsey 1 904; Murie 1916; Weltfish 1 965
Skidi or Skiri Pawnee, 1867 N
143 Omaha - HRAF B
as a whole, 1860 N
144 Huron - Tooker 1 964; Trigger 1969
Attignawatan (Bear People) and Attigneenongnahac (Cord People) tribes of
Huron Confederacy, 1634 N
145 Creek - Bartram 1 853; Hudson 1976; Swanton 1 922, 1 946
Upper Creek of Alabama, 1800 N
146 Natchez - Swanton 191 1
politically integrated Natchez as a whole, 1718 N
147 Comanche - HRAF A [insufficient data]
148 Chiricahua Apache - Opler 1941, 1955
central band or Chiricahua proper, 1870 N
149 Zuni - HRAF A
village of Zuni, 1 880 N
150 Havasupai - HRAF A
as a whole, 1918 N
151 Papago - HRAF A
Archie Papago near Sells, Arizona, 1910 N
152 Huichol - Grimes and Hinton 1969; Klineberg 1934; Lumholtz 1973; Zingg 1 937
as a whole, 1890 N
153 Aztec - HRAF B; Berdan 1982; Soustelle 1962; Thompson 1 933; Vaillant 1 944
in and near city of Tenochtitlan, 1520 N
154 Popoluca - Foster 1 942, 1943, 1971
Sierra Popoluca in and near town of Soteapan, 1940 N
155 Quiche - Bunzel 1 952; Rodas et al 1940
town of Chichicastenango, 1930 S
156 Miskito - HRAF B
near Cape Gracias a Dios, 1921 S
157 Bribri - HRAF A
Bribri tribe of the Talamanca nation, 1917 S
158 Cuna - HRAF A
of San Blas Archipelago, 1927 S
159 Goajiro - HRAF A
as a whole, 1947 S

160 Haitians - HRAF B; Herskovits 1 964; Metraux 1 959; Simpson 1 942
of Mirebalais, 1935 S
161 Callinago - HRAF A
of island of Dominica, 1650 S
162 Warrau - HRAF A
of Orinoco Delta, 1935 S
163 Yanomamo - Chagnon 1983, 1988
Shamatari subtribe around the village of Bisaasi-teri, 1965 S
164 Carib - HRAF A
along Barama River in British Guiana, 1932 S
165 Saramacca - HRAF A
Saramacca group of Bush Negroes in upper basin of the Suriname River,
1928 S
166 Mundurucu - HRAF B
savanna-dwelling Mundurucu of Rio de Topas drainage, 1850 S
167 Cubeo - Goldman 1 963
of Caduiari River, 1939 S
168 Cayapa - HRAF A
in drainage of Rio Cayapas, 1908 S
169 Jivaro - HRAF A
Jivaro proper, 1920 S
170 Amahuaca - Carneiro 1964; Dole 1 961/1 962; Huxley and Capa 1 964
on upper Inuya River, 1960 S
171 Inca - HRAF B; Metraux; Rowe 1946
Quechua-speaking Indians near Cuzco, 1530 S
172 Aymara - HRAF A; La Barre 1948; Tschopik 1 951
of the community of Chucuito, Peru, 1940 S
173 Siriono - HRAF A
in forests near Rio Blanco, 1942 S
17 4 Nambicuara - HRAF A
Cocozu or eatem Nambicuara, 1940 S
175 Trumai HRAF - Murphy and Quain 1 955
single surviving village, 1938 S
176 Timbira - HRAF B
Ramococamecra or Eastern Timbira, 1915 S
177 Tupinamba - HRAF A
near Rio de Janeiro, 1550 S
178 Botocudo - Keane 1883; Metraux 1 946a
Naknenuk subtribe in basin of Rio Doce, 1884 S
179 Shavante - Maybury-Lewis 1967; Nimuendaju 1 942
Akwe-Shavante in vicinity of Sao Domingos, 1958 S
180 Aweikoma - Henry 1964; Metraux 1946b
of the Duque de Caixas Reservation, 1932 S
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181 Cayua - Watson 1 952
of southern Matto Grosso, Brazil, 1890 S
182 Lengua - Grubb 191 1
those in contact with Anglican mission, 1889 S
183 Abipon - HRAF A
those in contact with Jesuit mission, 1 750 S
184 Mapuche - Faron 1 964, 1 96 1 , 1 968; Hilger 1 957
near Temuco, 1950 S
185 Tehuelche - HRAF A
equestrian Tehuelche, 1870 S
186 Yahgan - HRAF B
eastern and central Yahgan, 1865 S
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CROSS-CULTURAL CODES

SCCS #

NAME

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Nama
Kung
Thonga
Lozi
Mbundu
Suku
Bemba
Nyakyusa
Hadza
. Luguru
Kikuyu
Ganda
Mbuti
Nkundo Mongo
Banen
Tiv
Ibo
Fon
Ashanti
Mende
Wolof
Bambara
Tallensi
Songhai
Fulani
Hausa
Massa
Azande
Fur

11

12

13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

1 2 3
B
B
B
B
B
C
B
C
C
B
B
B
B
B
B
D
C
F
C
B
B

-

C
B
B
C

-

B
B

4

3 A J
1 A I
1 F K

5 D
3 D
2 D
3 C
3 E
1 B
4 G
3 F
3 F
2 B
3 C
4 D
5 E
6 G
7 E
4 E
3 E
3 F
5 D
5 F
5 D
3 C
6 E
4 E
3 C
3 D

L
K
L
L
K
I
I
I

L
I

K
I
J
J

L
K
J

K
J

I

L
J

L
I

K
L
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SCCS #

NAME

1

2 3

4

30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

Otoro
Shilluk
Mao
Kafa
Masai
Konso
Somali
Amhara
Bogo
Nubians
Teda
Tuareg
Riffians
Egyptians
Hebrews
Babylonians
Rwala
Turks
Gheg
Romans
Basques
Irish
Lapps
Yurak Samoyed
Russians
Abkhaz
Armenians
Kurd
Basseri
Punjabi
Gond
Toda
Santai

C
A
B
-

5
5
2
2
4
6
5
4
5
2
2
1
5
6
7
8
2
5
3
8
6
5
1
1
6
4
5
6
3
4
2
1
3

J
J
J
L
J
J
K
L
J
M
J
J
J
L
K
L
J
L
K
L
M
K

B
B
C
F

-

B
C
B
C
C
C
F
B
A
F
F
F
F
E
B
F
B
F
B
B
B
C
A
B

D
E
D
E
C
F
D
E
C

-

A
A
F
G
G
G
B
E
E
G
D
E
C
A
D
E
E
F
C
F
D
E
F

I
I

L
J
L
K
J
L
J
J
J

SCCS #

NAME

63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95

Uttar Pradesh
Barusho
Kazak
Khalka Mongols
Lolo
Lepcha
Garo
Lakher
Burmese
Lamet
Vietnamese
Rhade
Khmer
Siamese
Semang
Nicobarese
Andamanese
Vedda
Tanala
Negri Sembilan
Javanese
Balinese
lban
Badjau
Toradja
Tobelorese
Alorese
Tiwi
Aranda
Orokaiva
Kimam
Kapauku
Kwoma

1 2 3 4
B
A
B
F
C
F
B
B
F
B
F
B
F
F
B
C
B
A
A
C
C
B
C
B
C
-

6
3
5
1
3
3
4
4
5
3
5
5
7
6
1
4
1
1
4
6
5
5
2
4
3

-

C 3
C 3
B 1

- 2

B 5
A 3
B 4

G
C
C
C
C
E
E
D
F
A
G
G
E
F
A
E
C
A
C
G
G
G
D
A
D
D
G
B
B
C
B
F
E

K
J
L
L
I

J
J
J
L
I

L
I

L
L
I
I
I
I

J
K
L
K
I
I

J
K
K
I
I
I
I

J
I
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SCCS #

NAME

96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
12 1
122
123
124
125
126
127
128

Manus
New Ireland
Trobrianders
Siuai
Tikopia
Pentecost
Mbau Fijians
Ajie
Maori
Marquesans
Samoans
Gilbertese
Marshallese
Trukese
Yapese
Palauans
lfugao
Atayal
Chinese
Manchu
Koreans
Japanese
Ainu
Gilyak
Yukaghir
Chukchee
lngalik
Aleut
Copper Eskimo
Montagnais
Micmac
Saulteaux
Slave

3

4

A 4 E

I
I

B 3 E

J

1

2

B 4 D

A 2 E
E 5 F
C 2 D
B 6 G
- 2 C
C 3 B
D 3 E
C 4 F
B 4 F
A 3 F
B 4 G
A 3 E
D 2 E
B 5 F
F
B

F
F
B

C
B

C
D
B

A
C
C
C

3
6
3
3
3
1
2
2
1
2
4
1
3
1
3
2

I

J
I
K

J
J
J
K

J
J
I

J
K
I

D J

G
F
G
G

L

M
L
L

B

J

A
A
A
A

I
I
I

D

I

A
A
A
A

I

B

I

I

J
I
I
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26 1

SCCS #

NAME

129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
15 1
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161

Kaska
Eyak
Haida
Bellacoola
Twana
Yurok
Pomo
Yokuts
Paiute
Klamath
Kutenai
Gros Ventre
Hidatsa
Pawnee
Omaha
Huron
Creek
Natchez
Comanche
Chi. Apache
Zuni
Havasupai
Papago
Huichol
Aztec
Popoluca
Quiche
Miskito
Bribri
Cuna
Goajiro
Haitians
Callinago

1 2 3 4
C
C
B
C
A

B
C
B
C
D
B
B
D
F
C
B
B
D
-

1 A
1 A
3 B
2 C
1 E
1 C
4 C
4 D
3 A
1 B
3 A
3 A
5 A
4 B
6 C
6 E
4 C
5 D
4 A
2 A
6 C
3 A
4 E
4 C
8 G
5 E
7 E
4 D
2 -

D
C
C
B
B
F
B
B
C
B
C 5 E
A 2 B
F 7 F
B 4 D

I
J
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
J
J
I
J
J
K
K
J
I
I
I
I
I
I
L
I
J
J
I
J
I
K
I

SCCS #

NAME

1 62
1 63
1 64
1 65
1 66
1 67
1 68
1 69
1 70
171
1 72
1 73
1 74
1 75
1 76
1 77
1 78
1 79
1 80
181
1 82
1 83
1 84
1 85
1 86

Warrau
Yanomamo
Carib
Saramacca
Mundurucu
Cubeo
Cayapa
Jivaro
Amahuaca
Inca
Aymara
Siriano
Nambicuara
Trumai
Timbira
Tupinamba
Botocudo
Shavante
Aweikoma
Cayua
Lengua
Abipon
Mapuche
Tehuelche
Yahgan

1 2 3

4

2
3
1
3
3
1
5
2
1
3
5
2
2
1
4
5
2
4
1
1
3
4
2
3
1

I

A
C
C
C
B
C
B
A
B
F
B
C
B
B
B
B
B
B
A
B
C
B
C
B
C

B
B
A
D
A
B
C
B
A
D
F
A
B
A
C
B
A
A
A
B
A
B
E
A
B

I
I

K
I
I
I
I
I

L
M
I
I
I
I

J
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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DEFINITION OF VARIABLES

Column 1 - Permanent abstinence:
ABCDEF-

none reported
non-institutional context
unlikely to be other than non-institutional context
institutional in individual context
institutional in kin context
institutional in non-kin context

NOTE: Although in several societies permanent abstinence occurred in more than one
context, these were coded as F in correlations. See Tables 2 and 3, as well as descriptions
in text for specific context information.
Column 2 - Community size (from Murdock and Wilson 1972):
12345678-

fewer than 50 persons
50-99
100-199
200-399
400-999
1000-4999
5000-49,000
50,000 or more

Column 3 - Density of population (from Murdock and Wilson 1972):
ABCDEFG-

less than 1 person per square 5 miles
from 1 per square mile to 1 per square 5 miles
from 1.1 to 5 per square mile
5.1 to 25 per sq. m.
26 to 100 per sq. m.
101 to 500 per sq. m.
over 500 per sq. m.

Column 4 - Level of political integration (from Murdock and White 1969):
I-

JK-

LM-

stateless society
petty paramount chiefdom
small state organized into districts
large state subdivided into provinces and districts
integrated into large state (described, but not coded, by Murdock
and White)
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